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A B S T R A C T :
This project focuses on the renovation of Union Station (VIA Rail)
located at 123 Main Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba, into a hotel.
The purpose of designing a hotel at Union Station will be to link
users to the historical and cultural context that the building sits in.
The facility will be a place that addresses the needs of VIA Rail’s
travellers while creating a location where locals can visit. It will
be an establishment unique from other hotels within the vicinity
because of its strong literal ties to the rail industry being that it
is attached to a train station, serving the clientele of the train
station and that it reflects the inherent historical value of the site
for Winnipeg.
An investigation into Regulation Theory and place and interaction
theories, a precedent analysis on typologies related to the one
presented and a detailed programme will influence the design of
the proposed hotel.
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Figure 3.1.1: Exterior of Train Station Inn. © Carolyn Stampeen, used with permission. Copyright permission granted January 25,
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Figure 3.1.2: Train Station Inn Dining Car. © Carolyn Stampeen, used with permission. Copyright permission granted January 25,
2016.
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Figure 3.1.3: Train Station Inn Gift Shop. © Carolyn Stampeen, used with permission. Copyright permission granted January 25,
2016.
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Figure 3.1.4: Train Station Inn Lounge. © Carolyn Stampeen, used with permission. Copyright permission granted January 25, 2016.
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Figure 3.2.1: Union Station Hotel Lobby. Used with permission from Union Station Hotel, Nashville via Kate Thompson, Director
of Sales and Marketing. Accessed November 20, 2012, from http://www.unionstationhotelnashville.com/about-us/photo-gallery.
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Figure 3.2.2: Union Station Guest Suite. Used with permission from Union Station Hotel, Nashville via Kate Thompson, Director
of Sales and Marketing. Accessed November 20, 2012, from http://www.unionstationhotelnashville.com/about-us/photo-gallery.
Copyright permission granted March 11, 2016.
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Figure 3.2.3: Union Station Lounge. Used with permission from Union Station Hotel, Nashville via Kate Thompson, Director of Sales
and Marketing. Accessed November 20, 2012, from http://www.unionstationhotelnashville.com/about-us/photo-gallery. Copyright
permission granted March 11, 2016.
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Figure 3.3.1: Exterior of Madison Hotel. © Jeffrey Jacobs, used with permission. Copyright permission granted January 22, 2016.
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Figure 3.3.2: Madison Hotel Lobby. © Jeffrey Jacobs, used with permission. Copyright permission granted January 22, 2016.
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Figure 3.3.3: Madison Hotel Lobby. © Jeffrey Jacobs, used with permission. Copyright permission granted January 22, 2016.
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Figure 3.3.4: Madison Hotel Fitness Room. © Jeffrey Jacobs, used with permission. Copyright permission granted January 22, 2016.
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CHAPTER 1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
This chapter unveils the scope of the Practicum project. A brief history of
the site, Union Station, informs the reader about the importance of this
building for Winnipeg. The section, Rationale, justifies why this site and
project was chosen. Questions of Inquiry state what the Practicum will
uncover. The overall Objectives of this Practicum are laid out while the
Methods explain how the final design was influenced.
1
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History of the Site

1.1

To understand the significance of Union Station in Winnipeg, it is

I N T R O D U C T I O N :

imperative to know the historic events that took place on the site

Downtown Winnipeg is continually being revitalized to promote

to fruition. The implications resulting from its arrival were both

tourism growth and draw citizens from within and outside the

positive and negative, having lasting effects in both Winnipeg and

city to this richly historic district. Many of the heritage buildings

Canada.

that it was placed upon and how this significant train station came

throughout the downtown core have been adapted into
establishments that support the tourism industry. There are many

The site that is referred to was once known as the Red River

hotels, restaurants, cultural venues, and shopping areas that do

Settlement; its nexus being the confluence of the Red and

just that.

Assiniboine Rivers.4 This area has been considered a meeting
place for over 6000 years.5 The first people to use this site for

Within Union Station, there is a train station that has a long and

such a purpose were the First Nations citizens who came together

important history for Winnipeg. Within its doors, there is the

to retain and foster relationships among different tribes, to trade,

Citizenship and Immigration Canada tenant, where immigrants

to marry and to engage in spiritual activities.6 It was a temporary

become Canadian citizens.1 A large portion of Union Station is

residence for them as it would flood annually.7 This spot was

used as office spaces for Environment Canada and classrooms

significant not just for the spiritual aspect of their lives but as an

for Red River College.2 Union Station still sees many travellers

area where trade could be made so easily upon the waterways

through its doors on a regular basis and is prime real estate for

that linked the East and West with the North and South.8

an additional tourist-centred establishment.3 Just steps from The
Forks is the new Canadian Museum for Human Rights that is

Colonization

close to many other long-standing tourist areas that have earned

The importance of this junction became apparent in the 18th

popularity. The historic train station would fit in as an exceptional

century to the first explorers and fur traders from Montreal,

addition, both as a hotel and tourist-centric venue.

1. VIA Rail Canada Inc.,“Via Rail Awards Contract to Winnipeg-based Firms
for Union Station Renovation and LRC Car Components,” VIA Rail Canada, October
17, 2013, accessed March 5, 2014, http://www.viarail.ca/en/about-via-rail/media-room/
latest-news/67623/17-october-2013-via-rail-awards-contracts-to-winnipeg-ba.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.

2

4. The Centre for Environmental Design Research and Outreach (CEDRO),
The Forks Urban Revitalization Project: The Forks/North Portage Partnership, (Calgary,
AB: The University of Calgary, 2001), accessed September 9, 2015, http://www.ucalgary.
ca/ev/designresearch/projects/2001/CEDRO/cedro/cip_acupp_css/pdf/forks.pdf.
5. Ibid.
6.Winnipeg, Mayor’s Office, Winnipeg: A Historical Sketch, (Winnipeg: City
of Winnipeg, 1973), 2.
7. Ibid.
8. George Mitchell and Mary Lile Benham, Winnipeg, (Winnipeg: City of
Winnipeg, 1974), 6.
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who travelled there via canoe.9 Not long after their arrival they

During the earliest part of settlement in this area, Chief Peguis

constructed Fort Rouge and the North West Company was

and the Saulteaux gave the new settlers a place to go during the

created.10 The Hudson’s Bay Company had obtained the legal title

winter months.19 Chief Peguis at that time was the most powerful

of this territory previously.11 It was clear that the rivers were a

chief in the area.20 It took a number of years and fighting between

vital aspect of expanding the fur trade, making both companies

the two fur trade companies before the Red River settlement

attempt to take ownership of the area.12

became truly established. Along the way, the companies inserted
themselves amongst the First Nations.21 The First Nations, who

The Hudson’s Bay Company gave Lord Selkirk the area to create

began to form their own village north of this area and incorporate

a settlement that would be focused on agriculture.13 Settlers were

farming to sustain themselves, were given rum to stop them from

brought there by Selkirk to the disdain of the North West Company

creating better lives for themselves by the trading company in fear

that attempted to bribe them away from the area and when that

their village would get in the way of the fur trade.22

did not work, force them out violently.14 Farmers from Scotland and
Ireland arrived to fill the roles created by Selkirk.15 In establishing

As the fur traders and settlers transformed the landscape of this

this settlement, it was hoped the Hudson’s Bay Company would

area, it was noted by Chief Peguis how the “white” managed to

have control of this area over the North West Company for the

deplete and scatter the animals that the First Nations relied on.23

fur trade.16 In 1814, the Red River Settlement was established,

Lord Selkirk created a Treaty for the First Nations in that area to

consisting of good farmers from the original colonist group, and

compensate them for the land that his settlers now occupied.24

with the addition of Canadian “Freeman” with their Native and
Métis families, the area began to populate.17 Mercenaries who

Finally in 1821, the Hudson’s Bay Company absorbed the North

worked for Lord Selkirk were also given land and although they

West Company, which eliminated the struggle between the two

could not farm, they could protect the land from attacks on their

powers.25 Swiss were brought into this area, including many young

colony by the North West Company.18

and single women who married the mercenaries.26

9. Winnipeg, Mayor’s Office, 2.
10. Ibid.
11. Ibid, 3.
12. Manitoba, Historic Resource Branch, Red River Settlement, (Winnipeg:
Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Recreation, Historic Resources, 1988, 1.
13. Winnipeg, Mayor’s Office, 4. 		
14. Ibid.
15. Manitoba, Historic Resource Branch, 1.
16. Ibid.
17. Ibid., 5.
18. Ibid., 9.

19. Winnipeg, Mayor’s Office, 4.
20. Gordon Goldsborough, “Memorable Manitobans: Peguis (c1774-1864),”
The Manitoba Historical Society, last modified February 14, 2015, accessed December
13, 2015, http://www.mhs.mb.ca/docs/people/peguis.shtml.
21. Winnipeg, Mayor’s Office, 5.
22. Mitchell and Benham, 18.
23. Ibid., 166.
24. Manitoba, Historic Resource Branch, 9.
25. Scott Robinson, “Winnipeg,” The Robinson Library, last modified
December 3, 2014, accessed September 9, 2015, http://www.robinsonlibrary.com/
america/canada/manitoba/winnipeg.htm.
26. Manitoba, Historic Resource Branch, 11.
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The ebb and flow of the Red River settlement continued through

led by Louis Riel, who seized Fort Garry, gaining control of the

disastrous flooding, fighting with nature to farm and through new

Red River settlement and creating a Provisional Government.35

leadership.27 While few of the original Selkirk settlers were left, the

Manitoba became a government a year later in 1870.36

population consisted of Métis, Rupertlanders, Europeans, natives,
fur traders and labourers who were employed by the fur trade,

The economy of St. Boniface began with agriculture and expanded

creating a unique community of individuals.28

into a livestock exchange, along with a meat packing and
processing industry.37 The area, while housing a high concentration

St. Boniface

of residential lots for the French community, was also an industrial

In 1818, a Roman Catholic mission was placed along the Red

area.38 Railway service in Canada began in 1836.39 St. Boniface was

River, an area that was later known as St. Boniface.29 St. Boniface

considered a major hub for the Trans-Continental railroads due

was considered the “mother parish” for the majority of French

to being situated between railroads and waterways causing St.

settlements across the West, and became home to a majority of

Boniface to become increasingly industrious.40

French Canadians.30 Many of the early institutions within the vicinity
of St. Boniface were created by the French religious orders.31 The

In 1883, St. Boniface became a town and a quarter of a century

Roman Catholic church became the main influence over the Métis

later it grew to achieve city status.41 For the majority of residents

in the area.32 By 1850, about 5000 people were settled within this

of St. Boniface it was important for them to preserve their French

area, with French Canadians situated around St. Boniface and Métis

identity and language, which they constantly had to fight to keep

along the south part of the Red River and West of the Assiniboine.33

throughout their history.42 Outside of Quebec, it was and is to this
day, one of the largest communities of French residents in Canada.43

As Confederation progressed, bringing in the many territories

Part of St. Boniface’s struggle was that they had to compete

into the Confederation, a large number of the Métis in the Red

with Winnipeg, which quickly overshadowed them, winning over

River area were concerned they would lose their rights by the new

newcomers and businesses so they would put down roots in

governing regime.34 This launched the Métis National Committee,

Winnipeg.44 New residents diluted the mainly French community

27. Ibid., 14.
28. Ibid.
29. D.M. Lyon, “St. Boniface,” Historia Canada, November 9, 2012, accessed
September 9, 2015, http://www.thecanadianenyclopedia.ca/en/article/st-boniface/.
30. Ibid.
31. Ibid.
32. Harold Kalman, A History of Canadian Architecture, Vol. 1, (Toronto:
Oxford University Press, 1994), 329.
33. Kalman, 332.
34. Winnipeg, Mayor’s Office, 8.

35. Ibid.
36. Ibid., 9.
37. Lyon, “St. Boniface.”
38. Ibid.
39. Kalman, 212.
40. John Campbell and Richard Kozak, St. Boniface, Manitoba, (Ottawa:
Planning Services Information Canada, 1971), 1.
41. Kalman, 330.
42. Lyon, “St. Boniface.”		
43. Ibid.
44. Campbell and Kozak, 2.
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as they now came to the area by rail, yet the French still held the

offered to build the railway a bridge and give them $200,000.54

majority within St. Boniface.45

This decision caused Winnipeg to continue to expand, creating a
city filled with a multicultural population with a strong and diverse
economy.55

The Railway
In the 1890’s the three major railway companies competed with
one another to expand rapidly across Canada in order to sell their

Railway stations were the first important public structure that

services.46 In doing so, numerous train stations were built along

newcomers saw, thus making the design and grandeur of the

their lines.47 The railway provided the transport of not just military,

station important while providing a sense of hospitality to the

goods and people. It was also a means to keep people connected

users.56 Winnipeg’s Union Station was designed to fit in the criteria

with one another through mail and telegraph services.48 This

of a 1st Class Station.57 The design of these buildings welcomed

connected people socially to one another in a way that some may

immigrants to the city, reassuring them that beyond the doors

have never experienced before.49

of the train station was a place that they would want to live.58
With the railway in Winnipeg, the waterways that were used for

The impact of the railway on Canada was significant not just from

so long as the main source of travel in all directions became a

an economic or political standpoint but also to unify the country

thing of the past.59 While most cities are planned based on a

while providing a means for dramatic population growth.50 After

circular pattern that makes them easily accessible and a practical

Confederation, Winnipeg experienced significant expansion and

choice, the City of Winnipeg had it’s meandering rivers and low-

by 1891, the population increased to 25,000 residents.51 With that

lying land areas that created sequestered pockets of community

growth so too did its economy, from agriculture and merchandise

and inhabitable spaces.60 The railways were laid out adjusting to

sectors to building materials, factories, warehouses and finally

the already unique city plan, further creating isolation throughout

with financial institutions and real estate.52 The Canadian Pacific

Winnipeg.61

Railway was won over by the many Winnipeg merchants who
lobbied the company to use their city as it’s terminus.53 The city
45. Ibid., 1.
46. Patricia Trainor, Farhad Rahbary, and David K. Butterfield, Railway
Stations of Manitoba, Rev. ed., (Winnipeg: Historic Resources Branch, Manitoba
Culture, Heritage and Recreation, 1984), 7.
47. Ibid.
48. Ibid.
49. Ibid.
50. Kalman, 213.
51. Ibid., 358.
52. Ibid.
53. Ibid., 359.
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54. Ibid.
55. Ibid., 363.
56. Trainor, Rahbary, and Butterfield, 7.
57. Ibid., 22.
58. Ibid., 7.
59. Alan F.J. Artibise and Edward H. Dahl and National Map Collection, Winnipeg in Maps = Par les Cartes, 1816-1972., (Ottawa: National Map Collection, Public
Archives of Canada, 1975), 47.
60. Ibid, 65.
61. Ibid.
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Union Station’s History

to be known as Western Canada’s most important trade and

As seen previously, Winnipeg’s history is significantly intertwined

transportation hub.69 Without the transcontinental railway,

with that of the railroad industry and in particular Union Station.

Winnipeg would have remained a static city without much economic

In 1881, the arrival of the Canadian Pacific Railway opened the

development.70 However, because of the transcontinental railway,

doors for train travel from Winnipeg to the West, making Winnipeg

Winnipeg became the core of the national transportation system,

the Western headquarters for Canadian immigration activities

gaining substantial economic benefits.71

and the main distribution point for all immigrants seeking to
settle in the West.62 Winnipeg, being the transportation gateway,

Union Station is said to be the largest train station owned by VIA

was the location for many immigration facilities resulting in a

Rail and is considered the “crown jewel” of all their stations as

transformation of the area.

When Union Station was built in

well as one of the top historic buildings in Winnipeg, according

1911, immigration halls were constructed nearby to accommodate

to Michael Woelcke, VIA Rail Senior Manager.72 Woelcke also

new Canadian citizens before they travelled west or stayed within

states that Union Station is looking to attract new businesses to

Manitoba.64 Being a hub for immigration caused the city to have a

it once they expand the path that leads from Union Station to

large diversity in its ethnic communities making Winnipeg uniquely

The Forks.73 Centered between downtown Winnipeg and a well-

distinct.65 Those who chose to stay within Winnipeg would often

known tourism site, The Forks, Union Station was renovated for its

segregate themselves based on their ethnic background or social

100th anniversary as an act of investing “in the preservation and

class by living in neighborhoods accordingly.66

restoration of this historical landmark.”74

63

Winnipeg became a significant transportation centre for the region

Today, Union Station stands as a monument to a time in Winnipeg’s

due to the placement of the rail industry within the city.

history that saw the city have a large but brief boom, a location

67

This

caused Winnipeg to become the third largest city in Canada as

that many early citizens ancestors passed through during the

the population increased from 241 to 136,000 between 1871 and
1911.68 From that point in time until today, Winnipeg continues
62. Robert Vineberg, “Welcoming Immigrants at the Gateway to Canada’s
West: Immigration Halls in Winnipeg, 1872-1975,” Manitoba History, No. 65 (Winter
2011), 13.
63. Ibid., 19.
64. Ibid.
65. Gerald Friesen and Esyllt W. Jones, Prairie Metropolis: New Essays on
Winnipeg Social History. (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 2009), 250.
66. Kalman, 363.
67. “A look at Winnipeg’s History,” Risk Management, 41(06, 1994): 43.
68. Ibid.
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69. Economic Development Winnipeg Inc., “Winnipeg Transportation &
Distribution,” Economic Development Winnipeg, 2014, accessed March 10, 2015,
http://www.economicdevelopmentwinnipeg.com/uploads/document_file/winnipeg_
transportation_distributionprofile.pdf.
70. Friesen and Jones, 243.
71. Ibid.
72. Glen Kirby, “VIA Upgrades Historic Winnipeg Property,” Property
Biz Canada, June 4, 2012, accessed June 6, 2013, http://www.renx.ca /Detailed/
CommericalVIA_Upgrades_Historic_Winnipeg_Property_27505.html.
73. Ibid.
74. Yves Desjardins-Siciliano, “Toronto and Winnipeg Union Stations united
in preserving Canada’s historical landmarks,” VIA Rail Evolution Blog, May 31, 2012,
accessed June 6, 2013, http://viaevolution.ca/2012/05/31/toronto-and-winnipeg-unionstations-united-in-preserving-canadas-historical-landmarks/.
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immigration process and the main link to the West, for the

diverse economy, thanks in great part to its placement in North

development of the city’s transportation industry. All of these

America, until 1913 when the recession hit and was followed by the

aspects caused Winnipeg to become the culturally diverse city

First World War the following year.80 Once these two events occurred,

it is, while continuing to be a key player in the transportation

Winnipeg’s economy and growth abruptly stalled.81 In 1914, the

industry in North America. While these aspects show how Union

Panama Canal’s construction was completed, drastically changing

Station and the railway created a positive influence on the city

what could have been for Winnipeg.82 No longer did everything travel

surrounding it, not everyone was happy to see Union Station built.

through Winnipeg but instead made it’s way to Vancouver by boat.83

In 1882, the original bridge that was built to connect Winnipeg to

There were many landmark historical events that occurred within

St. Boniface was destroyed only four days after its grand opening

Winnipeg that transformed the city, such as the Winnipeg General

due to an ice jam.75 A second bridge was built not long after to

Strike of 1919.84 The Great Depression of the 1930s saw high

replace the first.76 Its life was soon cut short when Union Station

unemployment within Winnipeg.85 After the Second World War, there

was built, rendering the second bridge useless. The station and

was a slight population spike.86 With each of these events, Union

its surrounding train sheds and yards cut off the community of St.

Station was affected in some significant way, continuously being

Boniface from Winnipeg, upsetting the residents of St. Boniface.77

intertwined with the history of Winnipeg. Regardless of what has

Due to the bridge closure, properties that were once sought after

occurred within Winnipeg, Union Station “provides a vital link with

by the upper-class residents in the area were overlooked for land

the past and a familiar bridge to the future.”87 By preserving and

along the Assiniboine River rather than the Red River.78 It was not

reinventing Union Station, the public will be able to appreciate where

until 1918 that the Provencher Bridge replaced the previous ones

its citizens came from in a physical way, highlighting the character of

and once again connected the cities to one another.

the building while transforming it where ever necessary to keep the

79

historical structure relevant.88
Winnipeg continued to grow and profit from its successful and
75. Edith Paterson, Alexander Foot and Winnipeg Free Press, Winnipeg 100:
Winnipeg Free Press: 100 Year Pictorial History of Winnipeg, (Winnipeg: Winnipeg Free
Press, 1973), 10.
76.Ibid.
77. Donna G. Sutherland, “The Canadian Railway: A Story for Kids,” St.
Clements Heritage, accessed on September 9, 2015, http://www.stclementsheritage.com/
index.php/heritage-articles/transportation/influence-of-the-railway/canadian-nationalrailway-cnr/the-canadian-national-railway-a-story-for-kids.
78. Artibise and Dahl, 43.
79. Gordon Goldsborough, “Historical Sites of Manitoba: Broadway Bridge
/ Red River Bridges,” The Manitoba Historical Society, accessed on September 9, 2015,
http://www.mhs.mb.ca/docs/sites/redriverbridges.shtml.
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80. Kalman, 364.
81. Ibid.
82. Aritbise and Dahl, 48.
83. Ibid, 49.
84. Norman Penner, Winnipeg 1919: The Strikers’s Own History of the Winnipeg
General Strike, 2nd ed. (Toronto: James Lorimer & Company, Publishers, 1975), ix.
85. Artibise and Dahl, 48.
86. Ibid.
87. Winnipeg Department of Environmental Planning, Historic Winnipeg
Restoration Area: Design Guidelines, (Winnipeg, MB.: City of Winnipeg, Dept. of
Environmental Planning, 1981), 2.
88. Ibid.
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Station, in addition to the money invested into the many other train
stations across the country.2 As stated by Yves Desjardins-Siciliano, these

R A T I O N A L E :

significant investments “represent VIA Rail’s continued commitment to
respecting the historical nature of its assets while transforming itself

This project will focus on the design of a hotel within Union Station

into a modern and efficient passenger-rail service,” in order to “keep the

(VIA Rail) in Winnipeg. The history of the site, including Winnipeg’s

best of our past as we move into the future.”3

railway history, will be incorporated into the design so that tourists and

This signifies that train

travel is not a dying way of travel but could perhaps become popular

locals alike will be able to learn about the evolution of Winnipeg. Every

again as gas prices soar and as people look for alternative modes of

effort will be made to provide guests with one-of-a-kind experiences

transportations to experience Canada. Winnipeg’s Union Station receives

that provide glimpses into Winnipeg’s history and culture. Housing the

over 25,000 tourists each year.4 With many train stations across North

restaurant within a train car is just one example of this effort. The

America still being used for similar typologies as the ones proposed in

outcome will be expressed in a sophisticated manner rather than in

this project, it is evident there is a market for this type of establishment.5

the style of a museum or theme-style hotel.

While improvements to Union Station have been made that raised its
energy efficiency and improved the condition of its interior, more needs

The purpose of the hotel will be to link people with Winnipeg’s history

to be done to draw in tourists and make this site a more interesting and

in the transportation industry, in addition to being a place to stay for

more usable feature within Winnipeg.6

those who use VIA Rail to travel across the country. It would be an
establishment unique from all other hotels because of its strong literal

Within the tourism industry, it is important to have linkages between

ties to the rail industry. While the Fort Garry Hotel was constructed as

businesses to help support one another.7 Having the train station linked

a railway hotel by the former Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, one block

to a hotel, restaurant and music venue, as well as the nearby train

from Union Station, its opulence is historic.1 The proposed design,

museum and tourist-centric places such as The Forks, will create a

however, is an interpretation and abstraction of the notion of travelling

mutually-supportive system. This project will address how Union Station

by rail.

can be improved by adding functions that increase its cultural and literal
value.

The hotel will educate patrons about Winnipeg’s history and its ties to

2. Yves Desjardins-Siciliano, “Toronto and Winnipeg Union Stations united in
preserving Canada’s historical landmarks,” VIA Rail Evolution Blog, May 31, 2012, accessed
June 6, 2013, http://viaevolution.ca/2012/05/31/toronto-and-winnipeg-union-stations-united-inpreserving-canadas-historical-landmarks/.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
5. Christopher Muller, “Railroad Lodgings & Train Themed Restaurants,” Rail Serve.
com, accessed on June 3, 2014, http://www.railserve.com/Lodging_Restaurants/.
6. VIA Rail Canada Inc., “100 Years Old, But Still Green,” VIA Rail Canada, September 26, 2011, accessed June 6, 2012, http://www.viarail.ca/en/about-via-rail/capital-investment/
article/100-years-old-still-green.
7. Michael C. Hall and Alan A. Lew, Understanding and Managing Tourism Impacts:
An Integrated Approach. (Abingdon: Routledge, 2009), 120.

the railway. The users of this establishment would be train enthusiasts,
tourists and locals who use the train as a means of transportation to
and from Winnipeg. Other users would be those who want to visit the
restaurant and music venue or stay in the hotel for the experience.
Recently, $6.5 million dollars was invested in the renovation of Union
1. The Fort Garry Hotel, “History,” The Fort Garry Hotel, accessed June 7, 2013,
http://www.fortgarryhotel.com/our-hotel-winnipeg/history/index.cfm.
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Q UE STIONS

OF

1

1.5

ME T HO DS:

I N Q U I R Y:

The following questions were created to guide the research for this

A literature review of Regulation Theory, as well as place and

project:

interaction theories, was completed in order to develop a knowledge
base that could be applied to both the design program and the

How can the history of a building influence the design of an

design of the hotel. Additional research on tourism and Winnipeg’s

interior space?

history was completed to understand the users of the space, the
typologies that are incorporated into the building, and the site itself.

How can the design of an interior influence its users to interact
with the place they are in and with one another?

A precedent analysis was completed on three different projects that
How can a hotel be designed so that it is easily adaptable and

explored the typologies that Union Station would host. These studies

transformative for new functions and trends?

were examined from the various theoretical lenses that were used
in the literature review. This analysis, in turn, enhanced the design

1.4

program for this project, which developed the design of the space.

O B JECTIVES:
The objectives of this project are as follows:
• Increase the cultural value of Union Station through design.
• Incorporate Winnipeg’s rail history into the design of the hotel 		
in a liberal abstraction.
• Create spaces that influence interaction with its inhabitants.
• Investigate how the space can become a tourist attraction and
interactive hub through the understanding and implementation
of Regulation Theory and place and interaction theories.
• Transform the site into a building that hosts spaces that
contribute to the tourism network within the surrounding vicinity.
• Design with respect to the existing historic building.
• Create a balance between standardization and uniqueness within
the hotel design.
9
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CHAPTER 2
L I T E R A T U R E

R E V I E W

This chapter explores Regulation Theory and theories related to Place
and Interaction in order to develop the design for Union Hotel. A
summary is included within this chapter, breaking down these theories
and addressing how they will be integrated into the design.

11
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2.1

2

Humphrey Program in Public Policy.9 Fainstein is a Professor in
Urban Planning at Columbia University in New York.10 Judd is a

REGULATION THEORY:

Professor at the University of Illinois in Chicago in the Department
of Political Science.11

The tourism industry is affected by a vast array of regulating
bodies at various scales, in various contexts such as local,
global, political and industrial and from individual people to mass

Regulation Theory was developed to understand the “way in

populations.1 Tourism is considered to be the “consumption of

which cities are shaped by efforts to attract and control visitors

place”, which unlike most global industries, is incredibly difficult

and by the economic, spatial, and cultural impact of non-residents

to contextualize due to the many contributing factors it involves.2

living within them for limited times.”12 The objective of this theory

Much of the tourism sector’s

“production and consumption is

is to analyze these forces without discounting the integral role

perceptual and intangible” and, therefore, hard to track, measure

culture plays on the tourism industry as a whole.13 Regulation

and understand.3 There is a lack of resources available to aid

Theory recognizes that each component of tourism is linked to

in understanding the tourism industry cohesively.4 Many have

one another, affects one another, and that there is no simple

researched and written about just one component related to

hierarchical system to evaluate the cause and effect of tourism.14

tourism, such as the economic aspects, and they make up only a

Every regulatory regime needs to be analyzed to complete the

small part of the bigger picture.5 Regulation Theory was created

picture, from its “actors, sectors, geographical places, institutions

to address and study the entire makeup of tourism.6

and levels of governance.”15

Regulation Theory is relatively new, created by a collaboration

This theory also addresses the fact that tourism creates a delicate

of intellectuals across the globe from different areas of study.7

balance between the standardization and uniqueness of different

The research group is headed by Lily M. Hoffman, Susan S.

locations and how each part plays a role.16 An example of this is

Fainstein, and Dennis R. Judd.8 Hoffman works at City College/

that most hotels duplicate the same basic amenities world-wide

CUNY as a Associate Professor and Director of the Rosenberg/

(standardization) while honing in on the specific culture of its host
city and creating a sense of authenticity of place (uniqueness).17

1. Lily M. Hoffman, Susan S. Fainstein, and Dennis R. Judd, Cities and
Visitors: Regulating People, Markets and City Space, (Malden: Blackwell Publishing,
2003), 4.
2. Ibid., 7.
3. Ibid., 6.
4. Ibid., xvi.
5. Ibid., 3. 		
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid., xvi.
8. Ibid., xvii.
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9. Ibid., xiii.
10. Ibid., xii.
11. Ibid., xiii.
12. Ibid., 3.
13. Ibid., 241.
14. Ibid., 240.
15. Ibid.
16. Ibid., 4.
17. Ibid., 10.
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Types of Regulation Theory

city has little to do with just the tourism industry or tourism related

Four types of regulation frameworks govern the tourism industry

businesses.24 Many cities attempt to brand themselves as a location

established by this theory:

that tourists should want to go to.25 Government funding is often

1)

Regulation of visitors to protect the city

used to advertise the city as a whole, to create “tourist bubbles”

2)

Regulation of the city for the benefit of visitors and the

and to invest in businesses that will bring in tourists.26

tourism industry
3)
4)

Regulation of labour markets for the benefit of capital, 		

An example in Winnipeg is the Canadian Museum for Human

labour and place

Rights, which has been funded by various government agencies

Regulation of the industry for the benefit of place,

and generous donors.27 Its placement in an already well-known

consumers and labour.18

tourist-centric area, and its unique look, now competes with the
many other museums that have been created world-wide as a way

Regulation of visitors to protect the city describes how different

to attract tourists to a location. The iconic design of the museum

regulating factors are implemented to protect the host site from

will likely be displayed in Winnipeg’s advertising for as long as it

tourism.19 An example of this is seen when governments or

stands as a way to attract tourism. In the near future, when one

regulating bodies limit the flow of people through a tourist site

thinks of Winnipeg, the image of the Canadian Museum for Human

in order to protect frail city structures and environments.20 This

Rights will likely pop into their head, just like the Eiffel Tower in

framework also examines the protective measures designed to

Paris and the Coliseum in Rome do when people think of those

eliminate terrorism threats and security threats for the host city.21

cities.

This subcategory of Regulation Theory also addresses ways that
cities manage to avoid overcrowding or overwhelming residents of

These are all examples of a “created image of a city” that is

a tourist city from visitors.22

described by Fainstein, Hoffman and Judd.28 The authors state
“the images and structures of the tourist’s city are the product of

Regulation of the city for the benefit of visitors and the tourism

deliberate social and physical construction; thus, their character

industry explores the methods used by different cities to attract

embodies the mode of regulation characterizing any place or

tourists.23 There is not one perfect formula to create a successful
tourism location. Much of what controls the success of a tourist
18. Ibid., 7.
19. Ibid., 8.
20. Ibid., 7.
21. Ibid.
22. Ibid.
23. Ibid., 8.
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24. Ibid.
25. Ibid.
26. Dennis R. Judd “Constructing the Tourist Bubble,” in Dennis R. Judd and
Susan S Fainstein, The Tourist City, (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1999), 36.
27. Friends of the Canadian Museum for Human Rights, “Major Donors List,”
Friends of Canadian Museum for Human Rights, January 1, 2015, accessed March 14,
2015, http://friendsofcmhr.ca/welcome/about/major-donors-list/.
28. Hoffman, Fainstein, and Judd, 8.
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era.”29 While the overall city’s image is meant to promote tourism

easy to assume that the revenue of resorts in Mexico is far greater

to the location, businesses are then expected to meet the needs

than those in Canada due to the fact that the business has less to

of tourists, for lodgings, transportation, restaurants, places of

pay its workers.

entertainment, along with shopping malls that sell mementos of
their travels.30

Regulation of the industry for the benefit of place, consumers
and labour investigate how “suppliers of services and products to

In regards to how this framework benefits visitors, this theory

tourists are promoted and constrained by formal regulation.”37

reviews how cities create “tourist bubbles” to protect them from

Those regulating this framework “include national and local

any locals that may be there to take advantage of them as well

economic development and tourist offices, city governments,

as to prevent tourists from seeing the unsightly areas or criminal

industry chains and booking systems.”38 This framework addresses

activity located within the city.31 The views that are created for the

how different businesses and cities promote themselves to tourists

tourist are designed specifically for them and hide anything that

from around the world, how the cities differentiate themselves

would develop a negative image of the city.32

from one another, and how creating a brand that is unique yet
holds industry standards can construct a product that is recognized

Regulation of labour markets for the benefit of capital, labour

outside of its region.39 This framework acknowledges how the

and place analyze how different types of labour markets around

Internet has changed tourism within the past few decades by

the world treat those working within the tourism industry.33 Many

allowing the tourist to make more informed decisions, taking on

businesses related to the tourism industry offer little pay to

the travel agent’s role, comparing locations and exploring online

unskilled workers, little to no benefits and few opportunities to be

before exploring in person.40 Expectations of a location can play a

promoted.34 In countries such as Mexico, hotel industry workers are

key role for the tourist.41

often not paid a minimum living wage relying mainly on the tips
that they make.35 Canada, in contrast, has a regulated minimum

Possible Implication for Design

pay system that is mandatory.36 Comparing the two countries, it is

Applying Regulation Theory towards the overall design concept,

29. Ibid.
30. Ibid., 4.
31. Ibid., 9.
32. Ibid.
33. Ibid., 9.
34. Ibid.
35. Mexperience, “Mexico’s Tipping Culture,” Mexperience, April 9, 2015,
accessed January 6, 2016, http://www.mexperience.com/mexicos-tipping-culture/.
36. McMillian LLP, “Employment Law in Canada: Provincially Regulated
Employees,” McMillian.ca, 2011, accessed December 12, 2015, http://www.mcmillian.ca/
files/Employment Law in Canada - provincially regulated employers.pdf.

the program, the site and building analysis guides the overall
design of the hotel. The end product is a hotel designed with
the location’s context in mind, analyzing how tourism affects the
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39. Ibid.
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typologies, visitors, surrounding community and the city that it

are held to differentiate the city from others.45 VIA Rail provides

is in, as well as the regulating factors that contribute and are

free or discounted travel to hand-picked musicians in return for

affected by it.

musical entertainment for those riding the train.46 To create an
event unique to the hotel and as a way to connect more with

As described previously, Regulation Theory examines the balance

how VIA Rail treats their own customers, an event space will

between standardization and uniqueness in the object of what it

be designed for those musicians who are travelling on VIA Rail

is analyzing within the tourism industry.42 A tourist will choose a

and stay in Winnipeg. The same musicians will be given a similar

hotel based on what it contains and what makes it stand above

opportunity within the hotel as they received on the train. The

the competition. There are standard expectations in a hotel that

venue will also feature local talent. This will establish a connection

have become a globalized attribute for lodgings. A typical hotel

to Winnipeg’s musical culture within the hotel and provide an

should provide multiple types of rooms that are accessible to all,

event venue for locals and travelers alike.

that contain the necessary amenities such as a private and clean
room and bathroom, television, telephone, storage cabinets, and

As discovered by reading about how Regulation Theory is used

a bed. Most recently, it is becoming the norm for a hotel to have

by those to analyze hotels in various locations, it is noted the

Wi-Fi access showing how the hotel has evolved with technology

main criteria of a hotel is to be as accommodating as possible

and the needs of travelers. By taking into consideration what is

to every different possible type of tourist a hotel may receive.47

standard in hotels, the program and design of the hotel will need

The authors of Cities and Visitors state a tourist travels for many

to accommodate the expected needs of the tourist. In order to

different types of reasons, from visiting others, experiencing a

create a hotel that stands out from others, implementing features

city, business and health-related reasons to name a few.48 While

that are unique from other hotels within Winnipeg will be key.

the hotel will be mainly for those using VIA Rail as their method

The design and program of the hotel reflect this uniqueness that

of travel, guests are using the train to travel for many different

tourists crave. This uniqueness should mirror the history, culture

reasons as well. By researching VIA Rail’s website looking at

and people of Winnipeg to create an authentic experience and

who they direct their business towards, it is apparent that they

design.43

have a broad range of customers.49 Therefore, creating a hotel

The local attractions found in cities alone cannot ensure that an
acceptable amount of travellers will visit the location.44 Events
42. Ibid.
43. Ibid., 244.
44. Ibid.
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45. Ibid.
46. VIA Rail Canada Inc., “VIA Rail’s Artists on Board Program,” VIA Rail
Canada, accessed January 13, 2015, http://www.viarail.ca/en/about-via-rail/communityinvolvement/artists.
47. Hoffman, Fainstein and Judd, 3.
48. Ibid.
49. Yves Desjardins-Siciliano, “Enjoy Tourism Week with VIA Rail,” VIA
Rail Evolution Blog, June 21, 2013, accessed January 13, 2014, http://www.viaevolution.
ca/2013/06/21/enjoy-the-tourism-week-with-via-rail/.
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that was exclusive to one group of clients would not be a good

sizes, and their impacts vary and overlap one another. Due to the

representation of those who use the train.

scope of this Practicum, several main regulatory regimes will be
explored, knowing that the factors are infinite. The focus will be

Many of the examples referenced in Cities and Visitors analyze the

on ones that play key roles in the design application based on the

history of the site, the rules and politics behind specific elements

four main sections of Regulation Theory. As well, the overarching

that contributed to tourist development in those specific cities.50

governing bodies will be briefly examined. It is seen that many of

As well, the authors explore briefly how cities have changed post-

the regulatory regimes overlap through each section investigated.

September 11th, 2001 and how other world events can cause
regulations to change in the future.51 With this in mind, it is

Global Context:

imperative the context of the city is researched. It’s also important

The global factors that could possibly be applied to the local tourism

to explore contributing factors in tourism in Winnipeg and how

industry that Union Station is a part of, vary from international

tourism will eventually evolve by looking at trends around the

trade deals, economic factors such as the value of the Canadian

world. From this research, the program of the hotel will be unique

dollar, current government policies and Canada’s relationship with

to Winnipeg’s tourism industry.

the rest of the world. Fluctuations in the world can cause a ripple
effect that can change how Union Station specifically is run and

As tourism evolves and the flows of tourists change in the future,

regulated. Conflicts across the world such as war, as well as shifts

the hotel will also have to evolve. The design will have to transition

in the environment, could also play a role in the local tourism

with these ups and downs in tourism and the economy. The hotel is

industry. When other parts of the world are struggling, the flow

to be seen as timeless and functional as well as unique from other

of travellers could be lessened. The image that this particular site

hotels. Sustainable and innovative furnishings and materials are

portrays needs to reflect something that others from near and far

used as much as possible, while spaces should be multi-functional

would want to see.

as the needs of the hotel and their guests change.
Local Context:
Union Station Under the Regulation

The local governing bodies that would apply regulations to the

Theory Microscope:

site’s tourism industry include federal, provincial and municipal

By looking through the lens of Regulation Theory, several key

levels of government. It is assumed that all levels of government

factors that surround the tourism industry at the site of Union

have the power to implement or change rules and laws that could

Station stand out. These countless factors come in all shapes and

crucially affect the local tourism industry. VIA Rail relies heavily

50. Hoffman, Fainstein and Judd, 13.
51. Ibid.

on federal funding to keep its business running and without it the
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result could possibly be the means to the end of the railway industry

assume that ticket sales would increase. As the cost of gas rises,

in Canada.52 Aside from policy makers, agencies such as Transport

over time, other modes of travel increase and can potentially cause

Canada and the Transportation Safety Board of Canada implement

a positive effect on VIA Rail’s business.

elements that could inadvertently influence Union Station. Both
of these regulation bodies ensure that “safe, secure, efficient and

Union Station is just one location that trains stop in along the

environmentally responsible transportation” is promoted.53 They

route across Canada.57 When destinations along the way that are

develop and implement the laws and regulations required by all

connected by the railway change for better or worse these changes

modes of transportation within Canada and investigate any safety

could also affect Union Station as those passing by will be affected

issues that may arise.54

and may or may not visit for that reason.

The tourism industry is heavily funded by all levels of government

Site Context:

and the multitude of industries that support it.55 Tourism brings

Union Station is a historically protected site by the Historic Sites

money into the location, investing money in all sorts of aspects

and Monuments Board of Canada due to its significance to Canada’s

of the economy, which then sees that money continue to being

history.58 Any changes that are made to the building should adhere

invested in the area.56

to the guidelines and principles applied by this governing body.
Changes to a place that is historically significant should keep it in

Considering that Union Station is attached to a major artery of

a condition that will respect the integrity of the design, materials,

travel, it is important to note how this also affects it. When the

workmanship and functions of it.59

costs of running VIA Rail changes there is the potential that the
way the business runs will also change. Whether the price of tickets

Rules and regulations based on how the businesses within Union

goes up or down can then account for the amount of visitors Union

Station are to be run and how they are to be designed and function

Station would see. When there are sales for rail tickets one would

would affect the day to day life of a hotel within Union Station as well

52. Unifor, “Getting on Board or Running off the Rails?” Unifor.org, November 2013, accessed January 12, 2016, http://unifor.org/sites/default/files/attachments/713via_rail_english.pdf.
53. Government of Canada, Transport Canada, “About Transport Canada,”
Transport Canada, November 5, 2015, accessed November 16, 2015, http://www.tc.gc.ca/
eng/aboutus-menu.htm.
54. Ibid.
55. Government of Canada, Innovation, Science and Economic Development
Canada, “Canada’s Federal Tourism Strategy: Welcoming the World,” Innovation, Science
and Economic Development Canada, accessed January 8, 2015, http://www.ic.ga.ca/eic/
site/034.nsf/vwapj/Canadas_Federal_Tourism_Strategy-eng.pdf/$file/Canadas_Federal_
Tourism_Strategy-eng.pdf.
56. Ibid.

as the many businesses linked to the two. Examples of regulating
bodies that would potentially rule over this particular establishment
include the Manitoba Liquor and Lotteries Commission (MLLC), the
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57. VIA Rail Canada Inc., “Explore our destinations: Prairies and Northern
Manitoba,” VIA Rail Canada, accessed June 21, 2012, http://www.viarail.ca/en/exploreour-destinations/train/prairies-and-northern-manitoba.
58. Parks Canada, “Union Station,” Canada’s Historic Places, accessed on
August 27, 2012, http://historicplaces.ca/en/rep-reg/place-lieu.aspx?id=4514.
59. The Manitoba Historical Society, “Historic Sites of Manitoba: Manitoba
Plaques for Persons, Events and Sites of National Historic Significance,” The Manitoba
Historical Society, July 6, 2015, http://www.mhs.mb.ca/docs/sites/national.shtml.
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come and go frequently within the station.

of the Fire Commissioner, as well as the local laws. Other regimes
that would affect this particular site could be the Manitoba Hotel

The neighborhood that Union Station is in continues to evolve.

Association, which works between the hotel and tourism industry

Businesses come and go, changing the dynamics of the

with regulating bodies, the tourism industry, and government

neighborhood. Different types of people could utilize the spaces

agencies that deal with municipal issues like roadways and water

within this establishment based on what businesses, tourism-

quality.60 This regime also works with Advisory committees that

based establishments and housing units are within the vicinity. As

make recommendations on the hotel industry that either must be

projects like Winnipeg’s Sports, Hospitality, Entertainment District

or may be implemented in all establishments based in Manitoba.61

(SHED) are being developed in the nearby area, linkages to other

Advisory committees they work with include the Accessible

businesses that support this new district can strengthen.64 SHED,

Advisory Council, the Manitoba Employers Council as well as the

once developed, could be considered another “tourist bubble”

Winnipeg and the Manitoba Chamber of Commerce.62

for Winnipeg. SHED will be located just a few blocks from Union
Station, causing it to be sandwiched by two vastly different tourist

Aside from specific regulating bodies, Regulation Theory can

centers.65 The outcome of this could mean great things for a

look at how the geographic location of Union Station comes into

tourist influenced hotel at Union Station. As stated previously,

play for aspects related to tourism. Being located in a climate

Regulation Theory looks at the culture and uniqueness of a city as

that reaches extreme temperatures annually, a location near a

well as specific sites.66 SHED would develop its own type of culture

waterway that sees flooding each spring as well as many other

that is strongly based around sports and entertainment.67 The

weather and climate specifics can be factors that are put into

Forks is based on the ethnic and historic culture of its individual

play.63

site.68 Union Station’s overall program fits with the branding of
The Forks and is physically attached through its shared location.

Changes within the neighboring environment can be a important
factor in how Union Station is viewed and affected as a whole.
Over time new programmes can replace the current ones in the
South wing of the building, changing the types of people who
60. Manitoba Hotel Association, “Regulatory Affairs,” Manitoba Hotel
Association, accessed November 11, 2015, http://www.manitobahotelassociation.ca/
regulatory.htm.
61. Ibid.
62. Ibid.
63. “The Climate and Weather of Winnipeg, Manitoba,” Living In Canada,
2016, accessed February 12, 2016, http://www.livingin-canada.com/climate-winnipeg.
html.
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64. CentreVenture, “The SHED,” Centreventure Development Corporation,
accessed September 2, 2015, www.centreventure.com/#!shed/ytadw.
65. Ibid.
66. Hoffman, Fainstein, and Judd, 241.
67. CentreVenture, “The SHED.”
68. Forks North Portage Corporation, “History,” The Forks, accessed
September 2, 2015, http://www.theforks.com/about/history.
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alcohol and gambling within Manitoba, they provide inspections and
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City:

investigations when necessary to ensure rules are being followed.71

This section of Regulation Theory looks at such things as flows of

They are the regulating body that hands out serving licenses to

people and overcrowding, terrorism and security and protecting

staff members and liquor permits to businesses and events.72 The

the city’s physical elements from outside forces.69 To investigate

MLLC would influence a hospitality business such as Union Hotel on

how this is applied to Union Station and based on this criteria,

a daily basis. Any conflicts with these rules could result in fines or

a further look into some of the regulatory regimes previously

even the closure of the business.73 This type of regulatory regime

mentioned under Site Context is required.

looks out for the business, their employees and their patrons to
protect all parties.74 Establishments that have a liquor license must

When considering the flows of people within the site of Union

also ensure that they strictly follow the allowed amount of people

Station, it must be considered how the addition of people can

within their restaurants and lounges dependant on the type of

cause possible damage to the historic elements within it. As a

license they have and the square footage of the space, among

historical site, Union Station needs to maintain the historical

other criteria.75 Without following this rule, a business can have

elements protected by that designation.

their license suspended or fined depending on the severity of the
rules they broke.76

The flows of people are addressed and monitored through various
levels of governance within Winnipeg. Public buildings are designed

The amount of people allowed within Union Hotel is also determined

based on controlling how people flow through these spaces, how

by the National Building Code and the Manitoba Building Code

these spaces are managed in a safe manner and how people can

while being influenced by the Fires Prevention and Emergency

exit safely in the event of an emergency. These requirements are

Response Act, and the Building and Mobile Homes Act.77 These

calculated within the Building Code Analysis section in Appendix A.
A deeper look into some of the regulatory regimes that influence
these numbers are defined below.
The MLLC works with the Liquor and Gaming Authority of
Manitoba to ensure that public licensed establishments, as well
as public locations, follow the strict rules set out by them and
69. Hoffman, Fainstein, and Judd, 8.
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70. Liquor and Gaming Authority of Manitoba, “Service License,” Liquor
and Gaming Authority of Manitoba, accessed September 8, 2015, http://lgamanitoba.ca/
license-permit-holders/liquor-service-license/.
71. Liquor and Gaming Authority of Manitoba, “Inspections and
Investigations,” Liquor and Gaming Authority of Manitoba, accessed September 8, 2015,
http://lgamanitoba.ca/licence-permit-holders/compliance-enforcement-2.
72. Ibid.
73. Ibid.
74. Ibid.
75. Liquor and Gaming Authority of Manitoba, “Service License.”
76. Ibid.
77. Manitoba Office of the Fire Commissioner, “Legislation - Acts and Regulations,” Manitoba Office of the Fire Commissioner, accessed September 15, 2015, www.
firecomm.gov.mb.ca/legistlation_acts_regs.html.
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Acts set out certain design criteria to ensure the building is safe

Union

for people to be in and contains the proper emergency and fire

Regulation of the City to Benefit Visitors

equipment, as well as proper space planning to leave in the event

and the Tourism Industry:

of an emergency.78

This section looks at how cities attract tourists through the brands

Station

Under

the

Lens

of

they create, the image of the city created socially and physically,
In regards to terrorism and security, Union Station currently has in

funding, and the businesses that support tourism and the linkages

place security guards that monitor the activities within the station.

among these businesses. It also examines the protection of

They use video surveillance and are posted within the Central

visitors from the negative aspects within the city.81

Rotunda area as a visual representation of them. VIA Rail has
its own set of security officers, equipment and procedures within

Tourism Winnipeg is the official marketing organization that

the train station area. VIA Rail Police service achieved its police

works to promote “a healthy, prosperous, responsible and fully-

services status under the Railway Safety Act to ensure the safety

integrated tourism industry” for the economic benefits produced

and security of their employees, customers and assets.79 Since

by tourism while attempting to make a great experience for

Union Hotel’s customers will often be the same as VIA Rail’s, it

visitors.82 Plans for the future of Winnipeg include promoting a

is imperative hotel security works hand in hand with the other

“desirable location for meetings, conventions, business, travel

security teams that are already on site.

trade, sports and special events” while being a great place for
those visiting for the purpose of leisure.83

In 2013 after a foiled terrorist attack, VIA Rail reviewed its current
security measures and found areas in which it could improve on,

As stated in A Master Tourism Plan for Winnipeg, developed by

such as stricter rules on checked baggage, checking identifications

Tourism Winnipeg, the city is seen as a “crossroads of culture

regularly, the increase of inspections with their sniffer dogs, as

commerce and tourism”.84 They note that Winnipeg hosts

well as security checks on the passengers.80 Since the linkage

hundreds of events and festivals year round for the performing

between VIA Rail and Union Hotel is so significant, any of these

and visual arts and, for this reason, Winnipeg is known as the

changes could also influence people who use the facilities within

“cultural cradle of Canada”.85 With the addition of the Canadian

the hotel by having stricter security rules.
78. Ibid.
79. VIA Rail Canada Inc., “Rail Policing Security,” VIA Rail Canada, accessed September 18, 2015, www.viarail.ca/en/travel-information/security.
80. Jim Bronskill, “Via Rail Security: Tougher Measures Considered After
Alleged Terror Plot,” The Canadian Press, August 4, 2013, accessed November 12, 2015,
www.huffingtonpost.ca/2013/08/04/via-rail-security_n_3704490.html.
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81. Hoffman, Fainstein, and Judd, 9.
82. Tourism Winnipeg, “About Us,” Tourism Winnipeg, accessed September
5, 2015, www.tourismwinnipeg.com/about-us.
83. Ibid.
84. Tourism Winnipeg, “A Master Tourism Plan for Winnipeg.” Tourism
Winnipeg, 2015, accessed September 1, 2015, http://tourismwpg.uberflip.com/i/445181master-tourism-plan-for-winnipeg-2015-update, 4.
85. Ibid.
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Museum for Human Rights, Winnipeg now stands out to the rest

diverse community, history and authenticity.92 To do this, they

of the world for “human rights education, stories and visions.”86 A

need to create an “emotional relationship” between Winnipeg and

Master Tourism Plan for Winnipeg is a document put forward to

the visitor.93

help create a city that remains competitive in the tourism industry
through developing a strategy for Winnipeg, understanding issues

Destination

management

and ideas that can create a product for tourists while enhancing

relies on include: “destination offerings, visitor mix, marketing

the visitor’s experience, and by increasing the community’s

communications,

engagement and partnerships with one another.87 Within this

formations.”94 Elements of destination management also examine

plan, they note the strengths and weaknesses of Winnipeg as a

the current offerings of the location and how to develop new

tourist destination. The strengths included the new and existing

attractions and the businesses that support them; they attempt to

attractions, cultural diversity, additional investments in Winnipeg’s

create the most compelling image or brand to target their markets;

infrastructure, its location and proximity to other locations and

they work with the local community to support their efforts in

additional tourist-centric marketing through Team Winnipeg

marketing; they research the existing and potential markets and

and the Winnipeg Tour Connection.88 The weaknesses that they

how to create policy for future developments; they build alliances

discovered were that Winnipeg has a lack of tourism funding,

with other marketing, development and building structures to

lack of a branded image, the size of the convention centre is not

achieve the goals for the local tourism industry.95

advocacy

principles
and

that

Winnipeg’s

destination

plan

partnership

comparable to other markets, a tourism market that does not
support visitors substantially in key areas and is not focused on

Through these principles, Tourism Winnipeg wants to continue

tourism training.89 It is also noted Winnipeg is deemed an isolated

to develop its already successful businesses and services, work

city, that the perception of Winnipeg is not the best, it does not draw

with stakeholders to establish direct air access to Winnipeg,

in or retain youth and the notorious weather and climate, are all

create a national hotel brand attraction, and develop wayfinding

factors that threaten the tourism industry.90 A Master Tourism Plan

in the city.96 Tourism Winnipeg also wants to increase its research

for Winnipeg also notes the branding behind Winnipeg’s tourism

platform based on the economics of tourism.97 The agency wants

industry lacks a cohesive experience between the different unique

to develop linkages between the different attractions in Winnipeg

features it contains.91 They want a place that reflects Winnipeg’s

to encourage repeat visitors.98 “Architecture and design, cuisine,

86. Ibid.
87. Ibid.
88. Ibid., 5.
89. Ibid.
90. Ibid.
91. Ibid., 6.
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93. Ibid.
94. Ibid.
95. Ibid.
96. Ibid., 7.
97. Ibid.
98. Ibid.
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culture, heritage, human rights education, and outdoor exploring

to work, shop and live.”105 They advocate for revitalization and

experiences” would be used to do this.99 Tourism Winnipeg hopes

enhancing the services within the area while working with all

to brand Winnipeg’s tourism experience based on its unique and

levels of government.106 While promoting the positive aspects of

eclectic market through “promotional imagery” and “high-impact

this district, the Downtown Winnipeg Biz also work to reduce the

product descriptions.”100 It is noted within A Master Tourism Plan

negative aspects and address issues such as community safety,

for Winnipeg that Tourism Winnipeg wants to encourage longer

cleanliness and homelessness.107 They work together with various

stays for those who travel to Churchill with VIA Rail for hunting

stakeholders that focus on critical issues within the area divided

and fishing trips while making Winnipeg a destination for them to

between the Downtown Winnipeg Biz, the Exchange District Biz,

stopover at.101

CentreVenture Development Corporation and The Forks Renewal
Corporation / The North Portage Development Corporation.108

Tourism Winnipeg uses different marketing strategies to promote

Each of these stakeholders works on specific criteria and has

Winnipeg as a tourism centre through public relations, travel

independent partnerships with different businesses and groups.109

media, advertising and promotions, and digital marketing.102
Overall by creating A Master Tourism Plan for Winnipeg, it is

Union

hoped it will produce an overall vision that can be strategically

Regulation

developed to increase Winnipeg’s tourism economy, creating jobs

Benefit of Capital, Labour and Place:

and increasing tax revenues, which in turn would help the local

The labour market in Winnipeg is highly regulated under the

economy.103

Department of Labour and Immigration.110 This department

Station
of

Under
Labour

the
Markets

Lens

of

for

the

works to protect the rights of workers, ensure public safety, while
Groups such as the Downtown Winnipeg BIZ have been established

promoting Manitoba as a place for people to work and invest

to promote downtown Winnipeg, creating an environment that is

in.111 Under this department are the Labour Programs Division,

welcoming, safe and clean, showing the area in a positive light.104

Workplace Safety and Health, Employment Standards, Office

Their focus is on promoting the businesses within the downtown

of the Fire Commissioner, Manitoba Labour Board, the Office

area and improving its image expressing that it is “a great place

99. Ibid.
100. Ibid.
101. Ibid., 8.
102. Ibid.
103. Ibid., 9.
104. Downtown Winnipeg BIZ, “About the Biz,” Downtown Winnipeg BIZ,
2014, accessed August 23, 2015, http://downtownwinnipegbiz.com/about/.
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105. Ibid.
106. Ibid.
107. Ibid.
108. Downtown Winnipeg BIZ, “Downtown Biz Stakeholders,” Downtown
Winnipeg Biz, 2014, accessed August 23, 2015, downtownbiz.com/downtown-biz-stakeholders/.
109. Ibid.
110. Government of Manitoba,“About the Department and Contact Information,” Labour and Immigration, accessed August 28, 2015, http://www.gov.mb.ca/labour/
about.html.
111. Ibid.
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of the Manitoba Fairness Commissioner and a variety of other

strategies, employers can eliminate the turn around of replacing

employment-based groups who work to navigate and ensure the

employees, therefore saving money. The strategies listed are a

rights of workers, their employees and invested parties.112

mix of monetary, benefits and non-monetary rewards that create
an attractive environment for employees to work in and want to

These groups influence the tourism industry within Winnipeg,

stay.118 Within the hospitality industry, which is heavily involved

regulating all work establishments to ensure that safety and rights

within the tourism sector, there is a substantially high turnover

of workers are followed by their employers. Within Manitoba, there

rate of employees as well there are many employees who are

is a standard minimum wage currently set at $11 an hour, as well

not highly skilled or trained.119 There is a strong correlation

as a minimum age for children who can start working at the age of

between employee turnover with a decrease in hotel profits.120 To

12 under exceptional circumstances.113 The Department of Labour

maintain employees, employers are encouraged to create a work

also states when people are to be paid and all regulations related

environment that is emotionally satisfying.121 Noting this, many

to how businesses pay an employee and what paperwork and

companies attempt to increase pay, enhance benefits and their

records must be kept.114 Everything from the uniform employees

incentive systems for their workers in hopes or reducing turnovers

wear to what happens if they are injured, is highly regulated.115

in their company.122

There is a significant amount of research based around how

Union

employers should treat their employees and the benefits to the

Regulation

business in having happy employees. The Canadian Federation

Benefit of Place, Consumers and Labour:

of Independent Business delivers information based around

Branching off from who the City of Winnipeg promotes its tourism-

managing employees and the economic benefits that it has.116

related businesses through, regulation of the industry for the

They note that the expense of hiring, orientation and training of

benefit of place, consumers and labour looks deeper into the

employees is costly, frustrating and can impact productivity, team

parts that make up the tourism industry within a city.123 As noted

morale and the business’s bottom line.117 Through different

previously, plans have been made to distinguish Winnipeg’s unique

112. Ibid.
113. Government of Manitoba, “Minimum Standards,” Employment Standards, December 29, 2015, accessed February 4, 2016, http://www.gov.mb.ca/labour/
standards/doc,quick_guide,factsheet.html#q1741.
114. Ibid
115. Ibid.
116. Canadian Federation of Independent Business, “Employee Retention:
Once You Hire Them, How to Keep Them,” CFIB, accessed October 20, 2015, http://
www.cfib-fcei.ca/english/article/7610-employee-retention.html.
117. Ibid.

118. Ibid.
119. Tony Simons & Timothy Hinkin,“The Effect of Employee Turnover
on Hotel Profits: A test Across Multiple Hotels,” The Cornell Hotel and Administration
Quarterly, 42, No. 4 (2001): 65, accessed November 14, 2015, http://scholarship.sha.
cornell.edu/articles/446/.
120. Ibid., 67.
121. Robin B. DiPietro & Steven J Condly, “Employee Turnover in the
Hospitality Industry,” Journal of Human Resources in Hospitality & Tourism, 6, No. 1
(2007):16, doi:10.1300/J171v06n01_01.
122. Simons & Hinkin, 68.
123. Hoffman, Fainstein, and Judd, 10.
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culture to promote it globally.124 Local businesses and organizations

to visitors feature many local historic buildings and neighborhoods

can work within these guidelines to promote themselves and be

while telling the story of Winnipeg.129 Being a place that sees

part of the culture that is Winnipeg. Examples of this can be seen

tourists pass through its doors daily due to its connection with

with restaurants that promote a Manitoban cuisine, serving local

the train station and with its adjacency to the popular tourist

ingredients and chains in order to incorporate the uniqueness within

destination, The Forks, Union Station can promote the city while

Manitoba specifically. Places such as Market Burger in Winnipeg

benefiting from any profit it makes.

advertise they are “locally sourced, locally owned, locally yours,”
meaning the ingredients they use are provided by local suppliers

Travel Manitoba has an office within the site of The Forks where

and their food is freshly made in house.125 Within the restaurant,

visitors can get information on what to do within Manitoba.130

the customer will find hints of memorabilia specific to Winnipeg

On their website, they state: “The tourism industry is constantly

and to Manitoba, such as a locker with Winnipeg Blue Bomber

evolving and continued success depends on preparing for

stickers on it. A chalkboard contains information as to where they

new consumer demands and changing marketplaces.”131 This

source all their ingredients from while their menus are in the

statement precisely describes what this section of Regulation

shape of the Province of Manitoba.126 Much of the design elements

Theory examines. Travel Manitoba’s website links to other tourism

such as the reclaimed barn wood feature wall, eclectic selection of

partners that they work with which is a good example of how

dining chairs, repurposed fixtures are all locally sourced as well.127

different businesses are linked to one another in obvious ways.132

The owners are local, one of which being a local celebrity, Ace

The website also lists things to do, places to go, places to stay,

Burpee.128 All together these elements form a brand that is unique

upcoming local events and trip essentials for the visitor in order

to the location yet standardized in how the establishment is run.

for them to plan their trip.133 The website becomes a one-stop

Throughout Winnipeg, many other restaurants follow this local

online resource to promote the location. Through it, visitors can

brand trend.

book everything they need to for their stay from hotels to stay at,
places to eat, experiences to be had, sites to visit, all while being

On the site of Union Station, different businesses that offer tours

able to pick and choose amongst seemingly endless options. The
visitor can pick and choose what fits their needs, what sparks

124. Tourism Winnipeg, “A Master Tourism Plan for Winnipeg,” 4.
125. Deborah Remus, “The New Restaurant Market Burger,” The Uniter,
December 4, 2013, accessed October 16, 2015, http://uniter.ca/view/the-new-restaurant.
126. Peg City Grub,“Market Burger: Made in Manitoba,” Peg City Grub
(blog), August 27, 2014, accessed September 12, 2014, http://www.pegcitygrub.com/
market-burger-made-in-manitoba/.
127. Peg City Grub, “Market Burger: Big Guns Back New Burger Joint,” Peg
City Grub (blog), August 1, 2013, accessed September 12, 2014, http:// www.pegcitygrub.com/market-burger-big-guns-back-new-burger-joint/.
128. Ibid.
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129. Tourism Winnipeg,“Winnipeg City Tour,” Tourism Winnipeg, accessed
September 2, 2015, www.tourismwinnipeg.com/play/attractions/display,listing/01715/
winnipeg-city-tour.
130. Travel Manitoba, “Tourism Industry,” Travel Manitoba, 2015, accessed
September 7, 2015, http://www.travelmanitoba.com/tourism-industry/.
131. Ibid.
132. Ibid.
133. Ibid.
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their interest and what they want to avoid. All of this is neatly put

Expansion and Contraction: Over time the hotel’s programme

together in a relatively easy to use branded package of Manitoba.

may change due to outside influences. Having spaces that can

As mentioned previously it is important for a business to stand

easily expand and contract through the use of partitions will allow

out by creating a delicate balance between standardization and

change to happen easily. Spaces need to be flexible and adaptable

uniqueness.134 Why is it different from other places that offer the

dependent on the current use. Using sustainable materials and

same things? How does it meet the needs of the individual when

design elements that will always be site specific is important.

they arrive and in a manner that other businesses like it would?

Having the design compliment the historical elements is key.

How does it evolve over time to meet new demands created by

The design will feature components that can work with what is

the consumer? With everything online these days, the market is

currently there and easily be changed, swapped out or altered

more competitive and standing out becomes more difficult. Having

to meet new needs and trends. If one piece is taken away, the

something that no one else has while providing what is needed

whole design should not fall apart. Using a muted colour scheme

is key.

that works with the historical aspects of the building can make the
transition to new styles easier for future use.

Application of Theory to Interior Design:
The different elements and sub-categories of Regulation Theory

Site Specific: The specific site’s history, placement within Winnipeg

can be translated into design by following how the theory relates

and use can develop the design concept which can make the hotel

and defines the tourism industry. The overarching concepts that

address its uniqueness while implementing some standardization

define Regulation Theory are as follows:

within its programme. Embracing the local culture and events
happening within the city through programming, education,

Lack of Hierarchy: Every component contributing to and affected

technology and exhibits can create a linkage between the hotel

by the tourism industry has value. There is a lack of hierarchy

and the city, its culture and the history of the building. Using

among these components as they all work together as a network of

key materials that highlight the existing design elements and

factors. As a design, it will have spaces that work together, overlap

embracing them by translating them in a contemporary way. The

one another and flow into another either physically or visually.

design reflects train travel by incorporating a train dining car into it

Each programme feature within the hotel can work separately or

as it’s restaurant while placing different programming technologies

together, being able to be subtracted from the whole or added to.

throughout the building so users flow past them regardless of

The spaces can evolve into new uses easily.

where they go, like they would as they walk through a train and
its train cars that host different typologies. Imagery will help make
the inside environment of the hotel reflect the city outside by

134. Hoffman, Fainstein, and Judd, 10.
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being placed within the art exhibit as well as graphics featured

of the building to the current use. Programming will be able to

throughout the hotel that remind the visitor of where they are in

host the functions that contribute to the culture and character of

an abstract manner.

the city.

Tourism: The design needs to be based on the particular city and

Flows of People: Spaces are designed to control the amount of

promote the location. Interaction with users and the amenities is

people to avoid overcrowding. Different levels of public to private

crucial, so areas for interaction are required. These amenities must

spaces are created allowing the hotel to control the amount of

meet the needs of different types of tourists and train travellers.

users and the user to control the level of intimacy that they want.
Spaces flow into one another either physically or through views.

Regulation

of

Visitors

to

Protect

the

City:

Regulation of the City for the Benefit of

Security: Areas need to be secure and safe in case of an emergency

Visitors and the Tourism Industry:

situation. Security cameras, lockable doors, panic buttons, security

Linkages: There is an important need to develop linkages between

officers with a private office, ample lighting, and views of public

the hotel with other nearby tourist-related businesses. The hotel

areas are required. Areas that need to be monitored more closely

is to showcase all that there is to see and do within this tourist

should be set up for employees to be posted at, such as in the

centre for visitors of the hotel. The hotel is designed to create

pool area. These areas should be able to be locked up if they are

linkages between the spaces within the hotel by having public

not open 24 hours a day.

areas overlap one another and lead into one another. These public
areas are also placed among more private areas of the hotel, such

Maintenance:

Historical elements are to be maintained and

as throughout the guest room floors.

protected from damage. There should be an employee who would
maintain the entire hotel and fix furniture, fixtures and equipment

Views: Views of The Forks, the Canadian Museum of Human

as needed. This employee would need a space to work in and

Rights, and the downtown area are created or showcased in

store tools.

order to let visitors see these areas in a positive light through the
placement of public areas throughout the hotel that looks out onto

Context: Design conveys the specific site’s history and context.

these locations. Areas that are not in good shape on the site need

Creating design elements that portray the historical functions

to be renovated or hidden from view. Security ensures that visitors

of the train station in clever and attractive ways will explain the

do not deal with unsavory people by having security cameras in

context of the site to the user. Design elements will link the past

many areas and security posts nearby.
26
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Activities: The public spaces should be activity oriented for the
user. This is done by creating different activity hubs similar to that
of train cars each having specific activities within them.
Regulation of Labour Markets for the
Benefit of Capital, Labour and Place:

Workspaces: The design of workspaces are to be developed as
much as the public spaces within the hotel to create an atmosphere
that the workers are happy to work in. The staff room is to be
an area where employees can relax, socialize and be happy in.
Employees should have lockers to have a place for their personal
belongings and can be modified to show their personality. The
employees are allowed to access all the amenities they wish within
the hotel. The offices are to be personalized according to the staff
member’s needs and wants and are to appear relatively equal to
remove a sense of hierarchy among them.
Regulation

of

the

Industry

for

the

Benefit of Place, Consumers and Labour:

Standardization and Uniqueness: The hotel’s overall design needs
to conform to tourist’s expectations and needs by balancing the
amenities that are standard and ones that are unique to the
specific location. Creating unique hubs that appeal to as many
users as possible within the hotel will make it stand out from other
standard hotels. The hotel is to have the standard amenities of a
hotel while being site-specific in its design.
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The word “place” is often used in two different ways: “first, to refer
to physical settings” and second, as a “socially constructed context

PLACE
AND INTERACTION:

of interpersonal interaction and practice.”2 Having a design that
allows for interaction to occur (which, in turn, creates memories
for the user) is essential to developing a bond between user and

Place, Interaction, History & Memory

place.3 Patricia Stokowski notes, “the power of place is not only in

“A place that is meaningful, to which the participant develops a

its aesthetic or behavioral possibilities, or in its iconic status, but

deep emotional connection, is a place that will be visited again

in its ability to connect people in society, encourage development

and again…” – Peter E Smirniotopoulos1

of personal and social identities, and reinforce sociocultural
meanings. These are fundamental qualities of community.”4

Smirniotopoulos’s quote explains why an environment becomes
important to the user. The experiences that occur within a place

People find ways to make the places they inhabit meaningful, (e.g.

create a memory for that user, which in turn connects the user to

the home, the neighborhood, work environment or the places they

that location. When that relationship is created people will want

play).5 Through this activity, they make communities, connecting

to revisit the location. How does one develop these relationships?

with one another in some way, creating a relationship between

One would suggest that a person needs to interact with a space

people and with people and place.6 An independent business can

in some form to develop such a relationship. This line of thinking

contribute to a sense of place by developing spaces that promote

progressed the research into place, interaction, history and

social interaction, that is easily adaptable to the changes in society,

memory theories. How does a space become more cherished than

and that provide a sense of uniqueness and authenticity.7 Not only

others? People will attach themselves to these locations when

should these spaces be a host for social interaction but also it is

something occurs within these spaces when the spaces engage

essential the community is able to mold the place in its own image,

them. Users of space remember and cherish the memories of the

creating meanings and memories and developing an ownership

extraordinary spaces, not the ordinary. What drives the tourist

of the place. The place must be adaptable to change over time,

to pick one place to visit over another? Perhaps the ultimate goal

allowing those who use the space to make the environment their

for the places that tourists go to is to develop this meaningful
experience with this place for their temporary stay.

1. Peter E. Smirniotopoulos, “The Meaning of Place,” Urban Land , Vol. 60,
No. 3, (2001): 38.
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2. Patricia Stokowski, “Languages of place and discourses of power:
Constructing new senses of place.” in Journal of Leisure Research, 34, No. 4 (Fourth
Quarter 2002): 372.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid., 373.
5. Melinda J. Milligan, “Interactional Past And Potential: The Social Construction of Place Attachment,” Symbolic Interaction 21, no, 1 (1998): 2.
6. Ibid, 6.
7. Sminiotopoulos, “The Meaning of Place,” 38.
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they are better able to identify with that place because they are not
just bystanders but involved with the experience created by the

Often it is the professional’s job to interpret the needs and wants

design.14 To appreciate place the user must be subjected to various

of all those who will visit the place.9 For designers of public places,

forms of stimuli, which create a relationship between the people

it is imperative they are as accommodating and as inclusive as

and the objective and material elements of their environment, as

possible. Taking what has been learned in the critical theory

well as the “immaterial and imponderable.”15 David Canter in the

process, listening to as many voices as possible, and determining

Psychology of Place said, “place is about those units of experience

the correct fit for the place and people, is difficult to balance. By

within which activities and physical form are amalgamated,”

knowing the context and whom the design is for, it is possible to

meaning place is a “socio-physical unit of environmental experience,

make a place that can create relationships between the users and

forming an eco-behavioural pattern in the environment.”16 Dylan

between the users and the place that are meaningful.10

Trigg in The Memory of Place: A Phenomenology of the Uncanny,
states that the memory of a public place is often a cumulative one

Tourists value an abundance of experiences within the places

of those who have experienced that public place throughout its

that they visit, appreciating overlapping levels of consumption in

history.17 In order to incorporate the history of place into Union

leisure.11 Creating a multitude of activities the tourist can interact

Station, it is imperative that the cumulative memories of place are

with will allow for more experiences to occur and more memories

represented in an authentic way.18 Incorporating elements of the

to be made. Designing with the tourist in mind (while creating

site’s history, such as reflecting on its own historic timeline through

a sense of history of place) is a carefully managed task. The

design, as well as its unique features, like the central Rotunda and

design incorporates a blend of history of place with current forms

original ceilings, as well as community values of Winnipeg, can

of leisure that can help the tourist create a feeling of personal

produce a place, one even open to interpretation, that offers an

identity with the space through interaction.12 A sense of personal

unmistakable sense of what Winnipeg’s Union Station was and

identity for the tourist is a common design goal within the tourism

how it has evolved over time. As humans, we often affix symbolic

industry.13 When people can interact with the places they inhabit

value to physical objects through events that occurred with said

8. Richard Florida, quoted in Peter E. Smirniotopoulos, “The Meaning of
Place,” Urban Land , Vol. 60, No. 3, (2001): 39.
9. Smirniotopoulos, “The Meaning of Place,” 39.
10. Ibid., 41.
11. Maxine Feifer, Going Places: The Ways of the Tourist from Imperial
Rome to the Present Day, (London: MacMillian, 1985), quoted in Guy Julier, The Culture of Design, (London: SAGE Publications, 2008), 154.
12. Guy Julier, The Culture of Design, (London: SAGE Publications, 2008),
155.
13. Ibid.

14. Lineu Castello, Rethinking the Meaning of Place: Conceiving Place in
Architecture-Urbanism, (Surrey: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2010), 4.
15. Castello, 2.
16. David Canter, “The Psychology of Place,” (London: Architectural Press,
1977):1, quoted in Lineau Castello, Rethinking the Meaning of Place: Conceiving Place
in Architecture-Urbanism, (Surrey: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2010), 4.
17. Dylan Trigg, The Memory of Place: A Phenomenology of the Uncanny,
(Athens, Ohio: Ohio :University Press, 2012), 73.
18. Ibid., XIX.
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creating an attachment to that place.25

object.19 Reflecting on this idea, one could state that the value of
Union Station as a built environment is significant for Winnipeg
when one takes into consideration the beginnings of the city and

Trigg believes that “the body is the vehicle of expression for a

all those who passed through those doors when they immigrated

relation with the world, thus the life of the city fundamentally

to Canada. To this day it likely remains within the minds of

manifests in the nuances of the bodily self.”26 Interacting with an

people who immigrate to Canada as the landmark location where

environment is the primary way we comprehend it and how we

citizenship ceremonies take place. Along with immigration, Union

relate to any given place is unique to that location.27 People become

Station reflects the history of travel by rail throughout Canada

attached to a place through the memories that they make there.28

and holds the memory of those who used it in the past, as well

By interacting with a new and unfamiliar place, people leave their

as those who use it to this day to travel across Canada. It does

habitual routines of daily life, as often seen in tourism, creating

so through the memories created within the place and the shared

significant events in their lives, even though they are temporary.29

experiences through interaction of place.

Creating different ways for someone to interact with the space
and with others within the hotel will cause the user to create such

Memories can be quite intimate for those who have experienced

memories. This can be done through the programming of the

life events within a place. In order to create significant new

spaces within the hotel.

memories for the current user, interaction with place and other
users is important.20 People interact with the places they move

When examining the history of place, often through imagery or

through.21 How they experience these spaces shapes the user’s

objects from the past, it is said the object holds the narrative of

memory of the place.22 A place where you feel most present, and

that time, showing what was once there, and perhaps what is

part of that environment can hold deeper memories than those

no longer present.30 These objects contain such a value for the

where a sense of presence is lost, such as in a crowded fast paced

history of place because they can sum up an event, a moment or

environment.23 From a phenomenological standpoint, place is seen

a history of place.31 The responsibility of how the object is shown

as a by-product of our lived experiences and “without human

is significant due to the fact the viewer may interpret the artifact

involvement, place would lose definition” as stated by Trigg.24

in a variety of ways.32 Establishing how the object can be shown

With this in mind, it is important to create experiences between

in an authentic way would take careful precision and sensitivity

user and place that promotes memories through interaction and
19. Ibid.
20. Ibid., 6.
21. Ibid., 7.
22. Ibid.
23. Ibid., XXXV.
24. Ibid., 3.
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25. Ibid.
26. Ibid., 5.
27. Ibid., 6.
28.. Ibid., 9.
29. Ibid., 9.
30. Ibid., XXI.
31. Ibid., 3.
32. Ibid., XIX.
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experience.41

Bachelard believes that upon preserving the past through image,
we alter it through our imaginations, creating a new memory for

People often try to preserve the past, aware of what was there

the viewer.33

and understanding what is missing.42 By focusing on the history of
a place and understanding what once took place within it, what

The history of a built environment and the memories of an

remains standing and how the place has evolved through time, a

environment for current users are not interchangeable terms.34

delicate balance can be created to evoke the transition of time.43

Through understanding the history of a place, memories are

By interacting with certain historical elements of a place, the user

formed within the user of them reflecting on that history.35 The

can reinterpret how users throughout time used that element

story of that place can be told in various ways but how the user

“incorporating the past into the present.”44

explores and understands that history is up to the individual.36
Since the history of that environment is not part of our lived

Overall, within the design of the hotel, establishing spaces that

experience it remains a part of history instead of a memory for

allow for interaction of people is important. A space that can

that individual.37 It is when we interact with what we are learning

transition through time and adapt to its users is a vital function in

about the environment that it becomes ingrained in our memory

creating a successful place. Spaces that the user can manipulate,

of that place.38

make memories within by engaging the environment and form
relationships with others, are included within the hotel design.

As stated previously, public history is a cumulative of those

The hotel reflects the context that it is in, creating the uniqueness

remembering it.39 It is a “form of communication, in which the

that is required and bonding with the surrounding neighborhood.

success of the representing object depends on its ability to transmit
the past.”40 Trigg believes that place memory simultaneously
happens among people who coexist with one another within that
place, being a “journey that can be experienced and remembered
in the future” uniting the past and the future as one shared
33. Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space: The Classic Look at How We
Experience Intimate Places, translated by Maria Jolas, (Boston, MA: Beacon Press,
1994) 33.
34. Trigg., 72.
35. Ibid.
36. Ibid.
37. Ibid.
38. Ibid., 73.
39. Ibid.
40. Ibid., 74.

41. Ibid.
42. Ibid., 175.
43. Ibid.
44. Ibid., 203.
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one another, including strangers, social interaction occurs. This

Application of Theory into Interior Design:

also can be done by large table settings and seating arrangements

Key Elements of Place, Interaction, History &

that allow large groups of people placed next and within view of

Memory:

one another. Furniture that is modular and spaces that can easily

Uniqueness & Authenticity: The hotel needs to stand out from

transform into different ways can change how people interact with

others of similar typology while being unique to the context it

one another.

is in through design. It is important to mold the design based
on the community it is in by uniting design elements that reflect

Memories: Have users create memories within the hotel and by

Winnipeg, the nearby community, train travel and the building’s

becoming stimulated by its surroundings through the use of activity

history in Winnipeg. Allowing the community to be a part of the

centres, interactive technology and event spaces.

environment in the music venue, art exhibit, educational areas
and restaurant, adds to the creation of the distinct identity of

Adaptability and Manipulation: Bridging the past design of Union

these spaces.

Station with its current use and further making it flexible and
adaptable for future use will strengthen the collective memory

Views: By designing areas within the hotel that can be viewed

and history of place. Furniture and spaces can easily be adapted,

from other locations, users will be able to interact with others,

transformed and opened up or closed off. Lighting and interactive

drawn to these areas through stimuli and by witnessing others

panels within hubs and among paths of travel can be manipulated

interacting with place and one another. Views of inside from the

as the users either pass through spaces or interact with these

street can draw passersby into the building.

elements. Exhibits that express the art, culture and history can be
interacted with in a different ways to establish a connection between

Social Interaction: Various types and sizes of gathering space

user and space.

will need to be created that feature different activities that will
satisfy users. Spaces that flow together limiting boundaries,

Accommodating: Spaces can accommodate all people by being

either physical or visual, can create social interaction. Seating

designed with every ability in mind. Each level of the hotel contains

arrangements placed throughout the hotel are designed so that

four accessible hotel rooms.

people pass others. Areas of stopping and rest create interaction
by users. Establishing overlapping levels of consumption by
interlocking spaces and areas that flow alongside one another
promotes interaction. When people can share experiences with
32
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2.3

THEORY INTO DESIGN VISUAL SUMMARY:

PLACE,
INTERACTION, MEMORY &
HISTORY

REGULATION THEORY
LACK OF HIERARCHY
EXPANSION & CONTRACTION
SITE SPECIFIC
TOURISM

UNIQUENESS & AUTHENTICITY
VIEWS
SOCIAL INTERACTION
ADAPTABILITY & MANIPULATION
ACCOMMODATING

REGULATION OF VISITORS TO PROTECT THE CITY
SECURITY
MAINTENANCE
CONTEXT
FLOW OF PEOPLE
REGULATION OF THE CITY FOR THE BENEFIT OF VISITORS & THE TOURISM INDUSTRY
LINKAGES
VIEWS
ACTIVITIES
REGULATION OF LABOUR MARKETS FOR THE BENEFIT OF CAPITAL, LABOUR AND PLACE
WORKSPACES
REGULATION OF THE INDUSTRY FOR THE BENEFIT OF PLACE, CONSUMERS & LABOUR
STANDARDIZATION & UNIQUENESS

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE
TWO THEORIES IN RELATION TO
DESIGN AND PROGRAMMING
Table 2.3.1: Theory into Design Visual Summary
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CHAPTER 3
P R E C E D E N T

R E V I E W

This chapter examines different built works located in North

the history of each site. The existence of these precedents justifies

America that has transformed train stations into thriving

why train stations are so significant in the history of their location

hospitality and tourist hotspots. Through examining these

and create linkages with similar locations. These three adaptive

precedents, it was discovered how each example has adapted

reuse projects vary drastically in scale and are all successful tourist

a historic building into a new typology. Each example has

destinations in their own right.

preserved various historical elements, which in turn, preserved
35
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each has been renovated into accommodations6. The train station
was restored into a museum, a café, a gift shop and additional

TRAIN STATION INN

lodgings. There is also a dining car that provides meals to the
guests staying at the Inn. This precedent is an example of adaptive

Location: Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia

reuse of a train station reflecting on the historical elements within

Original Designer: Rhodes Curry Company of Amherst1

it. The owner has not only preserved the architectural elements

Original Construction Date: 1887

and train cars but has arranged the site in a way that makes it

Current Owner: James LeFresne

appear that it is an active train station. In doing so, it creates a

Renovation Date: 1989 (train station), 1994 (cabooses)2

theme-like experience for visitors.

The Train Station Inn was chosen in order to analyze how train

The interior of the train cars has been transformed specific to their

cars, as well as a train station, can be re-designed for current

function, whether it be a room to stay in or a dining car. Overall,

needs. While the train station is on a much smaller scale than the

the interior design of the buildings and the train cars express a

project proposed here, it holds a wealth of information as to how

traditional Victorian country aesthetic. The train car bedrooms

to design with the history of a building in mind.

are highly functional and have been creatively designed to make
the most of the space. Within each room, there are hints of the

The Tatamagouche Train Station was constructed in 1887 by the

6. Ibid.

Rhodes Curry Company for the Intercolonial Railway.3 It became
an adaptive reuse project for James LeFresne, the man who
bought the small two-story station and converted it into an Inn in
1987.4 The owner also purchased two heritage boxcars and seven
heritage cabooses to go with the rail theme that the Inn has to
offer.5 The cabooses are from a date range of 1911 to 1978, and
1. Nova Scotia Railway Heritage Society, “Timeline of Rhodes Curry Car
‘Alexandra,’” Nova Scotia’s Railway Heritage, accessed June 10, 2012, http://www.
novascotiarailwayheritage.com/Alexandratimeline.htm.
2. Train Station Inn, “History,” Train Station Inn, Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia, accessed on June 10, 2013, http://www.trainstation.ca/tatamagouche_railway_history.
html.
3. Nova Scotia Railway Heritage Society, “Timeline of Rhodes Curry Car
‘Alexandra.’”
4. Train Station Inn, “History.”
5. Ibid.

Figure 3.1.1: Exterior of Train Station Inn.
(Reproduced with permission. © Carolyn Stampeen)
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train car left present in the room, such as the slight arch of the ceiling,
the entrance door, and the brake wheel on the outdoor platform of
the train car. The overall atmosphere is a cozy room within a unique
form. Even with the small expressions left of the train car, one would

copyright
approved

not feel that they are within the confines of a piece of history unless
viewing the exterior. The furniture, fixtures, materials and linens used
could be implemented within various bed and breakfasts across North
America and create a similar effect. While the shape of the structure
and the ceiling can be noted as resembling a train car, the design
does not push the boundary between train car and hotel room further.
Rather, the two do not connect with one another.

Figure 3.1.2: Train Station Inn Dining Car.
(Reproduced with permission. © Carolyn Stampeen)

The dining car continues the rustic aesthetic the rest of the site
has to offer. It is set up in the way a traditional dining car would be
arranged. There is the added decoration of antiques on the wall and
the placement of ceiling fans. One noticeable design problem within

copyright
approved

the dining car was the lack of accessibility for those with mobility
issues. The dining car, as well as the other train cars, have stairs that
would prevent someone in a wheelchair from accessing them.
The train station looks as it was originally intended while showcasing
various antiques on every surface available. This creates an eclectic
appearance for the space and draws the user into rooms. Overall the
Train Station Inn is designed in a museum and theme-like way, which
would resonate with a particular clientele.

Figure 3.1.3: Train Station Inn Gift Shop.
(Reproduced with permission. © Carolyn Stampeen)

Through analyzing the Train Station Inn, it is apparent a train car, and
station can be transformed into a new use, effectively detaching itself
from its original intended purpose while holding on to its history.
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Figure 3.1.4: Train Station Inn Lounge Car.
(Reproduced with permission. © Carolyn Stampeen)

After viewing the rooms at the Train Station Inn, the design of the
Union Station hotel will be designed. It will reflect the history of the
site, featuring its traditional elements and balancing the historical
elements that show its character with new aesthetics for today’s
user in a more modern way.
The relevance of investigating this design was to dissect how one
works with historical elements and transfers them within their design
subtly. The Train Station Inn lacks success in this. Rustic pieces are
placed within a historical shell, yet there is a lack of connection
between the two. The museum-like effect they have created is
what the design of Union Station will avoid. The design of the Train
Station Inn would likely appeal to a certain group of people while
Union Station will have to be more inclusive.
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3.2

UNION STATION HOTEL
Location: Nashville, Tennessee
Size: 120,000 sq ft. , 6 story building
Designer: F.W. Mobray, chief architect of the L&N Railroad
Original Construction Date: 1900
Renovation Date: 20071
The Union Station Hotel was originally designed in the
Richardsonian Romanesque style in 1900.2 It was last renovated
by the company Forrest Perkins into a luxury hotel.3 The
renovation blended the historical design with contemporary
luxury.4 In the lobby, the colours and motifs of the original barrelvaulted stain glass ceiling were mimicked in the custom-made

Figure 3.2.1: Union Station Hotel Lobby.
(Reproduced with permission from Union Station Hotel, Nashville)

rugs and throughout the design of the space.5 For the designers
to make the large spaces more at a human scale, the designers
stated they created light towers that also hid air conditioning
vents.6 Using a polychromatic paint scheme, the designers were
able to enhance the original architectural details throughout the
hotel.7

1. Union Station Hotel, “The Railroad Beginnings of our Nashville Hotel,”
Union Station Hotel, accessed June 1, 2012, http://www.unionstationhotelnashville.com/
about-us/history.
2. Ibid.
3. ForrestPerkins, “Union Station Hotel, Autograph Collection,” ForrestPerkins, accessed on November 12, 2012, http://www.forrestperkins.com/galdetail.
asp?gID=27&tID=392.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid.

Figure 3.2.2: Union Station Guest Suite.
(Reproduced with permission from Union Station Hotel, Nashville)
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Through the lens of Regulation Theory, the design has adapted
these spaces from past uses into future ones, making the most
out of unique spaces and changing them, so they work within the
typology. By working with the original colours, motifs and character
of the building, the new design works well with the past, as well as
the future of the building. It layers the contemporary design with
the traditional design, blurring the timeline. In the future, if these
spaces change for new typologies, the next users can work with
what has been designed already for their needs by using a similar
method of working with the historical elements, motifs and colours,
transitioning the spaces accordingly and bridging the cap of the
future use with the past designs.

Figure 3.2.3: Union Station Lounge.
(Reproduced with permission from Union Station Hotel, Nashville)

By preserving the original character of the building, many of the
hotel’s guests rooms were transformed into dramatic and uniquely
laid out spaces. The ceilings are quite high within the guest rooms
and some rooms overlook the lobby area, creating an experience
different from many hotels. Through the use of textiles, a
contemporary style was blended with traditional scale and patterns.
Union Station Hotel reflects a luxurious aesthetic for their clientele.
The design is directed at current and future users while being
sensitive to the historical features within the building.
The take away from this design is that it is possible to create a design
that is respectful of the historical building it is in while transforming
it into a modern establishment.
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3.3

MADISON HOTEL
Location: Memphis, Tennessee
Stories: 15 with 110 rooms1
Designer: Shaw & Phell
Original Construction Date: 1906
Renovation Date: 19982
Renovation Designer/Builders: Andre Landon/EDI International3
An office and bank high-rise building was transformed into the
Madison Hotel, a boutique hotel that reflects the musical history
of downtown Memphis.4 The design is considered eclectic meets
contemporary while integrating the historical aspects of the building.5
The hotel contains smaller public spaces; a restaurant, ballroom/
meeting rooms, fitness centre and roof top garden spaces catering
to the varying needs of the guests and general public.6
The designers of this adaptive reuse project were able to transform
the spaces into functional hotel rooms and the other typologies that
the hotel hosts. Throughout the spaces, it is apparent the design
of certain spaces hosted a multitude of constraints the designers
1. Madison Hotel, “Amenities,” Madison Hotel Memphis, accessed May 2, 2013,
http://www. madisonhotelmemphis.com/amenities.php?page=37.
2. Historic-Memphis, “Historic Memphis Buildings... and notable Businesses,”
Historic Memphis, accessed May 5, 2013, http://www.historic-memphis.com/memphishistoric/buildings-businesses/buildings-businesses.html.
3. EDI International, “Madison Hotel,” EDI International, accessed May 5, 2013,
http://www.edi-international.com/madison-hotel/.
4. AJ McPeak, “Memphis TN Madison Htl (Adaptive Reuse) 16 Flrs,” Behance,
last modified February 17, 2013, https://www.behance.net/gallery/7198885/Memphis-TNMadison-Htl-(Adaptive-Reuse)-16-Flrs.
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
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Figure 3.3.1: Exterior of Madison Hotel.
(Reproduced with permission. © Jeffrey Jacobs)
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made the most of and in many cases took advantage of. Within the
exercise area, the designers left the large vault that was once used
in the original design of the building, creating a focal point in the
room that hints the space contains a history outside of its current
uses (see Figure 3.3.4). The pool area is long and narrow, as though
the space is constricted by the structure of the building.
The overall footprint of the building is square with a central staircase
and elevator. This creates unique corner spaces within the hotel that
the designers laid out in a way that is not typically seen in other
hotels. Each guest room level is near copies of the previous ones.
The public spaces are long and narrow, constrained by the building’s
footprint.
The interior design features traditional columns, mouldings and
decorative elements mixed in with contemporary furniture, colours,
patterns and materials. Within the restaurant, the designers evoked
whimsy into the space with the incorporation of graffiti-like wallpaper
on one wall contrasting the more traditional plain gray curtains that
line an adjacent wall.
Figure 3.3.2:: Madison Hotel Lobby.
(Reproduced with permission. © Jeffrey Jacobs)

The public areas are often long and narrow spaces. They become
areas where interaction between users can become initiated
amongst each other as they pass one another. Many of the

In one of the public sitting areas there is a piano placed within the

spaces cause users to be within close proximity of one another,

space. If open for the general public’s use, this provides additional

often sharing a couch or work surface. For the single traveller, this

opportunities for people to interact with one another as well as the

provides many opportunities to connect with other single travellers.

space they are in. Memories would be created through this type of

This also provides opportunities for connections to be made and

personal interaction with the space.

conversations to start.
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the piano sits (see Figure 3.3.2). This draws the clientele into each
space, creating ways for the person to interact with both the room
and the other users nearby. Many of the spaces use contemporary
materials with traditional designs.

Figure 3.3.3: Madison Hotel Restaurant.
(Reproduced with permission. © Jeffrey Jacobs)

Within the fitness area, there is a swimming pool. This area is for
recreational use and exercise, creating an area full of opportunities
for interactions to occur between occupants, and between people
and place.
Throughout the design, there are historical elements of the building
remaining. As mentioned, the bank vault has remained from the
building’s original use. In some of the rooms, the arches of the
windows become a feature of the space with the design worked
around them. The new mouldings in the public spaces mimic the
exterior’s original design. The monumental spaces are brought down
to a human scale through the implementation of new lighting and
furniture that fills the room. A site line is created from one space to
another, especially noticed in the front entrance into the lobby where
43

Figure 3.3.4: Madison Hotel Fitness Room.
(Reproduced with permission. © Jeffrey Jacobs)
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CHAPTER 4
S I T E

&

B U I L D I N G

E V A L U A T I O N

Chapter 4 examines the context of the site for this project.
This is done through a contextual, site and building analysis, as
well as a natural light study. Following these sections, a list of
opportunities and constraints is constructed to further develop
the interior design of the site.
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Winnipeg has a low vacancy rate in office, retail, industrial and
rental properties, although the rental rates will increase and are

CONTEXTUAL

expected to remain competitive across Canada.6

ANALYSIS:

Winnipeg’s Union Station is a stop along the way while travelling

The contextual analysis is of particular importance for this Practicum

“The Canadian” route from Toronto to Vancouver. Those travelling

due to its association with Regulation Theory. The context that

up to The Pas, Pukatwagan, Thompson and Churchill can take the

Union Station is in defines some of the regulating bodies upon the

train from this train station to their destination.7

site.

6. Ibid.
7. VIA Rail Canada Inc., “Explore our destinations: Prairies and Northern
Manitoba,” VIA Rail, accessed on June 21, 2012, http://www.viarail.ca/en/explore-ourdestinations/trains/prairies-and-northern-manitoba.

According to the Winnipeg Economic Development website,
Winnipeg is rated second for being a major metropolitan area in a
poll for the highest diversity levels within its economic structure.1
Due to this diversity, Winnipeg economy “provides a stable
workforce, low unemployment rates and a cushion against major
fluctuations based on downturns in the economy.”2 Winnipeg has
ten key sectors, one of which is the tourism industry.3
Winnipeg’s housing market, personal income, population, labour
force, employment and retail sales all continue to climb each year,
according to the Economic Development Winnipeg website.4 The
tourism industry contains the second highest amount of jobs in
Winnipeg and continues to grow as the city does.5
1. Conference Board of Canada, “Economic Overview,”
Economic Development Winnipeg, accessed on April 12, 2013, http://www.
economicdevelopmentwinnipeg.com/winnipegs-economy/overview.
2. Economic Development Winnipeg Inc., “Economic Performance
Indicators,” Economic Development Winnipeg, accessed on April 4, 2013, http://
www.economicdevelopmentwinnipeg.com/uploads/document_file/2012_economic_
performance_indicators.pdf.
3. Ibid.
4. Conference Board of Canada, “Economic Overview.”
5. Economic Development Winnipeg Inc.,“Economic Performance Indicators.”
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Property Influences:
Municipality/District: Downtown East

SITE ANALYSIS:

Zoning: M Multi-Use Sector1
Street Priority: P1 Regional Street2

The site of Union Station is located at 123 Main Street at the

Total Land Area: 4 Acres3

top of Broadway Street between York Avenue and Fort Gibraltar

Union Station is a Federal building, under the heritage railway

Trail and between Main Street and Waterfront Drive.

station protection act, recognized as a heritage railway station

Adjacent Buildings and Sites:

1989/06/01. It is recognized as a building of national significance
by the Historical Sites and Monuments Board of Canada4

1. Canadian Museum for Human Rights
2. Scotiabank Stage
3. Manitoba Theatre for Young People
4. Inn at the Forks
5. Manitoba Children’s Museum
6. Johnston Terminal
7. Muddy Waters
8. The Forks Market
9. City Television Station
10. North West Company
11. Manitoba Club
12. Upper Fort Garry Gate
13. The Fort Garry Hotel
14. Fort Garry Place with Prarie 360
15. Naval Museum of Manitoba
16. Wawanesa Insurance
17. Skybridge Americas, V.J’s Drive Inn
18. Brinks Canada
19. The Loft Salon
20. Avis Car Rental
21. WCLC, Quaternary Consultants Ltd., Omega Acupuncture Clinic
22. The Keg Steakhouse
23. Cambria Credit Union
24. Robin’s Donuts
25. Manitoba Child Care
26. Apartment Building
27. Earl’s Restaurant
28. Ivory Restaurant, Golf Manitoba
29. Winnipeg Hotel
30. Times Change(d) High and Lonesome Club
31. The Sign Source Ltd.
32. Fresh Projects Design Builders, Riley’s Reproductions & Printing
33. Kids & Company
34. Precision Movement & Therapies,
35. The Pyramid Cabaret
36. Beacon Hill Lodge
Nearby: Winnipeg Goldeyes Baseball Club, Clay Oven, Mon Ami Louis

Bus route (Over 20 bus stops within walking distance)5 (Figure
4.2.1: Bus stop and Parking Map)
Heavy traffic (56,200 daily average)6
Both short and long-term parking is located on the North, South and
East sides of Union Station.7
There are two parkades within the area but not adjacent to the
site.8 As seen on Figure 4.2.1: Bus Stop and Parking Map, there are
numerous additional places to park.
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1. City of Winnipeg, “Address Information,” City of Winnipeg, accessed on
June 15, 2012, http://cms00asa1.winnipeg.ca/main.jsp?js=y&streetNumber=123&streetNa
me=main+&streetType=ST&submit=Search.
2. Ibid.
3. City of Winnipeg, “123 Main Street,” Property Assessment Details, accessed
on June 15, 2012, http://www.winnipegassessment.com/asmtpub/english/propertydetails/
CommercialDetails.aspx?RollNumber=12097788500&pgLang=EN&isRealtySearch=true.
4. Parks Canada, “Union Staton,” Canada’s Historic Places, accessed on August
27, 2012, http://historicplaces.ca/en/rep-reg/place-lieu.aspx?id=4514.
5. City of Winnipeg, “Stops,” Winnipeg Transit, accessed on August 25, 2012,
http://winnipegtransit.com/en/stops/find?location=123+Main+Street&locationid=addresses
%2F133533.
6.  City of Winnipeg, “Traffic Flow Map,”  Public Works, accessed on August
27, 2012, http://www.winnipeg.ca/publicworks/PDF/Transportation/2009-TrafficFlow-Map.
pdf.
7. VIA Rail Canada Inc., “Explore our destinations: Prairies and Northern
Manitoba,” VIA Rail Canada, accessed on June 21, 2012, http://www.viarail.ca/en/exploreour-destinations/trains/prairies-and-northern-manitoba.
8. City of WInnipeg, “Find Parking,” The Parking Store, accessed on August 27,
2012, http://theparkingstore.winnipeg.ca/theparkingstore/findParking/default.stm.
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The population of Winnipeg within the downtown area is 13,000

Constraints:

people.

The building’s exterior may not be altered due to its historical

9

significance. Doing so would not be in the spirit of the overall
Observations of the surrounding area include:

objective for this project. The train station is currently in use and

There is little vegetation located on the site. Most of the

will not be changed by the design of the hotel since the hotel is

surrounding site area contains impervious surfaces. Located

intended to work with it side by side.

nearby is the Canadian Museum for Human Rights. The downtown
area is continually being updated with the new Centrepoint project
located on Portage Avenue, as well as the addition to the current
Convention Centre located several blocks away from Union Station.
Waterfront Drive is also being developed with more residential and
commercial buildings being constructed.
Opportunities:
The East side of the site is a potential area for redevelopment as
a way to connect Union Station with The Forks. An opportunity
would be to merge this site with The Forks and the Canadian
Museum for Human Rights to draw in people visiting those two
locations. The East entrance of Union Station is in line with The
Forks and the Canadian Museum of Human Rights. Being just steps
from these locations would make it easy for travellers to tour these
tourist-centric places. The West entrance leads to the downtown
area where travellers can venture to entertainment venues, bars,
restaurants and shopping centres.

9. Downtown Winnipeg Biz, “Fast Facts,” Downtown Winnipeg Biz, accessed
on June 15, 2012, http://www.downtownwinnipegbiz.com/home/downtown_living/
fast_facts/.
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VIEWS:

W E S T

S O U T H

N O R T H

E A S T

Figure 4.2.2: Views from Union Station

Looking South on the East side of Union Station there is a large

centric area, The Forks Market, with views of the newly constructed

stretch of parking alongside the train station. On the West side

Canadian Museum of Human Rights. A visual axis is noted from

of the train station amongst parking, Forks Market Road can be

views of West to East, with Broadway and a path that leads through

seen disappearing beneath the train station’s museum as it heads

The Forks and is intersected by Union Station itself. Lastly, a view

East towards The Forks. The view from the centrally located front

only for those travelling by train is of the tracks that cut through the

doors of Union Station looks West down a tree lined Broadway.

train station overlooking the nearby landscape of Winnipeg.

Northwest of Union Station you can see the skyline of downtown
Winnipeg. Located East of Union Station is the well-known tourist51
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BUILDING ANALYSIS:
Location: 123 Main Street, Winnipeg, MB
Construction Date: 1911
Construction Style: Beaux-arts
Construction Type: Tyndall Stone
Designer: Warren & Wetmore
Heritage Building Type: Inventory
Square Feet: 248,000 sq.ft
Stories: 4 Story Building with a basement
Original Use: Train Station
Current Use: Train Station, office space, library, museum,
school, Immigration Ceremony Room

1

1. Parks Canada, “Union Station,” Canada’s Historic Places,
accessed on August 27, 2012, http://historicplaces.ca/en/rep-reg/place-lieu.
aspx?id=4514.

Figure 4.3.1: View of Union Station from the Fort Garry Hotel
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES:
Union Station is an expansive building that is divided into its
North, Central and South wings and connected to the train
station terminal. The exterior of the building is clad in Tyndall
limestone. The main level contains large arched windows along
the expanse of the main facade, as well as the North and South
facades. Windows line each side of Union Station on each level.
The centrally located entryway is framed by columns on either
side under a large archway containing windows and a clock. In
both the North and South wings are open air atrium lined with
windows on Levels 2 to 4, allowing natural light to spill deep
within the interior of these wings.
An essential feature of the exterior is the large metal dome
centrally located on the roof of Union Station. The exterior of
Union Station is highly detailed, both in the stonework and metal
Figure 4.3.2: Exterior Details

additions. Carvings within the stonework of the exterior include
decorative details with the initials of the original train stations that
were once housed in Union Station.
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Several additional entrances lead into the building,
located on the East, West and North sides, as well as
private entrances are located on the South side. One of
the secondary entrances situated on the North side of
the building includes a large canopy above the doorway.
There is an entrance that leads from Main Street directly
into the North wing, as well as containing a smaller highly
detailed canopy. All of the entrances are wheelchair
accessible. Also located on the South side of the building
is a loading dock that can be accessed from Forks Market
Road.

Figure 4.3.3: Exterior Details
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INTERIOR DETAILS
The interior of Union Station has a seemingly endless amount of
ornate details throughout its vast spaces. Located in the central
wing is the expansive domed rotunda recently painted back into the
original colours it once displayed. A mix of golden details contrast the
deep blue and teal tones, which surround the central circular element
that is lit up exposing each detail within it. Archways surround the
rotunda framing, both the second story mezzanine and windows that
let in both natural and artificial lighting. A floral motif is included within
the iron railings of the mezzanine. Beneath the rotunda, the terrazzo
flooring is embellished by a large circular pattern featuring golden
maple leafs. The flooring pattern uses different colour terrazzo and
tiling to lead the eye towards its centre from each column mirroring
the ceiling above. Each wall is lined with red marble wainscoting
within the rotunda area. Geometric patterns are seen in the metal
grilles and windows. In both the North and South wings are barrelvaulted ceilings two stories high that continue the floral elements
along each of its beams. These same features are seen among the
arches that line the walls. Beneath the barrel-vaulted ceiling is more
terrazzo flooring mirroring its grid. Located on the West side of the
building, in both the North and South wings, are elevators adjacent
to two out of the four of the fire stairwells that cater to the entire
building. The majority of staircases throughout Union Station contain
red marble wainscoting, white marble stairs and wood banisters.
While much of the interior partitions have changed as the needs of
the building have evolved, there is still a great amount of the original
ornate detailing retained.

Figure 4.3.4: Interior Details
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Figure 4.3.5: Interior Details
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4.4

NATURAL
LIGHT STUDY:
Light filters through the entrance doors on the West,
East and North sides of Union Station. The large sets
of windows on the South and North sides of the Central
Rotunda area has natural light spill into the expansive
space. Within the same space, windows are backlit by
artificial lighting. Throughout the day, the amount of light
entering the rotunda area changes drastically. The train
station’s waiting area has little natural light within the
spaces, with only some coming through the East doors.
The entire North wing of Union Station where the hotel is
situated has an ample amount of windows on every side
of the building on each floor. On the 2nd to 4th levels, the
roof is looked upon by the windows within the atrium.
This gives more natural light to each of these levels. The
windows on the Main level are much grander and provide
natural light into the building as well. The basement
only has artificial light due to the lack of windows in the
basement. There are windows along the West side of the
basement, which have been boarded up previously. The
North entrance has glass doors and transom windows
opening up the space to outside.

Figure 4.4.1: Natural Light Study
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Constraints:

4.5

Structural columns break up each level of the vast interior spaces

OPPORTUNITIES

and will have to be taken into account in the design. The levels
that contain guest suites may be defined by the columns. The

& CONSTRAINTS

location of windows also determines how the hotel suites are sized
and where interior partitions are located.

Opportunities:
Due to Union Station’s enormous size, the building is able to host

On the fourth floor, there is a small corridor that is not wheelchair

an array of typologies, all of which could support the tourist flow

accessible, but it is not a main corridor, so it can remain the way it

through this building and in particular the travellers of the VIA Rail

is. Any other accessibility issues have already been addressed with

trains.

the installation of wheelchair lifts put in by the previous tenants.

The building is up to date with proper accessibility and fire
standards upgrades due to the fact that it is currently in use for
office and school spaces. Many of the original materials that host
the buildings unique details have been well maintained and are in
a neutral colour palette making it easier to coordinate with new
furniture and colour schemes; that would embrace the historic with
anything new.
The ceilings and significant historical elements, such as the domed
ceiling, terrazzo flooring, marble elements and iron elements, all
should be retained as the building is adapted for a new typology.
The interior design would not infringe on the historical elements
that have been left untouched and restored to their original state
and beauty becoming a focal point within the design.
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CHAPTER 5
P R O G R A M M I N G
Chapter 5 contains the overall goals of this project, which will be expressed
in the design. The human factors, including client and user profiles, are
identified. The relationships among the different spaces and typologies
are identified and assessed in this section, as are the functional and
aesthetic requirements for each of these areas. The collection of all this
data results in the proposed design outcome.
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CONCEPT: Explore different mixed media applications for users

5.1

to use in order to interact with the space.

DESIGN GUIDELINES:

ISSUE: Flexible Spaces

ISSUE: Modernization of building.

OBJECTIVE: Over time, needs may change for different areas of

OBJECTIVE: Site needs to be updated to reflect the brand of VIA

the building. Spaces should expand/contract or change over time

Rail, to become an establishment that people will want to stay at,

for new uses.

visit and invest in.

CONCEPT: Use temporary partitions that can change, be added

CONCEPT: Implementing new furniture, fixtures, and material

to or removed over time.

applications to reflect current trends while working with the

CONCEPT: Use sustainable materials throughout the design so

historic elements of the building.

as not to harm the environment more than necessary as design
needs may change.

ISSUE: Security

CONCEPT: Where possible, create a design that is not trendy

OBJECTIVE: Due to its location and the added level of tourist

but rather timeless and that works with the current building and

traffic, the security system within the building will need to be

future needs.

adjusted in the hotel.
CONCEPT: Add security camera and sensors throughout the

ISSUE: Uniqueness meets Standardization

building and site. Implementation of a private security office and

OBJECTIVE: For hospitality businesses to stand out they need

its collaboration of existing Union Station is necessary.

to have the correct mix of standardization and uniqueness within
their design and programming.

ISSUE: Social Interaction

CONCEPT: Incorporate elements necessary for a traveller staying

OBJECTIVE: Interaction between users is necessary to create

at a hotel while making them unique through the design by basing

memorable moments within the space.

it on the specific context of the site.

CONCEPT: Create social hubs (areas of activity) throughout the

CONCEPT: Add fragments of history through different medias to

hotel to inspire interaction with clientele.

express the site’s specific timeline.

CONCEPT: Set up public areas so that interaction between different
groups can occur naturally as well as areas for observation.
CONCEPT: Create site lines between spaces to draw interest
from people passing by.
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goal. The sense that the building is a train station should still be

5.2

seen throughout the hotel. The building should pay homage to its

P R O JE CT

GOA LS:

O R G A N I Z A T I O N A L

historical roots within Winnipeg’s history and the transportation
industry.

G O A L S :

The goals for the owner are to revive a historical building and

F U N C T I O N A L

G O A L S :

give it a new life to attract visitors to the building. The hotel and

The primary functions Union Station will accommodate for are:

restaurant would play off of the tourism district created within

•The hotel will contain 64 rooms for people to stay in. Different

The Forks area, the Canadian Museum of Human Rights, and the

room types will accommodate the needs of those staying at the

entertainment and sporting venues nearby, but most importantly

hotel.

for train travelers and train enthusiasts.

•A restaurant that contains a dining train car that can accommodate
a number of group sizes and is able to expand and contract as

The owner wants Union Station to be used in a way that shows its

needed.

historical significance and importance for the city of Winnipeg and

•A venue space and cafe within the hotel for socializing, eating

will do so by creating an environment that showcases this history

and drinking will be located within the hotel area. It should be

within its site. In the future, Union Station will be one of the many

able to expand and contract for different events and be set up for

stops for tourists to go to and to travel through, making it a tourist

musical events regularly.

hotspot and authentic Winnipeg experience. This project fits into

•A lobby area where guests will check into the hotel will need a

the broader picture for the owner because it will be transformed

sitting area, space for storage of luggage and a workspace for the

from a mainly private building into a more public building that

front desk employees.

brings in a wide range of people rather than the current narrow

•Office space for 3-6 workers who manage the hotel.

range of users (train travelers, museum visitors and those using

•Business center for hotel guests to use will accommodate up to

the private office areas and college classrooms).

14 people with 4 computer stations.
•Housekeeping quarters, which will store many of the necessary

F O R M

A N D

I M A G E

items that the hotel needs to function. A laundry room will be

G O A L S :

The overall impact of the design will be to update the historical

within this area. There will also be a large staff area that can

building for the current and future users while showcasing its

double as a meeting room to be rented out as needed with a

significant original design elements. Creating an overall design that

kitchen and lounging area.

works well with both old and new elements will be the ultimate

•Kitchen area will be used for serving the needs of the restaurant,
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music venue, cafe and in-room dining. This area will accommodate

services) while the building is under renovation. The design should

12 staff members at once. It will have ample storage (cold, dry

be constructed in stages so different typologies within the hotel

and for dining plates/utensils, linens, etc.) and an area for cleaning

could open one at a time as construction is completed in each

of the kitchen and dining items.

area.

As mentioned previously, this building houses a train station,
immigration services, school classrooms and a train museum,
which will not be affected by the inclusion of a hotel.
E C O N O M I C

G O A L S :

The building is to be upgraded as much as possible with more
energy efficient systems to keep it running more economically and
in an environmentally friendly way. Many of the existing walls and
design elements are to be saved to keep the historic character, as
well as to lessen the need for new resources.
T I M E

G O A L S :

The changes that are to be expected over the next 20 years
are cosmetic and aesthetic.

The upkeep of certain cosmetic

applications, especially in a hotel known to receive its fair share of
nicks, dents and scratches, will be a common necessity. As styles
change, perhaps certain furniture, fixtures and upholsteries may
change. As the needs and functions of areas change there may be
some items, areas and rooms that will need to be adjusted.
M A N A G E M E N T

G O A L S :

The main management goal after the implementation of the new
typology within the site is to ensure it does not interfere with
the other typologies (train station, train museum and immigration
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C L I E N T

P R E F E R E N C E S :

The hotel needs to support the clients that VIA Rail currently has

H UMAN
C L I E N T

FAC TORS:

travelling by rail. There is no typical rail traveller. People of all
ages use the rails from various walks of life and with different

P R O F I L E :

mobilities. Users may be traveling alone or with a group. The hotel

The client is VIA Rail. Established in 1977, VIA Rail runs Canada’s

should encompass the needs of many. This will be significant over

passenger rail service for the Government of Canada.1 The

time when the needs of the client may change. The entire facility

Winnipeg station operates service from Winnipeg to Churchill. It

must be a safe environment for users while being easy to access

is also a stop along “The Canadian” route that travels from Toronto

from the train station.

to Vancouver. The Government of Canada has invested $928
2

million into modernization and expansion of VIA Rail’s passenger

U S E R

P R O F I L E S :

rail services.3 Over 4 million travelers use VIA Rail annually.4

P R I M A R Y

U S E R S

•

hotel guests (travelers)

The goals of the owner are to revive a historical building and

•

restaurant guests (travelers and local)

give it a new life attracting visitors to the building.5 Union Station

•

staff

needs to be modernized in the same way that the rest of VIA Rail
is currently undergoing modernization of its product, services,

The primary users of the hotel will be VIA Rail train travelers. VIA

trains and stations. Adding new typologies that serve their clients

Rail riders are a vast diverse demographic. They include foreign

will broaden the services they provide, thereby creating new

and Canadian tourists, young and old, business-oriented riders and

sources of income. Hosting a hotel specifically for its travellers

locals using the train to visit family and train enthusiasts. Within

the company can create a new way of travelling by rail, making

Winnipeg, many travelers use VIA Rail service to visit Churchill and

the entire experience a VIA Rail experience.

other Northern communities. The design of the hotel is focused on
all ages of people from all walks of life.

1. VIA Rail Canada Inc., “VIA Rail an astounding history,” VIA Rail Canada,
accessed on June 16, 2012, http:www.viarail.ca/en/about-via-rail/our-company/ourhistory/via-rail-astounding-history.
2. VIA Rail Canada Inc., “Explore our destinations: Prairies and Northern
Manitoba,” VIA Rail Canada, accessed on August 20, 2012, http:www.viarail.ca/en/
explore-our-destinations/trains/prairies-and-northern-manitoba.
3.VIA Rail Canada Inc., “About,” VIA Rail Canada, accessed on June 16,
2012, http://www.viarail.ca/en/about-via-rail.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.

The most common user is the tourist, those who seek to discover
Canada through the method of train travel. The hotel will contain
64 guest suites, holding a total of 154 guests when at maximum
capacity. The primary restaurant users will be locals, hotel guests
and those stopping in Winnipeg from the train.
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At all hours there are staff members of the hotel working. There
is 24-hour security, front desk clerks and at least one person on
staff in housekeeping. There is management personnel working
day and evening shifts and servers who work while the restaurant,
music venue, lounge and room service is operational. Kitchen staff
works along these same hours. Housekeeping works daily for the
turnover of hotel rooms.

S E C O N D A R Y

U S E R S

•

hotel guests (travelers)

•

restaurant guests (travelers and local)

•

staff

The secondary users are tourists visiting Winnipeg by other
means and the local community coming to the restaurant for a
meal or the lounge for entertainment.
Maintenance staff and part-time staff who come in to work
casually are seen as secondary users.

T E R T I A R Y

U S E R S

•

maintenance staff

•

temporary staff

Tertiary users are those who come in to visit the hotel guests,
staff and office workers. Tourists who come in to view the hotel
and restaurant would be viewed as a tertiary user.
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SERVICES & ACTIVITIES:
The main users of the hotel and restaurant would be VIA Rail train
travelers, train enthusiasts, and tourists. Additional users would be
locals who would pass through the station, eat at the restaurant,
watch a show in the music venue or socialize in the lounge.
The hotel provides a place to stay for travelers. It will also be a
place to dine, drink and socialize for travelers and locals. While
being designed with Winnipeg’s transportation history in mind,
being under the same roof as the train museum will cause the two
typologies to work hand in hand with one another.
Throughout the hotel there are different hubs to promote social
interaction among the guests and with the guests and the
establishment itself. These hubs all have different uses, some of
which are standard in many hotels while others are unique.
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USER REQUIREMENTS

USER GROUPS:

HOTEL GUESTS

RESTAURANT GUESTS

STAFF

EXPECTATIONS

FUNCTIONAL
COMFORTABLE
ACCESSIBLE
PRIVATE
CLEAN
SAFE PLACE TO STAY/SLEEP
STANDARD HOTEL NECESSITIES
UNIQUE EXPERIENCE

CLEAN
FUNCTIONAL
AESTHETICALLY PLEASING
ACCESSIBLE
UNIQUE EXPERIENCE

FUNCTIONAL
NEEDS

CLEAN ROOM
BED TO SLEEP IN
ACCESS TO PHONE & INTERNET
ACCESS TO TV
BATHROOM FACILITIES
PRIVATE SPACE
AREAS TO SOCIALIZE
MEETING SPACE
WORK AREA

CLEAN SPACE
SPACE FOR SOCIALIZING
ACCESSIBLE FOR ALL
EASE OF USE

CLEAN & COMFORTABLE ENVIRONMENT
FUNCTIONAL SPACES TO WORK WITHIN

PSYCHOLOGICAL
NEEDS

STIMULATES THEIR SENSES
WAYFINDING EASY TO UNDERSTAND
SAFE ENVIRONMENT

STIMULATES THEIR SENSES
WAYFINDING IS EASY TO UNDERSTAND
SAFE ENVIRONMENT

SAFE ENVIRONMENT

ACTIVITIES

SLEEP
REST
CLEAN & CHANGE
SOCIALIZE / ENTERTAIN
EAT & DRINK
WORK

EAT & DRINK
SOCIALIZE

WORK IN HOTEL & RESTAURANT
SERVE CUSTOMERS
WORK BREAKS
MEETINGS
CLEANING & MAINTENANCE

FREQUENCY
OF USE

HOTEL GUESTS WILL USE THESE SPACES
FOR A LIMITED TIME FROM A HALF DAY
TO WEEKS AT A TIME DEPENDING ON
THEIR INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS

USERS ON AVERAGE WILL BE WITHIN THE
SPACE
FOR 1.5 HOURS AND USE THE SPACE DURING
BUSINESS HOURS

Table 5.4.1: User Requirements
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CLEAN
FUNCTIONAL
SAFE
PRIVATE AREAS FOR STAFF TO GO DURING
BREAKS
AREA TO LOCK UP PERSONAL BELONGINGS
PRIVATE OFFICE AREAS FOR MANAGEMENT

FRONT DESK & SECURITY STAFF 24/7
RESTAURANT OPEN 6 AM-2 AM
MAINTENANCE STAFF IN WHEN NECESSARY
AT LEAST 1 STAFF MEMBER AROUND FROM
HOUSEKEEPING 24/7
OFFICE STAFF WORK 8 AM - 4 PM
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5.5

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS,
RELATIONSHIPS & ANALYSIS:

SPACES

TOTAL SQ FT

LOBBY

3268

RESTAURANT

2120

RECEPTION STORAGE
FITNESS CENTRE

MEETING ROOMS

1166

KITCHEN

827

MUSIC VENUE / CAFE
BUSINESS AREA
PUBLIC BATHROOMS

OFFICES

727

PUBLIC WATERCLOSET

896

LOBBY
RECEPTION AREA / DESK
OFFICES

FRONT DESK

136

HOTEL ROOMS
ICE AREA/DRINK MACHINE

BUSINESS CENTRE

574

KITCHEN
RESTAURANT
HOUSEKEEPING STORAGE

ART EXHIBIT

1523

MUSIC VENUE

2436

CAFE

2050

FITNESS CENTRE

8324

SECURITY

265

STAFF AREA

1817

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

131

MAINTANANCE

265

ACTIVITY HUBS

3800

STORAGE

2490

HOTEL ROOMS

27,800

LAUNDRY
STAFF ROOM
STAFF WASHROOM
ACCESS DIRECTLY OUTSIDE
adjacent
nearby

Table 5.5.1: Spatial Relationship Matrix

Table 5.5.2: Total Floor Area Requirements
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ZONING ANALYSIS

CHANGE ROOMS
LAUNDRY AREA
STORAGE

INTERACTIVE HUBS

FITNESS CENTRE

HOUSEKEEPING /
MAINTENANCE AREA

SERVICE ROOM

ACCESS TO
ENTRANCE /LOBBY
& EXIT

ICE/VENDING
MACHINE AREA

GUEST ROOMS

STAFF ROOM
SECURITY
LOBBY

OFFICES

WASHROOMS
BUSINESS CENTRE
PUBLIC ENTRANCE
COAT ROOM
STORAGE

DELIVERY ENTRANCE

RESTAURANT
STORAGE
WASHROOMS

SERVER AREA

CAFE

MUSIC VENUE

STAGE AREA

BAR AREA
COOLERS

KITCHEN
STORAGE

NEARBY
ADJACENT

DELIVERY ENTRANCE

AREA WITHIN ROOM
ROOM /AREA
ENTRANCE / EXITS

Table 5.5.3: Zoning Anaylsis
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FUNCTIONAL AND
AESTHETIC REQUIREMENTS:
In this section, each area incorporated into the hotel is described
thoroughly. The location, area, area type and how many of
each of these spaces is required is listed. The activities, design
considerations, atmosphere and spatial character is defined.
Lastly, the furniture, fixtures, equipment, materials and finishes
is listed and displayed to showcase the overall look of each area.
The design will bridge the historic architectural details that remain
within the site with new furniture designed with contemporary
colours and elements. The original colour palette featured in the
Rotunda in many of the spaces. Elements that are an abstraction
of train travel are implemented into the design as seen in the
linear lighting selections. Public spaces flow through from one to
another, either literally or through sightlines as an aid to influence
the users to move through these areas much like they would
through the train, being drawn in by interaction and activity. These
layers of space are divided through the use of partition systems
using varied levels of transparency.
The guest rooms are to contrast train travel as a way to relieve
the traveller of any stresses of the train. The overall atmosphere is
relaxing, luxurious and timeless while incorporating a unique style
based on the history of the site.
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L O B B Y
LOCATION:
MAIN LEVEL

AREA:
3268 SQ FT.

AREA TYPE
PUBLIC

ACTIVITIES
CHECK IN / OUT
GET INFORMATION
MEET GUESTS
STORE LUGGAGE
LOUNGING
ENTRANCE OF
FACILITY
WAITING AREA
OVERFLOW AREA FOR
RESTAURANT AND MUSIC
VENUE
MULTI PURPOSE SPACE

FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
EASY TO LOCATE FROM ENTRANCE
MIX OF ATMOSPHERIC AND FUNCTIONAL LIGHTING
WAYFINDING SIGNS LOCATED IN CENTRAL LOCATION
FRONT DESK LOCATED WITHIN VIEW OF ENTRANCES
COMMERCIAL GRADE DURABLE & EASY TO CLEAN MATERIALS
MAIN ACCESS POINT TO EACH AREA WITHIN HOTEL
CENTRALLY LOCATED WITHIN MAIN LEVEL
SPACES NEXT TO LOBBY FLOW INTO IT EITHER PHYSICALLY OR
VISUALLY

1.

RECEPTION DESK WITH FILING SYSTEM & STORAGE,
2 COMPUTER SYSTEMS, SEATING AREA CONTAINING
COUCHES, CHAIRS, END TABLES, COFFEE TABLES, LAMPS,
VENTLESS FIREPLACE, RECEPTION LIGHTING, WALL SCONCES,
DIRECTIONAL LIGHT, CHANDELIER, FABRIC WRAPPED PANELS
DIVIDING SPACES, RUG, PANELS TO HOUSE DIFFERENT FORMS
OF MEDIA WITHIN ART EXHIBIT, HEAVY BENCHES NEAR
ENTRYWAY

2.

3.

4.

ATMOSPHERE / SPATIAL CHARACTER
INVITING
GRAND ENTRANCE
VISUALLY STIMULATING THROUGH THE USE
OF LAYERING OF MATERIALS AND DESIGN
FEATURES
INTEGRATING THE CHARACTER OF THE
ORIGINAL CEILING WITH THE CONTEMPORARY
NEW ELEMENTS IMPLEMENTED WITHIN THE
SPACE
AREA THAT CONNECTS THE SPACES VISUALLY

7.
5.
6.

MATERIALS & FINISHES
ORIGINAL TERRAZZO FLOORING & CEILING
ORIGINAL PAINT COLOUR SCHEME
PANELLING
RED MARBLE COUNTERTOP
Figure 5.6.1: Lobby Furniture &
Fixture Selections
1. Front Desk Teardrop Light Fixture
2. Metal Bow Lamp
3. Modo Chandelier - 6 Sided, 21 Globes
4. Naturista Rug
5. Fireplace
6. Armchair
7. Modo Sconce - 2 Globes
8. Kendall Ivory Sofa
9. Bench
10. Lindley Marbled Coffee Table

9.
8.
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M U S I C
LOCATION:
MAIN LEVEL

AREA:
3294 SQ FT.

AREA TYPE
PUBLIC

V E N U E /
ACTIVITIES
DRINKING
EATING
LOUNGING
LISTENING TO MUSIC
WATCHING BANDS
BANQUET/ MEETING
FACILITIES
CONCERTS
MEETINGS

C A F E
FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
FLEXIBLE DESIGN FOR VARIOUS FUNCTIONS AND SEATING
ARRANGEMENTS
LAYERED LIGHTING FOR DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS AND TO CREATE
AN INTIMATE AESTHETIC
EASY TO CLEAN AND HIGHLY DURABLE MATERIALS AND FURNITURE
DIVIDED INTO DIFFERENT AREAS FOR DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS
DESIGNED FOR GREAT ACOUSTICS
ABILITY TO DIVIDE LARGE SPACE INTO 2 SMALLER SPACES EASILY

ATMOSPHERE / SPATIAL CHARACTER
A MIX OF INTIMATE AREAS CONTRASTED
WITH EXPANSIVE SPACES
EMBRACING COLOUR, TEXTURE, PATTERN
TO A CREATE VIVID YET SEDUCTIVE,
SOPHISTICATED AND ELEGANT SPACE
LAYERING MATERIALS TO CREATE VIEWS
INTO THE SEMI PRIVATE AREAS OF THE
SPACE

5

BAR, REFRIGERATORS, DISHWASHER, SINK, GLASSWARE
STORAGE, BAR STOOLS, TABLES & CHAIRS, LOUNGING
FURNITURE, MUSIC SYSTEM, PARTITION SYSTEM

1.

3.

2.

4.
5.

MATERIALS & FINISHES

6.

ACOUSTIC PANELLING
PAINT FINISH
BRUSHED GOLD PANELLING
BLACK & GOLD MARBLE
TEXTURED PANELING
SEMI-TRANSPARENT GOLD PANELLED
WALLS
GRAPHIC DETAILING IN VARIES FORMS
7.
Figure 5.6.2: Music Venue / Cafe
Furniture & Fixture Selections
1. Lounge Seating
2. Lindley Marbled Coffee Table
3. Velvet Abner Armchair
4. Kadur Orb Pendant Light
5. Isla Trio Chandelier
6. LED line 25 Lighting
7. Table
8. Acoustical Ceiling Panel

8.
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W I N E

L O U N G E

LOCATION:
LEVEL 4

AREA:
887 SQ FT.

5

ACTIVITIES
DRINKING
EATING
LOUNGING
LISTENING TO MUSIC
SOCIALIZING

FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
FLEXIBLE DESIGN FOR VARIOUS FUNCTIONS AND SEATING ARRANGEMENTS
LAYERED LIGHTING FOR DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS AND TO CREATE
AN INTIMATE AESTHETIC
EASY TO CLEAN AND HIGHLY DURABLE MATERIALS AND FURNITURE

BAR, REFRIGERATORS, DISHWASHER, SINK, GLASSWARE
STORAGE, BAR STOOLS, TABLES & CHAIRS, LOUNGING
FURNITURE, MUSIC SYSTEM

AREA TYPE
PUBLIC

ATMOSPHERE / SPATIAL CHARACTER
A MIX OF SEATING AREAS
EMBRACING COLOUR, TEXTURE, AND
PATTERN TO A CREATE VIVID YET SEDUCTIVE,
SOPHISTICATED AND ELEGANT SPACE
LAYERING MATERIALS TO CREATE VIEWS
ACROSS LOUNGE

1.

2.

3.

4.

MATERIALS & FINISHES
ACOUSTIC PANELLING
PAINT FINISH
DECORATIVE PANELLING
RED FABRIC WALL
RED MARBLE
WOOD FLOORS

5.

6.

Figure 5.6.3: Wine Lounge Furniture
& Fixture Selections

7.

1. Kopra Burst No.433 Chandelier
2. Shay Gold Accent Table
3. Longhi - Headline Partition System
4. Clear Water Globe Pendant Light
5. Velvet Abner Armchair
6. Table
7. Lounge Seating
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R E S T A U R A N T
LOCATION:
MAIN LEVEL

AREA:

ACTIVITIES
DINING
DRINKING
SERVING CUSTOMERS

2120 SQ FT.

AREA TYPE
PUBLIC

FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
MOBILE FURNITURE
DURABLE, EASY TO CLEAN MATERIALS
INTEGRATION OF A DINING TRAIN CAR THAT EMBRACES THE HOTEL’S DESIGN WITHIN IT AND SURROUNDING IT
LAYERED LIGHTING & LIGHTING THAT SHOWCASES THE TRAIN CAR
MATERIALS & FURNITURE THAT WORKS WITH THE DESIGN SCHEME
OF LOBBY AND OTHER PUBLIC AREAS ON THE MAIN LEVEL
SPACE FOR FURNITURE TO BE SET UP IN DIFFERENT ORIENTATIONS
DEPENDING ON GROUP SIZES USING RESTAURANT

TABLES & CHAIRS, COAT CLOSET, TELEPHONE,
HOSTESS STATION, STORAGE, SEATING, PARTITION,
PENDANT, CHANDELIER, SCONCE, AND DIRECTIONAL
LIGHTING FIXTURES, TRAIN CAR,

ATMOSPHERE / SPATIAL CHARACTER
AN ABSTRACTION AND DECONSTRUCTION
OF TRAVELLING BY TRAIN, INTIMATE

1.

2.

MATERIALS & FINISHES
GOLD MARBLED WALL COVERINGS
BLACK WITH GOLD MARBLE COUNTERS
BLACK LEATHER PANELLING
BRUSHED GOLD WALL PANELLING
PAINT
WHITE TERRAZZO FLOORING
WOOD FLOORING IN TRAIN CAR
METALLIC GOLD PAINT

3.

Figure 5.6.4: Restaurant Furniture &
Fixture Selections
1. Velvet Abner Armchair
2. Modo Chandelier - 3 Sided, 10 Globes
3. Table
4. Modo Sconce - 2 Globes
5. Chondrule Pendant Light
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O F F I C E S
LOCATION:
MAIN LEVEL

AREA:

ACTIVITIES
OFFICE WORK
MEETINGS
MANAGING HOTEL
SERVICES

727 SQ FT.

AREA TYPE

FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
BRIGHTLY LIT WITH TASK LIGHTING
ERGONOMICALLY DESIGNED
SECURE SPACE FOR SENSITIVE INFORMATION
SPATIAL LAYOUT ALLOWS FOR INTERACTION AMONG USERS
SIMPLISTIC DESIGN FOR PERSONAL MANIPULATION OF OFFICES

DESK, OFFICE CHAIR, GUEST CHAIR, FILING
CABINET, SHELVING, TELEPHONE, COMPUTER, PRINTER/FAX
MACHINE, STORAGE

PRIVATE

ATMOSPHERE / SPATIAL CHARACTER

1.

TRANQUIL ENVIRONMENT WHERE OFFICE
WORKS CAN BE PRODUCTIVE
2.

MATERIALS & FINISHES
DECORATIVE GLASS PARTITIONS
WOOD FLOORING
PAINT
HARD WOOD SURFACES
Figure 5.6.5: Office Furniture &
Fixture Selections
1. Garbo Office Chair
2. Mito Desk
3. Modo Desk Lamp
4. Mell Storage Unit
3.
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B U S I N E S S
LOCATION:
MAIN LEVEL

AREA:
360 SQ FT.

5

C E N T R E

ACTIVITIES
COMPUTER USE
PRINTING AND
FAXING FOR HOTEL
GUESTS

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
WORKSTATIONS FOR HOTEL GUESTS TO USE FOR A SHORT TIME
WELL LIT SPACE IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE FRONT DESK
LITTLE PRIVACY FOR SECURITY REASONS
COMFORTABLE SEATING WHERE GUESTS CAN MEET WITH OTHERS
FOR LONGER PERIODS OF TIME
AN EXTENSION OF THE LOBBY SPACE
SPACE WHERE PEOPLE CAN COME AND GO AS NEEDED

FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT
4 COMPUTER STATIONS WITH A PRINTER/FAX MACHINE,
SOFT SEATING AND TABLES, TASK LIGHTING, LAMPS,
PENDANT LIGHTING, CHAIRS,

AREA TYPE
PUBLIC

ATMOSPHERE / SPATIAL CHARACTER
SAFE AND COMFORTABLE ENVIRONMENT,
INTIMATE ADJACENT TO GRAND
SURROUNDINGS

1.

2.

3.

MATERIALS & FINISHES
WHITE MARBLE SURFACES
GRAPHIC GLASS PARTITIONS
TERRAZZO FLOORING
GOLD MARBLED WALL COVERINGS
Figure 5.6.6: Business Centre
Furniture & Fixture Selections
1. Modo Desk Lamp
2. Blue-eyed Barstool
3. Marx Stool
4. Modern Mystique Ceiling Lamp
5. Bench Seating

4.

5.
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S T A F F

R O O M

LOCATION:
BASEMENT

AREA:
1817 SQ FT.

5

ACTIVITIES
AREA FOR STAFF TO TAKE
BREAKS FROM WORK
MEETINGS
EAT FOOD
SPACE FOR MEETING
ROOM OVERFLOW
RELAX

FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
FLEXIBLE SPACE
COMFORTABLE SPACE WHERE STAFF CAN RELAX
ABILITY TO OPEN UP TO MEETING ROOMS FOR A MULTI PURPOSE
SPACE FOR MEETING RENTAL SPACE OR STAFF EVENTS
EASY TO CLEAN AND MAINTAIN

TABLE & CHAIRS, KITCHENETTE, STORAGE LOCKERS FOR 20,
LOUNGING FURNITURE, TELEVISION, BENCHES, PENDANT
LIGHTING, DIRECTIONAL LIGHTING

AREA TYPE
SEMI- PRIVATE

ATMOSPHERE / SPATIAL CHARACTER

1.

SECURE, SAFE, RELAXING, ENTERTAINING
AND COZY SPACE

MATERIALS & FINISHES
MARBLE SURFACES
TERRAZZO FLOORING
WHITE CABINETRY

2.
3.

Figure 5.6.7: Staff Room Furniture &
Fixture Selections
1. Blue-eyed Barstool
2. Armchair
3. Lindley Marbled Coffee Table
4. Bench Seating
5. Modern Mystique Ceiling Lamp
6. Table

7.

5.
4.
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G U E S T
LOCATION:
LEVELS 2-4

5

S U I T E S
ACTIVITIES
SLEEP, CHANGE,
RELAX, BATHE

AREA:

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT

SPACES FLOW FROM ONE INTO ANOTHER
DURABLE, EASY TO CLEAN MATERIALS
WELL MADE FURNITURE AND FIXTURES

FRIDGE, MICROWAVE, IRON & BOARD, HAIR DRYER, TV,
STORAGE UNIT, CLOSET, MIRROR, LAMP, NIGHTSTAND, BATHTUB/ SHOWER COMBO,
CURTAINS, BLACKOUT BLINDS
QUEEN/KING /LUXURY SUITES: 2 QUEEN BEDS OR 1 KING BED, FULL BATHROOM,
ECONOMY SUITE: 2 DOUBLE BEDS, CONDENSED BATHROOM

420- 650 SQ FT.

WHEEL CHAIR ACCESSIBLE ROOM: ACCESSIBLE FURNITURE, BATHROOM CONTAINS
SHOWER WITH SEAT, PULL BARS IN SHOWER AND BY TOILET, LOWERED BATHROOM
SINK, MIRROR AND TOWEL RACKS

AREA TYPE
PRIVATE

ATMOSPHERE / SPATIAL CHARACTER

4.

1.

TRANQUIL, RELAXING SPACE CONTRASTING
TRAIN TRAVEL
COMFORTABLE, QUIET, SAFE

3.
2.

MATERIALS & FINISHES
GREY TILE FLOORING
DURABLE EASY TO WASH PAINT
WALL COVERINGS
FROSTED GLASS PANELING
DECORATIVE PARTITIONS
WHITE STONE HARD SURFACES
SHOWER TILES
Figure 5.6.8: Guest Suite Furniture &
Fixture Selections
1. Bed
2. Alexander Side Table
3. Two-Tone Pendant Light
4. Metal Bow Lamp
5. Vanity
6. Mirror
7. Slay Gold Accent Table
8. Ice Breaker Chair
9. Longhi-Headline Partition System
10. Cast Iron Bathtub

6.

5.

10.
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C H I L D R E N ’ S
LOCATION:
LEVEL 3

AREA:

A C T I V I T Y

ACTIVITIES
PLAY
SOCIALIZE
CREATE ART

610 SQ FT.

5

H U B
FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

BENCHES, SEATING BALL PIT, STRIP LIGHTING, STORAGE,
INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY, SECURITY CAMERAS,
PANELLING THAT CAN BE DRAWN ON

SECURE AREA FOR HOTEL GUESTS
EASY TO CLEAN
SOFT SLIP PROOF SURFACES
DESIGNED FOR YOUNG CHILDREN
DURABLE DESIGN COMPONENTS

AREA TYPE
SEMI- PRIVATE

ATMOSPHERE / SPATIAL CHARACTER
SECURE, SAFE, VIBRANT AND INTERACTIVE
DESIGN

2.

1.

MATERIALS & FINISHES
RUBBER FLOORING
SOFT STORAGE
BRIGHT EASY TO CLEAN PAINT
PANELLING OVER GRAPHIC WALLS
Figure 5.6.9: Children’s Activity Hub
Furniture & Fixture Selections
1. Molo Soft Seating
2. Carmichael Loft Sofa
3. LED line 25 Lighting
4. Asienta Grey Bench

5.
4.

3.
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T H E A T R E
LOCATION:
LEVEL 3

AREA:

5

H U B

ACTIVITIES
WATCH MOVIES
PRESENTATIONS
HOST SMALL EVENTS

580 SQ FT.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT
SOFT THEATRE SEATING, PROJECTOR, PROJECTION SCREEN, WALL SCONCES, BLACK
OUT BLINDS, ACOUSTIC TILES, SOUNDPROOF WALLS AND DOORS, LED STRIP LIGHTING,
SPEAKERS, DIMMERS FOR ALL LIGHTING, MOVIE PLAYER

COMFORTABLE FURNITURE
LAID OUT FOR PROPER VIEWING OF
PROJECTED MOVIES
ACCESSIBLE FOR ALL

AREA TYPE
SEMI-PRIVATE

ATMOSPHERE / SPATIAL CHARACTER
COZY,
RELAXED

MATERIALS & FINISHES

1.

CARPET TILE
ACOUSTIC TILES
Figure 5.6.10: Theatre Hub Furniture
& Fixture Selections
1. Tufty-Time Leather Couch
2. Odds & Ends Rainbow Wall Sconce
3. LED line 25 Lighting
2.
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G A M E S
LOCATION:
LEVEL 2

AREA:

5

H U B
ACTIVITIES

PLAY GAMES
SOCIALIZE
HOST SMALL EVENTS

1330 SQ FT.

FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

BENCHES, SEATING BALL PIT, STRIP LIGHTING, STORAGE,
INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY, SECURITY CAMERAS,
PANELLING THAT CAN BE DRAWN ON

SECURE AREA FOR HOTEL GUESTS
EASY TO CLEAN
SOFT SLIP PROOF SURFACES
DESIGNED FOR YOUNG CHILDREN
DURABLE DESIGN COMPONENTS

AREA TYPE
PUBLIC

ATMOSPHERE / SPATIAL CHARACTER
SECURE, SAFE, VIBRANT AND INTERACTIVE
DESIGN

MATERIALS & FINISHES
RUBBER FLOORING
SOFT STORAGE
BRIGHT EASY TO CLEAN PAINT
PANELLING OVER GRAPHIC WALLS

1.

Figure 5.6.11: Games Hub Furniture &
Fixture
1. Tufty-Time Leather Couch
2. LED line 25 Lighting
3. Lindley Marbled Coffee Table

2.
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R E A D I N G
LOCATION:
LEVEL 4

5

H U B

ACTIVITIES
READING
LEARNING

AREA:
347 SQ FT.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT

DIFFERENT TYPES OF SEATING
NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING
STORAGE TO HOUSE READING MATERIAL
CHARGING STATION FOR TABLETS/
LAPTOPS/DEVICES

TABLE FITTED WITH “SMART” TECHNOLOGY, CHAIRS, COUCH, LOUNGE CHAIRS, COFFEE
TABLES, LAMP, PARTITION, BLINDS, SHELVING

AREA TYPE
PUBLIC

ATMOSPHERE / SPATIAL CHARACTER

2.

COZY
BRIGHT
1.

MATERIALS & FINISHES
CARPET TILE
GRAPHIC GLASS PARTITION
Figure 5.6.12: Reading Hub Furniture
& Fixture Selections
1. Metal Bow Lamp
2. Table
3. Armchair
4. Lindley Marbled Coffee Table
5. Kendall Ivory Sofa

4.

3.

5.
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A D D I T I O N A L
ROOM

LOCATION

5

R O O M S
AREA:

ROOM TYPE

ACTIVITIES

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Service Room
(3)

Levels 2-4

66 SQ. FT.

PRIVATE

STORAGE OF
HOUSEKEEPING
PRODUCTS AND TOOLS

EASY TO CLEAN AREA
BRIGHTLY LIT
ROOM TO STORE CLEANING SUPPLIES AND SMALL HOTEL ITEMS
ACCESS TO A SINK

Front Desk Office
& Storage

Main Level

340 SQ FT.

PRIVATE

STORAGE FOR FRONT
DESK STAFF,
LUGGAGE AND
PERSONAL ITEMS, SECURE
AREA TO LOCK AWAY
IMPORTANT ITEMS

FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
BRIGHTLY LIT WITH TASK LIGHTING
ERGONOMICALLY DESIGNED OFFICE SPACE
SECURE SPACE FOR SENSITIVE INFORMATION
STORAGE SPACE FOR LUGGAGE THAT CAN ONLY BE ACCESSED BY FRONT DESK
EMPLOYEES BEHIND A SECURELY LOCKED DOOR
A SAFE FOR SECURELY STORING VALUABLES

Housekeeping /
Laundry Room

Basement Level 306 SQ FT.

PRIVATE

STORAGE OF HOUSEKEEPING PRODUCTS, LINENS
AND APPLIANCES, CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
OF HOTEL ITEMS AND

BRIGHTLY LIT
AMPLE STORAGE SPACE
LARGE SURFACES TO WORK ON
EASY TO CLEAN AND MAINTAIN ROOM

Security Office

Basement Level 242 SQ FT.

PRIVATE

OBSERVE SURVEILLANCE
OF ENTIRE HOTEL
DEAL WITH ANY SECURITY
ISSUES THAT MAY ARISE

FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT
BRIGHTLY LIT
SECURE ROOM
MULTIPLE MONITORS LAID OUT FOR EASY VIEWING
ERGONOMICALLY DESIGNED

Main Level

PRIVATE

COOKING
PREPPING
CLEANING
STORAGE

DESIGNED FOR A HIGH PACE WORK ENVIRONMENT WITH AMPLE ROOM FOR
MULTIPLE PEOPLE TO MOVE AROUND SAFELY
BRIGHTLY LIT
FIRE SAFETY EQUIPMENT FOR COMMERCIAL KITCHEN
AMPLE OPEN STORAGE

GUESTS CAN ACCESS
FREE ICE AND MAKE
PURCHASES FROM
VENDING MACHINES

BRIGHTLY LIT ROOM
EASY TO CLEAN AND MAINTAIN ROOM

TOILET AND HAND
WASHING FACILITIES,
BABY CHANGING AREA

EASY TO CLEAN SURFACES
BRIGHTLY LIT
ACCESSIBLE
PRIVATE

Kitchen

1035 SQ FT.

PUBLIC

Vending Room
(3)

Level 2-4

64 SQ FT.

Public
Washrooms

Main Level

660 SQ FT.

Meeting Rooms

Basement &
Main Level

1166 SQ FT.

SEMI-PRIVATE

GUEST MEETINGS
SPECIAL EVENT AREA
OVERFLOW FOR
RESTAURANT

FLEXIBLE SPACE
COMFORTABLE SEATING
LIGHTING THAT CAN BE CONTROLLED BY USERS
A/V INTEGRATION

Caretaker Office

Basement Level

265 SQ FT.

PRIVATE

STORAGE
AREA TO MAINTENANCE
FFE FROM HOTEL

FUNCTIONAL SPACE
BRIGHTLY LIT
SECURE AREA

SEMI-PRIVATE
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ATMOSPHERE / SPATIAL CHARACTER

FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT

MATERIALS & FINISHES

BRIGHT, SAFE & SECURE AREA

SHELVING, SINK, CART, FLOOR DRAIN

CONCRETE FLOORING
HIGHLY DURABLE & STAIN RESISTANT
PAINT

QUIET & CALM AREA FOR A PRODUCTIVE WORK
ENVIRONMENT

DESK, COMPUTER, PRINTER/FAX, CHAIR, SECURITY BOXES,
SHELVING, COAT RACK, FILING CABINET, GARBAGE &
RECYCLING BINS, EMERGENCY ALARM BUTTON

CARPET TILE FLOORING
DURABLE PAINT
EASY TO CLEAN TABLE TOP AND SHELVING
SURFACES

BRIGHT, CLEAN, AND SECURE AREA FOCUSED
ON THE CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE OF
HOTEL ITEMS

SHELVING UNITS & BINS, STORAGE, FLOOR DRAIN, COUNTER
TOPS, CABINETS, INDUSTRIAL WASHER AND DRYER, IRONING
BOARDS

TERRAZZO FLOORING
WHITE HIGHLY DURABLE & STAIN RESISTANT
PAINT
DURABLE HARD SURFACES

SAFE AND PROTECTIVE SPACE WHERE
SECURITY STAFF CAN SAFELY AND PRIVATELY
WORK

SECURITY CAMERA MONITORS, TABLES & CHAIRS, FILING
CABINET, COMPUTER SYSTEM, TELEPHONE, STORAGE, EMERGENCY ALARM BUTTON

CARPET TILE FLOORING
DURABLE PAINT
EASY TO CLEAN TABLE TOP AND SHELVING
SURFACES
ONE WAY VISION PARTITION

A BRIGHT SPACE FOCUSED ON THE FLOW OF
WORK FOR THE SPECIFIC PURPOSE OF COOKING FOOD IN A SAFE CLEAN ENVIRONMENT

GRILL TOP, STOVES, OVENS, DEEP FRYER, PREP COUNTER, PLATE
STORAGE, INDUSTRIAL DISHWASHER, WASH STATION, FIRST AID
STATION, SERVER STORAGE AREA, COFFEE AREA, DRY STORAGE
ROOM, WALK IN FREEZERS, KITCHENWARE STORAGE, LINEN
STORAGE, BEVERAGE AREA

STAINLESS STEEL APPLIANCES AND WORK
SURFACES, SLIP RESISTANT FLOORING
ANTIMICROBIAL SURFACES, HIGHLY DURABLE
& STAIN RESISTANT
PAINT

BRIGHT, CLEAN, AND SAFE AREA WHERE
GUESTS CAN QUICKLY COME AND GO

ICE MACHINE, VENDING MACHINE, TELEPHONE, COUNTER

TERRAZZO FLOORING
HIGHLY DURABLE & STAIN RESISTANT
PAINT
DURABLE HARD SURFACES

LUXURIOUS AND FUNCTIONAL

TOILETS, SINKS, MIRRORS, COUNTER SPACE, GARBAGE CAN,
TOWEL DISPENSER, BABY CHANGE AREA, MUSIC SPEAKER,
COMMERCIAL AIR FRESHENER

TERRAZZO FLOORING
HIGHLY DURABLE & STAIN RESISTANT
PAINT
MARBLE COUNTER TOPS

FUNCTIONAL AREA THAT EMBRACES THE
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESTAURANT
SPACE

BOARDROOM TABLE & CHAIRS FOR UP TO 12, COFFEE
STATION, PROJECTOR & SCREEN,

STONE COUNTERTOP
WHITE TERRAZZO FLOORING
DETAILED FABRIC WALL INSTALLATION

QUIET & CALM AREA FOR A PRODUCTIVE
WORK ENVIRONMENT

SHELVING & CABINETRY FOR STORAGE, WORK SURFACES

FINISHED CONCRETE
DURABLE HARD SURFACES
DURABLE & STAIN RESISTANT PAINT
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5.7

M A T E R I A L

5

S E L E C T I O N :
Material choices are based on the following criteria:

P6

P3

• Colours and materials that mimic the historic colour
scheme that is featured in the barrel-vaulted ceiling

F1
P4

P7
P8

P5
P1

located in the lobby.
F2
P9

• Partition materials play with different levels of
transparency through material choice or use of

F3

graphics upon the material.

P2

• Materials should be durable and easy to clean.

F4

• Patterned materials contain graphics that are
reminiscent of the historic floral and geometric

F5
WC1

WC2

patterns located on site.

WC3
F6
F7
F8

WC4

PS5

SS1

FC2

PS4

PS3

PS2
SS2
FC1
Figure 5.7.1: Material Selection

PS1
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MATERIAL SCHEDULE:

PANEL SUFACES:

PAINT:

PS1: Pilkington - Eclipse - Gold

P1- Sherwin-Williams - SW 7578 - Borscht

PS2: Armstrong - Infusions Inspiraion - Ice - BPSM5405

P2- Sherwin-Williams - SW 6123 - Baguette

TNC

P3- General Paint - ColorLife - Packing Nut - CL 2881W

PS3: Armstrong - Infusions Inpiration - Linen Gold -

P4- General Paint - ColorLife - Glutted - CL 2853M

SM5405TLG

P5- General Paint - ColorLife - Tilting - CL 3023W

PS4: Ceramic Printing Glass- Diffused Pattern

P6- Benjamin Moore - Chantilly Lace - OC-65

PS5: Chemetal - 904 - Brushed Light Brass Aluminum

P7- Benjamin Moore - Stone White - 2120-70
P8- Benjamin Moore - Amherst Gray - HC-167

FABRICS:

P9- Benjamin Moore - West Coast - CC-750

F1: Naturitas - Color 100
F2: Design Tex - Palomino - 3427-101 - Coconut

WALL COVERINGS:

F3: Design Tex - Palomino - 3427-803 - Stone

WC1- Design Tex - Luxe- 6545-802 - Mica

F4: Design Tex - Palomino - 3427-401 - Waterfall

WC2- Maharam - Leaf - 399620 - 001

F5: Maharam - Cotton Velvet - 465975 - 010 - Timbre

WC3- Tapetex - Marbella - 56-891

F6: Teknion Panel Fabric - Bargello - B252 - Archival Two

WC4- Calico - Wabi Cloud

F7: Design Tex - Clingnancourt - 3273-801 - Storm
F8: Maharam - Imprint - 466030 - Basalt

FLOOR COVERINGS:
FC1- PG Model - Dion
FC2- Grey Tile
SOLID SURFACES:
SS1: Original Red Marble within Union Station
SS2: Cambria Torquay - 0122 - Waterstone Collection
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CHAPTER 6
D E S I G N

T R A N S L A T I O N

This chapter displays how the research within this project is translated
into physical form. The Design Methodology is revealed followed by the
Application of Theory Into Design. Floor plans, sections, elevations and
renderings are included to demonstrate this translation from theory into
design in the Interior Organization Walk-thru.
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6.1

D E S I G N

6

M E T H O D O L O G Y :

The design intervention created for a hotel within Union Station

patrons of VIA Rail.

was influenced by a number of significant factors. Situating a hotel
within such a space created a need to embrace the historic value of

Place, Interaction, Memory and History theories were also examined.

the site. Exploring the site’s rich history allowed the programming

Concepts from these theories informed how the design would be

to tell its story to users. Influenced by what the site’s purpose has

laid out, what elements would be used within the spaces, what

always been, the notion of travelling by train was abstracted and

typologies should be used and how it is significant to integrate the

implemented by looking at how it might influence the hotel’s space

community and history of the site into the design of a space.

planning. Through this it was imagined what it would be like to
ride on a VIA Rail passenger train, conceptualizing how the user

These two sets of theories overlapped in several ways. Both focused

passes through different cars, flowing from one space into the

on the integration of the history of the site, the community that it is

other, each of which holds their own specific activity or purpose.

in and how these spaces need to transition over time. Manipulation
of spaces plays a key role in both theories, either through expansion

Through analysis of Regulation Theory, key terms were established

and contraction as the needs of the building change or through

that guided the design of the hotel within the tourism industry.

human interaction with the physical properties of the design. As

The main focus of this theory is to understand the context of

well, both theories foster the need for public gathering spaces

site and how it is affected by culture, history and community.

that are engaged by the users. Lastly, the uniqueness of a location

Furthermore, this theory allowed the examination of how the

played an important role in how to implement both theories into the

placement of the hotel within this specific site offers linkages to

design.

nearby businesses and establishments. Lastly, Regulation Theory
allowed an understanding of the important details of tourism
and why locations succeed. The balance of standardization and
uniqueness played a role in the programming and design of the
hotel. Reflecting back to the context of the site, embracing the
fact it is a train station and understanding the history of the site,
helped define the typologies that would be brought into the hotel
and the role they would play within the community and with
87
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6.2

A PP L ICAT ION

OF

6

THEORY

I N TO

D ES I G N:

As previously specified within the Application of Theory Into

be closed or opened, either being absorbed by the other spaces

Design sections in Chapter 2, each theory was broken down into

or sectioned off from them. Examples of this can further be seen

keywords that represented how the design could be influenced.

in the Staff room and meeting rooms, the Fitness Centre, within

These keywords created guidelines for the design of the Union

the office area, within the Restaurant area, and within the Hubs

Hotel. Listed below are examples for each keyword. As well, how

that are interjected into each level. While certain levels in the

the culture, history and train travel influenced the design are also

hotel may feature more Luxury suites on a higher level, each level

specified.

of the hotel has its value and each Hub arguably has its equal
importance to different users.

REGULATION THEORY

Lack of Hierarchy: Lack of hierarchy is expressed in a few ways

Expansion & Contraction: Similar to the thoughts expressed

within the spatial planning of the design. First off, as seen in the

in `Lack of Hierarchy,` Expand and Contract works with these

Main Level, all of the major spaces on this level flow into one

overlapping boundaries, spaces that can open up onto one

another either physically or through sightlines through the use of

another and can be divided through the use of partitions. If the

transparent and translucent partitions. Spaces can open up into

hotel needs to downsize then, it can do so either by dividing up

another, removing the physical boundaries and therefore creating

these spaces or letting a new typology take over one of the levels

new spaces. The lobby, which one could argue would be the main

either entirely or partially. It is beneficial to create design elements

focal point of the Main Level, has no real defining boundary. Other

that can be transformed over time as well. Large elements within

spaces spill out into it such as the restaurant, music venue, cafe

the different spaces use panelling that can be transformed or

and business centre. Visually all of these spaces can be seen

replaced completely as needed, such as the different bar counters

from the lobby and are equally viewed beneath the archways

and front desk. The facade of these uses a material that is fixed

making each space equal. Each of the typologies implemented

onto the major structure and can be transformed by dismantling

into the hotel can work individually from one another so if they

the facade and replacing it with new materials if the design needs

are no longer relevant they can be replaced with a new typology.

to be updated. Other pieces use strong, durable materials such as

For example, if the Cafe no longer works for the site, it can be

marble and stone that can last over time. Using the colour scheme

replaced with something new, the boundaries of this space can

that was created originally for the building will keep the design
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fixated on the history of the site. Furniture and fixtures are chosen

The design physically unites people with the idea of travelling by

based on this colour scheme. Using a muted colour palette within

train by the incorporation of the train car and the visual elements

the more simplistic furniture can work well with new styles and

seen in hallways. The more abstracted idea of how the Hubs act

patterns, such as the white marble tables that gives the furniture

like different train cars is yet another example. All of these are

increased longevity. As other more trendy pieces are swapped out

loose abstractions of this idea.

over the course of time, these more simplistic classic styles can
remain. As seen in my furniture selection, large pieces are often

Tourism: As seen in the previous example, the design reflects

neutral colours or wood using durable materials while smaller

on site-specific elements incorporated into the programming and

furniture pieces such as chairs, use colour and pattern.

design of Union Hotel. Each hub and public space, as well as

Partition systems create visual depth and interest, often using a

the staff areas and luxury suites, allow for interaction to occur,

graphic pattern. These partitions are designed to be able to be

providing environments that visitors will want to be in. The hotel

dismantled and are often able to be moved or reconfigured as

contains so many different amenities that it suits the needs of

needed. The graphics all relate to the historic elements in the

many different demographics travelling for a multitude of reasons.

design, whether it be the floral patterns seen throughout Union

Seating arrangements, as well as exposure of spaces to one

Station or site specific as they relate to train travel or Winnipeg.

another, allow for interaction among visitors to occur. Levels of

Lastly, the light fixtures picked reflect some of the original lighting

privacy in spaces help visitors pick their level of comfort.

fixtures that were incorporated into the design of Union Station,
as seen in the globe-shaped chandeliers, lamps, pendant lights

Regulation of visitors to protect the city

and wall sconces.

Security: The design allows for a security office that can monitor
the entire hotel through security cameras located throughout the

Site Specific: The programming of the hotel is meant to enhance its

hotel. Spaces can close and be locked up when not in use or

environment, creating a unique site-specific location for travellers.

during a threat. This is seen in places like the Cafe, Music Venue,

This is done by honing in on what makes Winnipeg unique from

Hubs and Fitness Centre which can be locked when not in use

the rest of the world. The music venue and art gallery embraces

without disrupting the remainder of the building. Using systems

the art community, the multi-culturalism and the site`s specific

such as alarms in areas as needed, panic buttons at the front

history. The reading nook’s selection of material, interactive

desk, telephones located throughout the hotel, security lighting

displays within the Children`s hub, and incorporation of graphic

and illumination that works with motion can add to the level of

elements seen on partitions and projections throughout the hotel

security. Creating spaces that lack privacy within public areas that

embrace the context of Winnipeg as well.

can be viewed by staff members and others also contributes to a
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cityscape. Each guest suite has windows that allow a view of
the city or in some cases the opportunity to view the nighttime

Maintenance: The historical elements within the building are left

projections over the top of the roof of the lobby. Security overlooks

unchanged. The new features are designed to work with the old.

the hotel to keep an eye on the users of the hotel and interject

Fixtures, materials and furniture, are made of durable materials or

when necessary if there is something that would take away from

designed in a way that they can be transformed as needed.

the tourist experience.

Context: See Site Specific.

Activities: The hotel is activity-oriented, featuring several different
interactive hubs for the user.

Flows of People: People are controlled by the spaces they are in
through the use of partitions and by staff members ensuring that

Regulation of Labour Markets for the Benefit

places are not overcrowded according to local laws and standards.

of Capital, Labour and Place:

As mentioned, many of the spaces flow into one another physically.

Workspaces: The hotel provides workspaces that are designed to

They overlap one another or you can view different spaces with

the same level as the rest of the hotel. Office spaces allow for

the use of transparent and translucent materials. Rooms can be

the staff to make the space their own. The staff room gives all

closed off and locked up to stop users from entering spaces.

employees a chance to interact with one another and to relax.
They are able to use the many amenities and customize their

Regulation

of

the

City

for

the

Benefit

locker with messages or imagery.

of

Visitors and the Tourism Industry

Linkages: Linkages are created throughout the hotel by

Regulation of the Industry for the Benefit of

creating hubs unique from one another and placing them

place, consumers and labour

amongst the hotel suites. Other areas link to the surrounding

Standardization & Uniqueness: The hotel offers many of the

neighbourhood

amenities that is standard amongst hotels but remains unique due

by

hosting

events

and

exhibits

in

the

Music Venue, meeting rooms and Art Exhibit.

to the site-specific elements added to the design, the interactive
hubs and it strong linkage between the hotel and train travel.

Views: The Wine Lounge is placed specifically for the view of The
Forks and the Canadian Museum of Human Rights. Other public
spaces such as the music venue, cafe, restaurant and meeting
room all have windows that look out to the surrounding site and
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PLACE, INTERACTION, HISTORY & MEMORY:

Uniqueness & Authenticity: See Standardization & Uniqueness, Site
Specific & Context.

Views: See Views. Using different types of stimuli created by the
hubs and exposed to one another through overlapping spaces or
transparencies. Creates views that will offer the opportunity to the
users to interact with one another.

Social Interaction: See Activities, Linkages, Expansion & Contraction
and Lack of Hiearchy. There are different types of seating arrangements
that allow various levels of social interaction to occur, some of which
that provide the possibility to be seated with people you may not
know. On every level, there are areas to stop and rest. Events occur
within the many different spaces, linking people experiencing these
events and to one another. Modular furniture is used throughout the
hotel, while freestanding pieces allow modifications to be made.

Memories: Interaction Hubs allow activity to occur, many of them
stimulating users by what is happening around them in some form.
Interactive technology, art pieces and reading nooks also allow
memories to be made through stimuli.

Adaptability & Manipulation: See Expand & Contract
Accomodating Spaces: The hubs are designed to target the majority
of users of the hotel. The entire hotel is accessible for all users with
every type of ability. Twelve rooms are designed specifically for those
with different accessibility needs.
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6.3

D ESIGN

SUMM A RY:

As previously mentioned, the site in question is within the historic
Union Station Building, located at 123 Main Street in Winnipeg,
Manitoba. The nearly 80,000 square foot North Wing of Union
Station has been transformed into Union Hotel, encompassing
within its several hubs to foster interaction throughout its five
levels. The expansive spaces allow for the varying typologies to be
easily implemented within the floor plates.
It must be reiterated that Union Hotel’s primary users are
passengers of VIA Rail’s trains, while the secondary users are locals
of Winnipeg. With that being said, to orient the reader based on
the site plan, the majority of users of Union Hotel come from the
train station area, through the centrally located rotunda and enter
from the South side into the lobby. The standard path of travel
created by hotel guests typically would be from the train station,
to the front desk, and to the elevators or stairwells leading to their
rooms.
Figure 6.2.1: Building Footprint shows the North wing of Union
Station highlighted in blue, where Union Hotel is placed. The part
of the building footprint that is left white shows the main path of
travel East to West from The Forks to Main Street. The Central
Rotunda is located along this path. Parts of the building’s footprint
shown in grey are out of the scope of the designed aspects of the
project.
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Figure 6.3.1: Building Footprint
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Included on the main level is Union Cafe, the Union Music Venue
and the Union Train Car Restaurant to support the patrons of the
hotel as well as the local community. The main level also contains
office spaces for the employees who manage Union Hotel. This
level contains the lobby, front desk, business centre and features
an art exhibit space. These areas were placed on the Main Level as
they would need to be easily accessed by people coming and going
from the hotel more frequently. The areas that cater to people
outside of the hotel need to be easily accessed from outside while
drawing in customers visually.
Within the basement level is ample storage for the hotel.
Housekeeping areas, a laundry room, maintenance, security and
staff areas are within this level. The Fitness Centre with a large
swimming pool is also located here.
Levels two, three and four contain the guest suites. Interjected
amongst these suites are different hubs that cater to different age
groups and interests. These hubs include a Games Hub, Children’s
Hub, Theatre Hub, three reading and learning nooks and a Wine
Lounge. Each of these levels contains a housekeeping storage
room and an ice and vending machine room. The higher the level,
the more expansive and expensive the room becomes to cater to
the desires of hotel guests.
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S E C T IO NS

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

MAIN LEVEL

BASEMENT
Figure 6.3.2: Section cut North to South of Union Hotel

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 3
LEVEL 2

MAIN LEVEL

BASEMENT
Figure 6.3.3: Section cut East to West of Union Hotel
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6.4

INTERIOR ORGANIZATION
& WALK-THROUGH:
The Main Level has the largest spaces that overlap one another, flow
into one another or are visually connected through space as a user can
see almost entirely from one side of the Main Level to the other, while
the different types of partitions can skew their view and break down
sound. These spaces allow the users to be aware of one another and
take part in activities that are happening near and far.
Upon entering the lobby, the user stands below the historic barrelvaulted ceiling that has been painted back into the original colours
that Union Station’s interior once had, matching the rotunda’s colour
scheme. Along the walls of the lobby are large archways that lead the
user into the different public spaces, as each of these spaces flow into
one another. Located in the centre of the lobby, which is the central
network of activity and inner workings of the hotel, is a large ethanol
fireplace. The fire is meant to act as an anchor amongst the expansive
space. Surrounding the fireplace is a selection of seating arrangements
on top of a vibrant reddish carpet. The colour of the carpet contrasts the
ceiling and flooring while pulling in the historical marble wainscotting
located throughout the station. This colour is used throughout many
of the public spaces where different levels of interaction occur. The
majority of the central lobby seating is sandwiched between two
acoustical fabric-wrapped panels. These panels allow sightlines across
the large lobby, yet break up the space visually. The fabric contains an
image of one of the historic details located on the mezzanine railings
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in Union Station. Over time these free-standing panels can be

6

as well as valuables within the hotel safe.

replaced easily with new images, while being moved throughout
the space if the functions in the lobby change.

Located on the East portion of the Main Level are office space
for those managing the hotel. The large office space is broken

Selecting lighting fixtures for the lobby was a carefully managed

up with a semi-transparent glass partition system. The partitions

task as there needs to be much care taken when positioning and

can be manipulated over time in order to create new spaces as

attaching these fixtures to the existing structure. In the past

needed. The panels allow some privacy amongst the three areas,

when this space was used as a library, up-lighting was used and

while maintaining a visual connection among its users. The walls

attached to the ceiling itself. Using the same areas that these

are lightly painted as is the ceiling, while wood flooring grounds

components were fixed, chandeliers are now hung. Additionally,

the space. The simplicity of this space is for the purpose of

wall sconces are placed on each pillar, while directional lighting

allowing its occupants to personalize the space for themselves.

that is highly controllable is focused on the detailed ceiling,

Within the office spaces, the only use of colour is seen within

allowing it to be highlighted through the use of light, shadow

some of the furniture elements.

and colour.
Next to the offices is the public washrooms, which are meant to
The front desk is located centrally underneath one of the

serve everyone on the Main Level of the hotel. Additional public

archways within the lobby. Red textured panelling is used on

washrooms are located nearby in the rotunda area, train station

the front of the desk to add dimension. The countertop holds a

itself and several other places on the Main Level to accommodate

red marble similar to the type used throughout the lobby space.

the users of these public spaces.

Hanging above it is a large set of lighting fixtures made of glass
and hints of gold. They hang at varying levels to further create

West of the washrooms is the Business Centre, which lines the

a visual texture. Behind the desk is a white wall that is projected

path of travel from the lobby to the bathroom and East stairwell.

upon from above. The projections can be used to showcase what

This area is meant to be exposed for the purpose of interaction

is happening within the hotel and the community of Winnipeg as

and security of the computers in this area. Within the partitioned

well as to give information to the guests in a visual way. On the

space is four workstations to be used by hotel guests, as well as

other side of that wall are two rooms that can be entered only

a Wi-Fi operated printer. These workstations can be closed off

from behind the front desk. They are that of the front desk office

late in the evening or as needed. The partition allows a physical

where the front desk clerk is able to do their work and a storage

barrier yet the users can easily be seen from within the space.

room where the clerks can store suitcases for guests as needed,

Across the pathway mentioned previously from the workstations
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Figure 6.4.3: Lobby Section

Figure 6.4.4: Lobby Section
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are bench seating, tables and stools. This area is a great spot for

they cannot be easily moved while being durable and easy to

meeting up with others or when users want to interact with the

clean. From this area, there is a alternative door that leads to the

busier areas of the hotel while on their personal laptops.

music venue. This door is mainly used for those who may use
this space, whether it is to play music or as an rental space for

Space planning and the furniture layout addresses circulation

meetings and functions. This entrance allows equipment to be

amongst these spaces on the Main Level. In the evenings, the

dropped off quickly and conveniently from the parking lot area.

music venue may require people to come and go into the space

During an event, where entry is limited in the music venue, this

or to wait in line in order to enter the facility. The ample amounts

door acts as an emergency exit only.

of space in the lobby can allow an area to be roped off for patrons
to wait in line and for security to allow them to come and go

Within the same entryway area, the restaurant spills out amongst

to their hotel rooms or the washroom facilities. Clear sightlines

the art exhibit. A physical boundary created by the same material

are created towards doorways leading out of spaces and out of

as the free-standing structures of the art exhibit is used to contain

the building. Circulation is required in front of the hotel’s front

the restaurant users as seen in Figure 6.3.9.

desk as people wait to be checked into the hotel and within
the restaurant waiting area. Circulation around the art exhibit is

Adjacent to the North entrance a graphic partition is used to

ample to provide this space to not only allow people to view the

separate the entrance from the restaurant area, noted in Figure

artwork but for others to enter and exit the hotel.

6.3.10. This allows a view of the train car peaking through the
hotel’s structure. It also allows visual interaction to occur amongst

Within the entryway on the North side of the lobby, artwork is

diners both within and outside the train car and those passing by.

hung within free-standing structures and on the walls. These
panels are constructed to hold different art exhibits that can
change over time featuring significant historical and cultural
elements of Winnipeg as well as artwork created by Winnipeg’s
artists. The panels hold the art pieces while protecting them
from damage. These free standing panels are translucent and
are spaced apart so those walking amongst them are not being
hindered from travelling throughout the space easily. Two
benches are provided for users to sit and view the art. They are
also to be used by guests who are waiting to be picked up or
to meet others. They are made from a heavy stone material so
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Adjacent to the front desk is the hotel’s restaurant. It services

the restaurant or by cart to different areas of the hotel. The kitchen

not only the restaurant but the music venue and the guest suites.

area uses light coloured materials and is brightly lit, creating an

The restaurant contains a reconstructed historic train car that

area that is easy to work in and clean. A door on the East side of

pokes out between the archways on the East side of the lobby.

the kitchen is used for deliveries. Within the space is a dry storage

This element contrasts its surroundings and is a strong visual

room, a walk-in refrigerator and freezer. The kitchen itself has

component that would spark interest among users of the hotel by

been laid out for ease of use by servers, bus boys, dishwashers

being an item out of the ordinary among the classical and ornate

and cooking staff. There is ample storage throughout the space as

features surrounding it.

well as many work surfaces. Shelves on wheels are added to the
kitchen to be used for larger catered events in the music venue

Surrounding the train car are tables and chairs that spill out into

and meeting rooms. A beverage and serving counter are located

the lobby, only to be separated by a 3’ high partition from the

on the South wall of the kitchen for servers to easily grab items

lobby area. The overlapping of spaces is seen throughout the floor

that are stored there or to pour beverages for customers.

plan of the hotel to allow visuals from one space to another to
occur the hope of drawing users into different spaces and thereby

Within the restaurant, there are three different seating arrangement

creating interaction. The restaurant’s hostess station contrasts the

options shown. The furniture within the space is all free-standing

front desk in a dark grey ornate front with a countertop made of

so they can easily be manipulated as needed. A light gold marbled

black marble containing golden flecks. Behind the hostess counter

wallpaper is used along the walls, continuing the theme of delicate

is a brushed golden panelled wall that reflects the pendant light

gold highlighting within the space. Bold red linear wall panels are

above the counter. A small coat closet is hidden behind the hostess

used to wrap up along the East wall of the restaurant, providing

counter wall.

While the flooring in the hotel lobby contains a

a sense of repetition linear forms as an abstraction of linked train

patterned multi-coloured terrazzo, the restaurant contains an all

cars. Simplistic gold orbs hang from above the tables. The chairs

white terrazzo. This was chosen due to the fact that it would be

are wrapped in a rich reddish velvet, contrasting the stark white

difficult to replicate the original and worn terrazzo from the historic

marble top tables. Wall washers are used to highlight the dimensions

building. The visual difference creates a boundary between spaces,

and materiality of the train car. The North section of the restaurant

yet the choice in flooring links the spaces to one another.

has seating in front of the windows and beside the glass partition,
leading to the entryway to create a visual connection with the

As you enter the restaurant behind the train car, doors lead into

outside. The ceiling in the area remains simple as to not fight with

the kitchen for serving personnel. These doors are placed centrally

the heavy visual elements already in the space. The structural

so servers can run food out amongst the different seating areas of

pillars within the restaurant are encapsulated in the same golden
104
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brushed material seen behind the hostess counter, tying the space

well as storage for the restaurant. In this hallway as in the hallways

together cosmetically. They anchor the user to create a pathway

throughout the hotel, lighting plays an important role. The lighting

into the train car.

is placed in strips on either side of this hallway as a representation
of train tracks. It is used as a method of travel from one place

The interior of the train car creates a unique experience that

to the next. Using innovative lighting technology that works with

allows users to witness what is happening around the train car,

motion sensors, these lights dim to a safe level and brighten as

while providing an intimate experience for the diners. The ornate

someone passes to display movement in the space. This creates

gold ceiling reflects the interior lighting, while the simplistic design

interaction with the space and security, so users can see the space

of the train car removes distractions for the users to embrace the

changes as people come and go.

fact they are encapsulated by the structure within a larger space.
Contrasting the ceiling is a black light fixture that adds dimension
into the space. The wood floors are finished in a dark wood stain.
The walls and marble tables are all white, while the black graphic
chairs add visual texture.
In the North Eastern most corner of the floor plate is one of the
meeting rooms the hotel is able to rent out for different events.
The meeting room can transform from a private meeting space
to a large table setting for the restaurant. The barn door-styled
decorative glass panels create a visual connection between the
meeting room and the restaurant but can close off the spaces from
one another for more privacy. The table contrasts the rest of the
restaurant’s furniture by incorporating a similar wood that is used
in the train car flooring. A white stone counter is along the East
wall for an additional surface to be used during meetings within
the space.
Along a hallway that leads from the restaurant to the public
washrooms, there is a server counter tucked away in a nook, as
106
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The cafe is located on the West side of the hotel which has access

6

the cafe within the lobby space.

to an entrance door directly from Main Street. Locals of Winnipeg
will be able to come and go as they please to purchase items from

The LED lighting strips that cross the expansive space of the

the cafe throughout the day. As people enter the cafe from Main

music venue and cafe can hold additional lighting fixtures that run

Street, the front desk is centrally located within their field of view,

on a track system. They can be changed over time, placed in new

anchoring them within the space.

areas dependent on the needs of the space while the LED lighting
is highly controllable between light colour and brightness. The

Two major vertical partition systems are used within the space

specific partition system chosen has sound absorbent qualities

dividing the cafe from the music venue and the cafe from the

to counteract the hard surfaces within these spaces. The ceiling

lobby area. The partition itself houses a graphically designed

within this entire space is a more contemporary expression of the

transparent glass skewing the view between the spaces when the

barrel-vaulted ceiling within the lobby space. It uses the same grid

partition is in use. These spaces are meant to be as transformative

pattern but in a flat plane. The ceiling panels within the grid are

as possible. While they are able to expand and contract their

specified for music venues, while decorative looking, their texture

purpose can change as needed. The hotel is able to rent out these

and materiality are used for the purpose of sound absorption.

spaces for banquets, meetings and art and cultural events to cater

The ceiling’s colour scheme mimics that of the lobby’s, creating

to the needs of the renters through the use of modular furniture

contrast between the white grid and the dark blue ceiling panels.

that can be set up in nearly endless configurations. The Music
Venue is linked to the train travellers as previously mentioned,

The golden translucent wall featured between the music venue

supporting the artists that VIA Rail gets to play on their train,

and the lobby is meant to create visual interest for those within

as well as local artists that play in Winnipeg. When large events

the lobby. While the visual of what is occurring on either side

occur, it is possible for the cafe and music venue to expand out

is slightly skewed, the shadows and light that dances from the

into the lobby space or be closed off completely from one another

music venue to the lobby will create an overlapping of activity

for small events.

through visual interest amongst the spaces.

Cafe seating is located in the South hall area and provides different

Within the music venue is a temporary bar as seen in the North

types of seating arrangements for different levels of privacy and

West corner of the floor plan. This bar can be manoeuvred

interaction for users. The large hallway allows for hotel guests to

around the space as the function of the space changes. It is the

flow easily past those who may be ordering something from the

secondary bar that can used when the Music Venue can not be

cafe bar. Additional stool seating is provided on the East side of

expanded into the cafe area for an event. The furniture within
108
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the music venue is all modular. The table seating uses the bold

venue is in use, with translucent security panels containing a

reddish fabric as seen in the restaurant, while the soft seating

decorative motif that exhibits a glow and movement as the bar

along the window wall uses a durable commercial leather like

staff work.

upholstery. The low soft seating is tufted in the same style seen
in the majority of the soft seating throughout the hotel. Low soft

The building spills out onto the sidewalk along Main Street within

seating is used as to not block the windows when placed in front

the confines of a sectioned off patio area. This area allows those

of them. The window treatments are meant to help dampen

using the music venue at night to also sit outside and take in

sound. The seating is arranged in large groups to promote

the Winnipeg atmosphere, as well as to eat, drink and smoke

interaction among larger numbers of people. The curved stage

outside as necessary. During the day, the cafe can use this space

mimics the curves seen in the barrel-vaulted ceiling and the

to draw interest from those outside to come within and creating

archways within the lobby. The stage is lit from the bottom as a

interaction with the general public. An outdoor patio also allows

way to draw people towards it while casting shadows from those

for the massive facade of Union Station to incorporate the

who may surround it.

human scale around it, igniting an expansive and barren space
for the public to enjoy.

The materials and colour scheme that are within the music
venue continue into the cafe since they will often transition from
two spaces into one larger space. The linear elements within the
spaces are painted in grey while the bulkheads seen dividing
the spaces and above the main cafe bar are in a dark grey
colour, contrasting the light white terrazzo flooring and white
stone top tables. The bar is wrapped in gold panels that can be
changed out easily over time, much like the other panels and
partitions located through out the main level. While the inner
cafe bar counter is linear, following the lines of the space from
the entrance on Main Street to the lobby, the outer cafe bar
counter located in the hallway is curved, replicating the curve of
the arches. Both sides of the bar are shaped for the purpose of
leading people along them spatially, yet in different ways. The
sides of the cafe bar can be closed off at night when the music
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Upon arriving on the second floor from the elevators located on

6

used hallway.

the West side of the building, the user leaves the elevator foyer
and enters into one of the reading nooks. Within this area, there

A unique feature to note on Level 2 is the mezzanine that overlooks

is a small sitting area and a bookcase that doubles as a partition.

the rotunda area. Seating has been provided to hotel guests as an

The hotel curates what reading material is within these areas.

additional place to sit and observe. They can use this mezzanine

All of the reading nooks focus on different aspects of Winnipeg,

as a passage from West to East across the building, accessible

whether it be the culture, history, people or pictures related to

from the fire stairwells on either side.

significant events that have taken place. Among these books are
journals of those who have travelled with VIA Rail and have stayed

As with most hotels, there are a variety of room types to satisfy as

at Union Hotel. This can cause the user to record a new history

many user needs as possible. For Union Hotel, there are six room

of the site, become aware of others who have stayed there and

types: barrier-free rooms, Queen rooms, King rooms, Economy

leave a piece of themselves for others to find. In this same area is

rooms, Luxury Suites and a single Luxury Suite that contains a

access to a telephone that can be used to call the front desk and

kitchenette.

other rooms within the hotel. This is an important security feature
to have. These types of telephones are located on each level of

Closest to the elevator are four barrier-free rooms. These rooms

the hotel.

allow for a wheelchair turning radius within the hotel suite and their
bathrooms. The bathrooms themselves are specifically equipped

The hallways within each level contain a dark grey carpet with a

for wheelchairs and for guests with mobility issues. There is a

more traditional pattern on it, reminiscent of the floral elements

shower with a fold down seat and grab bars there and next to the

located throughout Union Station. The dark carpet mirrors the

toilet. The furniture within the room allows for a wheelchair to be

dark ceiling above. The same LED light strips run parallel down

maneuvered around it and for wheelchair bound guests to move

the hallways. Perpendicular to the hallway are lowered ceiling

easily from chair to bed. The closets contain sliding doors, and the

components over the doorways that create a blue band of colour

desk allows for a wheelchair to sit under it. Light switches and the

from them down to the floor along the door. The hotel suite

maneuverable television is placed at a height that can be reached

number is illuminated on the ceiling components, while a tactile

by those in a wheelchair. Each level that contains guest suites

number is located on the door itself. The wall coverings down the

contains four of these types of rooms.

hallways are made of a very durable material containing a brushed

LEVEL 2

golden texture along them. This type of pattern is used to hide any
daily wear and tear that may occur, as is typical of a commonly
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Figure 6.4.11: Second Level Rendered Floor Plan
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Level two contains four economy rooms. These rooms are the

exterior in the evenings. These projections display special events

smallest of the rooms to choose from. They contain two twin beds

happening within the city and within Union Station. This creates a

and have a small bathroom containing a shower. These rooms

special memory for those who get to view it.

have cheaper material and furniture options that reflect the price
point of the room. These rooms are directed towards lower income

Many elements were factored in when designing the guest rooms,

travellers. The view from these rooms overlooks the parking lot at

such as the load barring columns that are placed throughout each

a lower level.

level and the placement of windows. It was imperative to have
windows divided evenly as possible amongst each suite in a way

On the second level are two sets of adjoining rooms. The adjoining

that makes sense. Views are an important part of space planning

rooms unite a queen room with a king room. The Queen room has

a hotel, while having a window is needed in a living space. By

two queen beds while the King room contains one bed and is more

working with the components that were already in place, it was

spacious. Adjoining rooms can be rented out to families so that

a guide to creating each suite. While there are many rooms

parents can stay in the King room while their children are in the

repeated from one level to the next, the rooms on each level are

Queen room safely nearby.

unique to one another, either through layout, sizing or placement
of furniture. It was crucial for plumbing to be stacked upon each

There are two luxury suites located on this level. Luxury suites

other and to share plumbing walls wherever possible. Because

are differentiated from the King suites by their sizing, furnishings,

of this, room layouts are often flipped so that bathrooms share a

materials and the partition that separates the living quarters and

wall with the neighboring suite. Having rooms that do not have

the bathroom. The luxury suite bathroom opens up to the rest

one typical layout causes the hotel to stray from standardization

of the room exposing the tub, shower and vanity. The partition

and makes it possible for the front desk to constantly “upgrade”

contains a floral motif similar to that of the historical elements

hotel guests to a better room as needed. Lastly, the need to stay

featured throughout Union Station.

within these confines causes the rooms to be somewhat spacious.

It is to be noted that centrally located on levels two to four;

The flooring material in each guest room is a tile surface. It seems

the floor plan cuts out to the roof above the lobby area. This

common place for hotels to use carpeting within their suites.

atrium space allows for windows on the interior of the floor plate.

One would think this is done to reduce sound transmission from

Several rooms look down onto the roof below. Given the lack of

one floor to the next. Decorative carpet is often used in hopes

a traditional view and the unique element that this creates, this

of hiding any stains that will eventually be created on carpeted

area features projections onto the roof and walls of this interior

surfaces. Witnessing the inner workings of a hotel working as a
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front desk clerk for a number of years, the author’s main focus was

of the space. Having a solid fixture will eliminate the issue of

on picking materials and furniture within these spaces that would

the lights being swung into the wall accidently and needing

be easy to clean, would be durable and be fixtures that could

replacement. The smooth globe of each pendant light can easily

easily be maintained or replaced as needed. Using floor underlay

be wiped down. In some of the guest rooms, there are reading

below the tiled floor helps with sound transmission between each

nooks where space allows. The nooks contain a grey-blue chair

level. Adding acoustical ceilings within each room adds to this

with gold details, a freestanding lamp and a small table that can

sound barrier, while having dropped bulkheads surrounding the

easily be used for a laptop. In all of the suites, a graphic rug is

sleeping spaces reduces sound transmission. Additionally, the

used beneath the bed, and local artwork hangs on the grey wall.

doors selected for the suites are chosen based on how well they

All horizontal surfaces within the space, aside from the shelving

limit sound transmission from the hallway into each suite.

of the entertainment units, are hard surfaces to eliminate the
chance of damage from hotel guests.

The hotel suites offer the cool colour scheme like that in the lobby.
Within the suites, the use of red is not prevalent, while gold is used

Within the luxury suites the light grey tile flooring transitions from

within the finer detail elements. The soft colours within the rooms

the living space into the bathroom, connecting the two spaces

are meant to contrast the public spaces. This is done so that there

when the sliding partition is open. Within the bathroom, the

is a visual difference between the public spaces where interaction

shower and tub are exposed to the rest of the room once the

and activity are commonplace and the spaces where relaxation

partition is opened and connects the spaces. A decorative tile is

and reflection occurs. While having a hotel that is programmed to

used at the base of the shower, allowing water to drain from this

be stimulating, there should be a break within the private spaces

area without escaping into the rest of the room. A glass partition

where the hotel guest can retire to. The furniture uses layers of

divides the shower area with the vanity. The shower is purposely

grey, white, blue and details of gold.

not enclosed, only using the small partition as a splash guard. The
vanity is a muted grey colour that matches the entertainment and

Between the dropped bulkhead and the walls, highly customizable

storage unit located within the guest suite. Within the luxury suite

LED strip lighting is placed, washing the walls beneath it and

bathrooms, the toilet is within its own space to create privacy.

creating a linear glow within the room. Behind the headboard is a
main focal point of the suite seen in the highly detailed panelling.

Each hotel room has a freestanding closet and a built-in

Pendant lights hang over top of the nightstands. The pendant

entertainment/storage unit within it that also acts as a desk in

lights use a rod as the fixture they hang from rather than a cable

most cases. The different rooms layouts cause the custom unit to

or cord. This is done for the purpose of safety and maintenance

be designed differently and laid out specific to that room’s needs.
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Figure 6.4.13: Luxury Suite Perspective
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Figure 6.4.14: Luxury Suite Bathroom Elevation
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10'

The countertop of this unit is in a white stone, while the linear
2'

2'-1"

5'-11"

components are painted in a dark grey lacquer that matches
the bulkhead within the room. The wood shelving and door
and drawer faces are painted in a medium grey, like that of

1'-6"

the vanity in the bathroom. A small shelf is located above the
countertop to place items on, such as cell phones and jewelry.
1'-5"

Storage shelving is located on either side of the television, which

9"

is attached to the wall with a swiveling bracket. The wall where

7 3/4"

the unit is placed has frosted glass parallel with it. Underneath
the shelving unit is LED strips to light the area below it. A lamp

1'

and telephone is located on the countertop. Within one of the
drawers is a binder of information from Tourism Winnipeg for
those looking to see the sights of the city. Built into the same

1'

unit is storage for clothing, a personal security box and a built6 1/2"
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Figure 6.4.16: Entertainment Unit Detail Section
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As mentioned previously, the hotel hallways contain innovative
lighting that works with human interaction as a way to show
movement down paths of travel. As seen in Figure 6.3.12, where
the two people are standing along the hallway, the lighting is the
brightest, whereas the space with no one is at a safe dimmable
level.
Figure 6.3.13 shows the hallway along the Games Hub. A large
graphic map skews the view within but allows enough to be seen
as a way to create interaction between the two spaces. The track
lighting’s linear form creates a unique sense of direction. The
dropped ceilings above the doorways play on the human scale
within the high ceilings.

Figure 6.4.17: Second Level Hallway Elevation
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Figure 6.4.18: Second Level Hallway Perspective
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Within the Games Hub are two large modular couches, a pool
table, an air hockey table and arcade games. There is also storage
that contains board games. The Games Hub uses the same wood
flooring as seen previously on the main level. The grid patterned
ceiling is also duplicated in this space, adding the acoustic benefits
mentioned earlier. This grid ceiling is used over each major activity
area, connecting them all together visually and to that of the lobby
space. Due to its level of activity and typical ages that could use
the Games Hub space, the design is bolder, filled with graphics
and brighter colours. Its placement near the economy rooms and
adjoining rooms is based on the level and type of activities that
this hub contains. Next to the Games Hub is the ice and vending
machine room as well as the housekeeper’s room. These rooms
are located centrally to allow easy access by all users in rooms
on each level. The placement of these rooms are repeated on
levels three and four. With all these hubs that are intermingled
among the guest suites, the programme specifies that they are to
be securely locked at appropriate times to avoid disturbing those
sleeping nearby.
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Figure 6.4.19: Games Room Perspective
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While many of the guest suites on Level three duplicate the rooms
below, there are some differences to be noted. Located on Level
Three is the Children’s Hub and the Theatre Hub. These spaces
stack overtop of the Games Hub on the level below. There are also
two fewer Economy rooms which are replaced by an additional
luxury suite. On levels two to four, there are public washrooms
located centrally on the East side of the building adjacent to the
fire stairway. These washrooms can serve those using the Activity
Hubs on every level. The rotunda cannot be seen from this level
or level four.

LEVEL 3
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Figure 6.4.20: Third Level Rendered Floor Plan
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The Theatre Hub contains comfortable seating aligned with one
another and facing a projection screen. The windows in the room
have black out shades containing a decorative floral motif. This
area has the same grid ceiling as the Games Hub below.
Next door is the Children’s Hub. Within it is a ball pit that contains
a small slide where kids can play. There are benches that kids can
use to sit or play on. Soft storage and surfaces that hold interactive
toys are used. There are seats for parents to sit on. The flooring
in this space is a vibrant blue rubber material to allow for safe
play and ease of cleaning. Interactive displays are embedded into
the glass wall system within this area that is two-sided, allowing
what the kids do throughout the space to be displayed within the
hall area for those passing by to see. The entire glass partition
system acts as a giant colouring book, which kids can draw upon
while allowing the frosted exterior side located in the hallway to be
abstractly transformed. A large graphic skyline of Winnipeg is on
the South wall of the Children’s Hub. This wall surface is treated
so that kids can draw on it much like a whiteboard. The Children’s
Hub requires a key card to enter to ensure it remains a secure
location for the children. Like all public places within the hotel,
this room is also equipped with security cameras to ensure that
play is done safely, securely and that those within the space have
children with them and they are being monitored by a guardian.
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Figure 6.4.21: Theatre Hub Elevation

Figure 6.4.22: Children’s Hub Elevation
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The fourth level floor plan is slightly different from the previous two
levels. While many of the rooms remain stacked with the previous
levels, there is a small walkway over the South side of the cutout
on the floor plate on this level. Because of this, the reading nook
and the placement of a barrier-free room were reversed compared
to the two previous levels. The reading nook here contains a
desk area the two previous ones did not have. While the Hubs
on the two previous floors were located centrally, breaking up the
flow of rooms along the hallway, the Wine Lounge Hub on this
level is situated on the other end of the walkway near the public
washrooms that were already in place at this level.
The higher the level within the hotel, the more expensive suites
traditionally are. With that being said, there are no Economy Rooms,
Queen rooms or adjoining rooms on this level. Rather there are
mainly King Rooms, barrier-free Rooms and Luxury Suites. On this
level there is also a single Luxury Suite that contains a kitchenette
for long-term hotel guests.

LEVEL 4
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Figure 6.4.23: Fourth Level Rendered Floor Plan
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The flooring of the Wine Lounge flows down the hallway to

The two spaces flow through to one another as the partitions

the opening located alongside the reading nook. This creates a

between them allow visual access from one section to the other.

transition from dark floral carpet to the wood flooring, pulling in

The partition glass is decorated with a glossy gold pattern. The

users down the hallway and into the space. The Wine Lounge is

sliding doors open mechanically for ease of use by lounge servers.

placed within two adjacent rooms, divided by the hallway that
runs through them. This area is an 18 plus zone and needs to
be sectioned off from other areas so those underage does not
unknowingly enter. Signage is used at the beginning of the
walkway to express this.
The Wine Lounge’s placement was also determined by the view to
the East from the windows. From this level, there is a clear view of
The Forks and the Canadian Museum for Human Rights.
To create a refined looking Wine Lounge the use of the rich wood
flooring was selected, while a vibrant red textured fabric wall was
created on the North side of the lounge. Dark grey upholstery
wraps the circular lounge furniture. Small gold tables are placed
beside the lounge furniture. Each piece is modular to allow for
different uses in the space as needed. Contrasting the dark
furniture are white stone tables with white leather chairs.
A large black chandelier is placed in the centre of each of the
rooms to add drama to the space. The bar contains a dark leather
facade while the bar top is the similar red marble featured in the
lobby. Pendant lights hang throughout the space, while the grid
ceiling beams create contrast, painted a dark grey against the
white acoustical ceiling.
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Figure 6.4.24: Wine Lounge Perspective
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On the Basement level, the hallway lighting uses the same

as seen in the restaurant. The kitchen surfaces are white with a

technology listed previously. The hallways on this floor are quite

white stone countertop and frosted glass cabinet doors. Fabric

expansive as they will often be travelled upon by housekeeping,

inspired by the floral motifs in the traditional historical elements

staff members and groups of people using the Fitness Centre.

of Union Station are used on the upholstered bench within the
kitchen. Blue upholstered chairs contrast the busy bench fabric as

Toward the end of the hallway are access to the housekeeping

well as in the soft seating in the theatre space. The ceiling plane

storage area and laundry room. Within the storage is everything

is painted in a white glossy paint while the wall surfaces are in a

the hotel needs to keep for different events that can take place

medium blue. Wall washers are placed along the curved wall to

in the hotel. Linens, extra bedding, replacement appliances such

highlight the golden elements in the wall covering.

as refrigerators, cribs and fans are just a few things that would
be stored here.

Within the same vicinity of the staff area, is a caretaker’s
maintenance office. This room is a workspace for the staff member

Next to this space are two additional meeting rooms that can be

who repairs and maintains the entire site. Tools are locked away

expanded as necessary by the same partition system seen on the

in this space. Parts are also stored in here. Next door to the office

Main Level. These meeting rooms can be rented out for guests

is the telecommunications room.

and used as additional spaces for staff members as needed. The
partition system also allows the meeting room to open onto the

The security office is located off the fire corridor. This office allows

staff area for additional flexibility of its use.

privacy, while allowing security in the basement to quickly exit
the level as needed or in other cases follow the hallway to the

Within the staff room is a full kitchen, lounging and eating areas

elevators. There is a small sitting area for those who are visiting

and a small theatre space where staff members can relax and

or interacting with security. A two-way mirror divides the space.

spend time in. This space is meant to be an area that employees

On the other side of the partition is where a security officer is

can interact, relax and feel at home in. Additionally, there are

posted to monitor the activity on every level of the hotel. Security

lockers provided for all employees so they can lock up personal

cameras are placed throughout the entire building, in all hubs,

possessions. There is private washroom facilities for staff members.

public spaces, hallways and elevators. This level of security is to

The same carpet in the hallways is used within these spaces, while

ensure the safety of both the staff and the clientele of the hotel.

terrazzo flooring is placed in the kitchen and the entire hallway of

BASEMENT

the basement areas due to its durability and easiness to clean.
The curved theatre wall contains the same marble wall coverings
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The security office is accessed with a key card and the additional

Surrounding the pool area is cool grey stone tiles. The North

monitoring room is securely locked.

wall features a textured dark grey wall that is washed in light to
highlight it. This wall, as well as the grid ceiling, allows for sound

The Basement Level is designed around the existing areas that run

absorption of this vast area that contains many hard surfaces,

the entire building such as the electrical room, boiler/mechanical

such as the flooring and glass walls. The ceiling’s grid is painted in

room and steam tunnels. The necessary upgrades are made to

dark grey, contrasting the white acoustic ceiling panels. Dropped

update the building to support a hotel, such as the addition of

gold ceiling panels further, contribute to the sound absorption

several commercial hot water tanks. The electrical room supports

while reflecting the elements below. These clouds are lit from

backup generators and the additional load of electricity required to

above, causing their edges to appear to glow. The pool and hot

run the music venue. Within the housekeeping and maintenance

tub walls contain LED lighting along their rim, adding drama to

area, bright task lighting is used.

the space. The pool is placed between the gold panel-wrapped
columns, not only acting as mirrors but are also using the same

From the hallway, you can see into the Fitness Centre that is

acoustic materials. These linear forms accentuate the space.

centrally located. In order to enter the Fitness Centre, guests

Alongside the pool runs bench seating that doubles as a surface

will have to first check in at the reception desk. From there they

for lounging and placing personal items on. Loungers and chairs

can enter into either the gym or the pool areas. Change rooms,

are located throughout the space for opportunities for people to

washrooms and showers are all located in the North Western part

socialize within the space.

of this level and can be used for anyone who uses these facilities.
This level was chosen to host the pool area due to the additional

The glass partition system allows users to be exposed, yet

structural requirements that would have been needed to place a

separated from the other areas of this level. This adds to a level

pool on any of the other levels of the hotel. This area needed to

of security and safety. The hotel strictly regulates the activities

be an expansive space and due to the humidity levels created by

occurring in this area and the extra exposure serves to prevent

such a place, as well as the noise created within the gym area, it

users from sneaking into these places when closed. An emergency

was best to remain on a level of Union Station that contains little

exit is located on the West wall of the pool area and the North

historical elements that could be damaged by the humidity or

wall of the gym area. The nearby fire exit Corridor leads to a

affected by the pool area. Within the Fitness Centre are several

stairwell that goes directly outside of the building.

different types of workout equipment. Several televisions are
featured on the West wall. The flooring is a dark grey rubber
material.
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CHAPTER 7
Within the conclusion, a review of the Methodologies used to fulfill the
project`s requirements are highlighted. This chapter reviews how the
history of Union Station, the theories researched, and the Precedent
Analysis completed guided the design. Additionally, the Questions of
Inquiry and Project Goals are revisited. Lastly, limitations are noted.
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The driving force behind this Practicum project was to transform

forms are seen in the cafe and restaurant seating and overtop

a historic building into a hotel that fosters tourism activities to

of the suite doors in the hallways to abstract the geometry of

create an establishment that would work well within the nearby

a train car within these spaces. Lastly, through the use of a

tourism related sites, while creating a physical link to the history

reconstructed train car as a restaurant, its look altered within

of the site. Incorporation of the history of the building and its

it, and was done to play with the balance between actual and

importance within our city is to illuminate why Union Station

abstracted spaces as the idea of travelling by train.

should be preserved, while breathing new life into it. Creating an
design that educates the user in a elegant way required a intense

Through the research completed on Regulation Theory and the

understanding of the history of the site to inform the design.

criteria that is met to make a successful tourist site, it became
essential for Union Hotel to be unique from other hotels in

Within Chapter 1, the significance of the surrounding site, the

Winnipeg. While there were a number of design lessons

building itself and the importance of this history to the local

uncovered through the research on this theory, the most

community was established. Doing this added to the reasoning as

substantial one was that a successful tourism site should reflect

to why a building such as Union Station needs to be maintained

the culture, history and community of that site, while being a

and shown to the public. While particular parts of the history

place unique from other examples of that typology. Influenced

do not influence the design or its elements in a direct way, it

by this, the history of Union Station was all the more relevant

helped establish some of the ways that patrons of a hotel could be

for this Practicum project.

educated on the history of the building. One of the ways this was
done was by creating a space that was influenced by the specific

Place, Interaction, Memory & History`s main lesson was

site`s history as a train station by abstracting and interpreting the

that activity and interaction with space and people allow for

notion of travelling by rail. As mentioned in the Design chapter,

memories to be made and a place to have meaning.

this was completed through the placement of different activity
hubs throughout each level in the hotel. As people travelled

Both theories overlapped numerous times, determining the

through the hallways, they would have to pass through or beside

process to design Union Hotel. Spaces that overlapped one

these hubs much like they would have to pass through different

another with views across different areas of activity were

cars that host different activities on a train. Abstracted further, the

significant. Allowing for interaction to occur in a variety of

use of linear forms within passageways were to create the illusion

ways was important to become a place for as many people as

of train tracks while using lighting technology to embellish the

possible. The ability to transform and manipulate spaces, while

idea of motion through these spaces. Partial enclosures and linear

taking something out of them, which in this case was memories
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and knowledge of Union Station’s history, gives the tourist site

The history of the site influenced how spaces of interaction

potential for success. Through allowing the culture and history

could occur. After learning how historical stories are translated in

of Winnipeg to be represented and highlighted in various forms,

different mediums, the need for distinct typologies to host these

whether it be through promoting local bands or cultural dancers

mediums was created. The art exhibit allows artistic expressions of

in the music venue, or displaying local indigenous artwork in the

history to be displayed for the user, allowing interaction between

art gallery, all of these examples educate the users who witness

the user and the history of the site. History of the site can be

these activities in some way. Developing memories based on

told through music, literature and graphic expression, which is

acknowledging the history curated by Union Hotel helps the user

seen within different interactive hubs and graphics throughout

bond with place.

the hotel. Lastly, creating abstracted and literal ties between train
travel and the space makes the user keenly aware of what this

In analyzing three different hotels within the Precedent Analysis,

building is used for aside from its use as a hotel.

an understanding of strategies used by successful historic hotels
that want to convey a sense of place and history to the user, while

How can the design of an interior influence its users to interact

making spaces that could create interaction, and while highlighting

with the place they are in and with one another?

the building`s historic value to the user, was implemented.

Through the study of Place, Interaction, Memory & History it
was understood how the design of an interior can influence the

Three questions were created to guide the research for this

users to interact with the place they are in and with one another.

project. Through the methodology used, answers to these

Allowing for social interaction to occur does this. Making spaces

questions became available.

within the hotel that give the ability to the user to do activities
within them creates memories of that place for the user, and,

How can the history of a building influence the design of an

in turn, causes the user to develop an emotional connection to

interior space?

the place. Creating spaces that provide views into different areas,

The history of Union Station was able to influence the design of its

foster seating arrangements that promote interaction and making

interior space by guiding the process with the historical elements of

an interior that is manipulated by the user, also causes the user to

the design featured and replicated in new ways. Through studying

interact with others and the place in question.

the design language of the historical elements, the design was
influenced as seen in the ceiling treatments created in important

How can a hotel be designed so that it is easily adaptable

areas, guiding the colour scheme and reigning in furniture choices

and

to complement both the historical elements and new features.

Both Regulation Theory and the study of Place, Interaction, Memory
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& History answered this question. A hotel can be designed to be

Overall, through this methodology the Questions of Inquiry were

easily adaptable and transformative for new functions and trends

answered. All of the project goals were achieved. A space was

in several ways. These include incorporating spaces that flow

created that bridges the past Union Station with a future use. It

from one into another, can expand and contract or overlap, are

will be able to unite users with one another, while giving all a clear

easily manipulated to change over time, that embrace the historic

sense of the site’s unique history.

elements and/or functions of that space, that use materials and
furnishings that bridge the past design with future elements, while

Through this process it became clear that the design should always

being built to last, and transforming or replacing without causing

have potential to evolve over time as was proven in the Regulation

the design to fall apart without a specific layer of the design.

Theory research. In creating spaces that can house a multitude of
uses and can easily and conveniently change over time to allow

There were a few limitations of this project to note. While

for a natural evolution, the future transitions will bring new and

researching the history of the site, it became apparent that every

satisfying textures to the history of the site rather than distracting

detail could not be implemented within this design Practicum. The

from it.

history gives a background to the site’s significance yet does not
make up the main purpose of the design. By creating a design

As well, it was imperative to underscore the significance of

that can showcase the different histories of the site, the cultures

human interaction in spaces to allow for a sense of place. Users

of the community that surrounds it and, in the spirit of Regulation

can only connect with the heritage value of a place when human

Theory, change over time to remain relevant and act as a physical

interaction occurs within it. The place becomes a venue that defies

history book, the design would not allow specific parts of history

time. Visitors become part of the transition. They are witness to

to be taught to users. The history instead determined which

its unique evolution. The place is no longer just another elegant

unique typologies that would be within the space, and helped

heritage building. The transformation has created a special place

define certain aspects of the programme.

where history comes alive for the sharing of countless stories of a
past that is indispensable for the present and future.

Additionally, when exploring the regulatory regimes that the site
of Union Station is governed by, it was realized what an enormous
undertaking it is. The regulatory regimes are infinite, so specific
ones that stand out in today`s world were highlighted.
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APPENDIX
Within Appendix A is the Building Code analysis which includes an
occupancy load and water closet analysis as well as emergency exit and
travel distance plans for each level within Union Hotel. Appendix B lists
the technological requirements of the hotel. Lastly, Appendix C contains
dimensioned floor plans and the reflected ceiling plans for Union Hotel.
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3.3.1.4. Public Corridor Separations
1) Except as otherwise required by this Part or as permitted by
Sentence (4), a public corridor shall be separated from the remainder
of the storey by a fire separation.
2) Except as permitted by Sentence (3) and Clauses (4) (a) and (b),
the fire separation between a public corridor and the remainder of the
storey shall have a fire-resistance rating not less than 45 min.
3) If a storey is sprinklered throughout, no fire-resistance rating
is required for a fire separation between a public corridor and the
remainder of the storey, provided the corridor does not serve a care,
treatment or detention occupancy or a residential occupancy.
4) No fire separation is required in a sprinkelered floor area between
a public corridor and
a) except as required by Sentences 3.3.3.5. (9) and 3.3.4.2.(1), and
notwithstanding Sentence 3.4.2.4.(2), the remainder of a storey,
provided the travel distance from any part of the floor area to an exit
is not more than 45 m,
b) a room or a suite, provided the public corridor complies with
Sentence 3.3.1.9.(6) and Clause 3.4.2.5.(1)(d), or
c) a space containing plumbing fixtures required by Subsection 3.4.2.,
provided the space and the public corridor are separated from the
remainder of the storey by a fire separation having a fire-resistance
rating not less than that required between the public corridor and the
remainder of the storey.

In order to complete a Building Code Analysis on Union Station,
the 2010 National Building Code of Canada was used to ensure the
design followed the guidelines within it. Relevant sections of the
National Building Code of Canada are included below listed by what
section they originated from. The tables and information interjected
within these sections reflect the site specific elements these sections
refer to.
Section 3.1 General
Table 3.1.2.1 Major Occupancy Classification:
Group A, Division 2: Assembly occupancies not elsewhere 		
classified in Group A (Public Spaces within hotel)
Group C: Residential occupancies (Guest Rooms)
Building
Building
Building
Building

A

area: 248,000 sq. ft
height: 4
Facing: Main Street
Details: Sprinklered

Section 3.3 Safety within Floor Areas
3.3.1. All Floor Areas
3.3.1.1. Separation of Suites
1) Except as permitted by Sentences (2) and (3), each suite in other
than business and personal services occupancies shall be separated
from adjoining suites by a fire separation having a fire-resistant
rating not less than 1h.

3.3.1.5 Egress Doorways
1) Except for dwelling units, a minimum of 2 egress doorways located
so that one doorway could
provide egress from the room or suite as required by Article 3.3.1.3.
if the other doorway becomes
inaccessible to the occupants due to a fire which originates in the
room or suite, shall be provided for
every room and every suite.
b) intended for an occupant load more than 60.
c) in a floor area that is sprinklered throughout and does not contain
a high hazard industrial
occupancy and
i)the travel distance to an egress doorway is more than 25m, or
ii) the area of the room or suite is more than the value in Table
3.3.1.5.B.
2) Where 2 egress doorways are required by Sentence (1), they shall
be placed at a distance from one another equal to or greater than one

3.3.1.3. Means of Egress
1) Access to exit within floor areas shall conform to Subsections
3.3.2. to 3.3.5. in addition to the requirements to this Subsection.
8) Except as permitted by Sentences 3.3.4.4. (5) and (6), each suite
in a floor area that contains more than one suite shall have
a) an exterior exit doorway, or
b) a doorway
i) into a public corridor, or
ii) to an exterior passageway.
9) Except as permitted by this Section and by Sentence 3.4.2.1.
(2), at the point where a doorway referred to in Sentence (8) opens
onto a public corridor or exterior passageway, it shall be possible to
go in opposite directions to each of 2 separate exits.
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third of the maximum overall diagonal dimension of the area to be
served, measured as the shortest distance that smoke would have to
travel between the nearest required egress doors.

A

i)an interior stairway.
3.4.2. Number and Location of Exits from Floor Areas
3.4.2.1 Minimum Number of Exits:
1) Except as permitted by Sentence (2) to (4) every floor area intended
for occupancy shall be served by at least 2 exits.

Table 3.3.1.5B Egress in Floor Area Sprinklered Throughout:
Group A 2152.78(Maximum Area of Room or Suite, sqft)
Group C 1614.5 (1) (Maximum Area of Room or Suite, sqft)

3.4.2.1.A.,or
b) in a floor area that is sprinkled throughout
i) the travel distance is not more than 25 m, and
ii) the floor area is not more than the value in Table 3.4.2.1.B.

3.3.1.6 Travel Distance:
1) If more than one egress doorway is required from a room or suite
referred to in Article 3.3.1.5., the travel distance within the room or
suite to the nearest egress doorway shall not exceed the maximum
travel distances specified in Clauses 3.4.2.5.(1)(a),(b),(c) and (f) for
exits.

Table 3.4.2.1.B. Criteria for One Exit (Floor Area Sprinklered
Throughout)
Group A: 2152.78 sq ft (Maximum Floor Area)
Group C: 1614.5 sq ft (Maximum Floor Area)

Section 3.4. Exits
3.4.1. General
3.4.1.1. Scope
1) Exit facilities complying with this Section shall be provided from
every floor area that is intended for occupancy.
3.4.1.2. Separation of Exits
1) Except as permitted by Sentence (2), if more than one exit is
required from a floor area, each exit
shall be separate from every other exit leading from that floor area.
2) If more than 2 exits are provided from a floor area, exits are
permitted to converge in conformance
with Sentence 3.4.1.3.(2), provided the cumulative capacity of the
converging exits does not
contribute to more than 50% of the total require exit width for the
floor area.

3.4.2.3. Distance between Exits:
1) Except as provided in Sentence (2), the least distance between 2
exits form a floor area shall be
a) the floor area is divide so that not less than one third of the floor
area is on each side of a fire separation, and
b) it is necessary to pass thought the fire separation to travel from
one exit to another exit.
2) Exits need not comply with Sentence (1) where
a) the floor area is divided so that not less than one third of the floor
area is on each side of a fire separation, and
b) it is necessary to pass through the fire separation to travel from
one exit to another exit.
3) The minimum distance between exits referred to in Sentence
(1) shall be the shortest distance that smoke would have to travel
between the exits, assuming that the smoke will not penetrate an
intervening fire separation.

3.4.1.4. Types of Exits
1) Subject to the requirements of this Section, an exit from any floor
area shall be one of the
following, used singly or in combination.
a) an exterior doorway,
b) an exterior passageway,
c) an exterior ramp,
d) an exterior stairway,
e) a fire escape (conforming to Subsection 3.4.7.)
f) a horizontal exit
g) an interior passageway,
h) an interior ramp, or

3.4.2.4. Travel Distance
1) Except as permitted by Sentence (2), for the purposes of this
Subsection, travel distance means the
distance from any point in the floor area to an exit measured along
the path of travel to the exit.
2) The travel distance from a suite or a room not within a suite is
permitted to be measured from an egress door of the suite or room to
the nearest exit, provided
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A

3.4.2.6 Principal Entrances:
1) For the purpose of this Section, at least one door at every principal
entrance to a building providing access from the exterior at ground
level shall be designed in accordance with the requirements for exits.

a)the suite or room is separated from the remainder of the floor area
by a fire separation
i) having a fire-resistance not less than 45 min in a floor area that is
not sprinklered
throughout, or
ii) which is not required to have a fire-resistance rating, in a floor area
that is sprinklered throughout, and
b) the egress door opens onto
i) an exterior passageway
ii) a corridor used by the public that is separated from the remainder
of the floor area in conformance with the requirements of the floor
area in conformance with the requirements in Article 3.3.1.4. for the
separation of public corridors, or
iii) a public corridor that is separated from the remainder of the floor
area in conformance with Article 3.3.1.4.

3.7.2.2. Water Closets:
1) Except as permitted by Sentence (4), water closets shall be
provided for each sex assuming that the occupant load is equallydivided between males and females, unless the proportion of each sex
expected in the building can be determined with reasonable accuracy
(See Appendix A.)
2) If a single universal toilet room is provided in accordance with
the requirements of Section 3.8, the total number of persons in
the building used to determine the number of water closets to be
provided, is permitted to be reduced by 10 before applying Sentences
(6), (7), (8), (12), (13), or (14).
3) Except as permitted by Sentence (2), if only one universal toilet
room is provided in accordance with Section 3.8, the water closet in
this room shall not be taken into consideration in determining the
number of water closets required by this Article, unless a single water
closet is permitted in accordance with Sentence (4).
4) Both sexes are permitted to be served by a single water closet if
the occupant load in an occupancy referred to in Sentence (6), (10),
(12), (13), (14), or (16) is not more than 10.
5) Urinals are permitted to be substitute for two thirds of the number
of water closets required by this Article for males, except that if only
2 water closets are required for males, one urinal is permitted to be
substituted for one the water closets.

3.4.2.5. Location of Exits
1) Except as permitted by Sentences (2) and 3.3.2.5. (6), if more than
one exit is required from a floor area, the exits shall be located so that
the travel distance to at least one exit shall be not more than
c) 45m in a floor area that contains an occupancy other than a highhazard industrial occupancy, provided it is sprinklered throughout,
d) 105 m in any floor area, served by a public corridor, in which rooms
and suites are not separated from the remainder of the floor area by
a fire separation, provided
i) the public corridor is not less than 9m wide,
ii) the ceiling height in the public corridor is not less than 4 m above
all floor surface,
iii) the building is sprinklered throughout, and
iv) not more than one half of the required egress doorways from a
room or suite open into the public corridor if the room or suite is
required to have more than one egress doorway,

Section 3.8 Barrier-Free Design
3.8.1.3 Barrier-Free Path of Travel:
1) Except as required elsewhere in this Part or as permitted by Article
3.8.3.3. pertaining to doorways, the unobstructed width of a barrierfree path of travel shall be not less than 920 mm.
2) Interior and exterior walking surfaces that are within a barrier-free
path of travel shall
a) have no opening that will permit the passage of a sphere more
than 13 mm diam.,
b) have an elongated openings oriented approximately perpendicular
to the direction of travel,
c) be stable, firm and slip-resistant,
d) be bevelled at a maximum slope of 1 in 2 at changes in level not
more than 14 mm, and

2) Except for a high-hazard industrial occupancy, Sentence (1) need
not apply if exits are placed along the perimeter of the floor area
and are not more than 60 m apart, measured along the perimeter,
provided each main aisle in the floor area leads directly to an exit.
3) Exits shall be located and arranged so that they are clearly visible
or their locations are clearly indicated and they are accessible at all
times.
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e) be provided with sloped floors or ramps at changes in level more
than 13 mm.
3) A barrier-free path of travel is permitted to include ramps,
passenger elevators or other platform-equipped passenger elevating
devices to overcome a difference in level.
4) The width of a barrier-free path of travel that is more than 30 m
long shall be increased to not less than 1500 mm for a length of 1500
mm at intervals not exceeding 30 m.
3.8.2.3 Washrooms Required to be Barrier Free:
1) Except as permitted by Sentence (2), a washroom in a storey
to which a barrier-free path of travel is required in accordance
with Article 3.8.2.1., shall be barrier-free in accordance with the
appropriate requirements in Articles 3.8.3.8. to 3.8.3.12.
2) A washroom need not conform to the requirements of Sentence
(1) provided
a) it is located within a suite of residential occupancy or a suite of
care occupancy,
b) other barrier-free washrooms are provided on the same floor area
within 45 m, or
c) it is located in an individual suite that is
i) used for a business and personal services occupancy, a mercantile
occupancy or an industrial occupancy,
ii) less than 500 m2 in area, and
III) completely separated from, and without access to, the remainder
of the building.
3) In a building in which water closets are required in accordance
with Subsection 3.7.2., at least one barrier-free water closet shall be
provided in the entrance storey, unless
a) a barrier-free path of travel is provided to barrier-free water closets
elsewhere in the building, or
b) the water closets required by Subsection 3.7.2. are for dwelling
units only.
4) If alterations are made to an existing building, universal toilet
rooms conforming to Article 3.8.3.12. are permitted to be provided
in lieu of facilities for person with physical disabilities in washrooms
used by the general public.

A

open,
iii) swings outward, unless sufficient room is provided within the stall
or enclosure to permit the door to be closed without interfering with
the wheelchair (see Appendix A),
iv) is provided on the inside with a door pull not less than 140 mm
long located so that its midpoint is not less than 200 mm and not
more than 300 mm from the hinged side of the door and not less
than 900 mm from the hinged side of the door and not less than 900
mm and not more than 1000 mm above the floor (see Appendix A),
and
v) is provided with a door pull on the outside, near the latch side of
the door,
c) have a water closet located so that the clearance between the
fixture and the wall on one side is not less than 285 mm and not
more than 305 mm,
d) be equipped with grab bars that
i) are mounted horizontally on the side wall closest to the water
closet and shall extend not less than 450 mm in both directions from
the most forward point of the water closet (see Appendix A),
ii) if the water closet does not have an attached water tank, are at
least 600 mm in length, mounted horizontally on he wall behind the
water closet and centred on the toilet bowl,
iii) are mounted not less than 840 mm and not more than 920 mm
above the floor,
iv) are installed to resist a load of not less than 1.3kN applied vertically
or horizontally,
v) are not less than 30 mm and not more than 40 mm in diameter,
and
vi) have a clearance of not less than 35 mm and not more than 45
mm from the wall,
e) be equipped with a coat hook mounted no more than 1200 mm
above the floor on a side wall and projecting not more than 50 mm
from the wall, and
f) have a clearance of not less than 1700 mm between the outside of
the stall face and face of an in-swinging washroom door and 1400 mm
between the outside of the stall face and any wall-mounted fixture.

3.8.3.8 Water Closet Stalls:
1) At least one water closet stall or enclosure in a washroom required
by Article 3.8.2.3. to be barrier-free shall
a) be not less than 1500 mm wide by 1500 mm deep,
b) be equipped with a door that
i) can be latched from the inside with a closed fist,
ii) provides a clear opening not less than 800 mm wide when it is
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Table A1: Occupant Load Applied to Hotel Spaces
GROUP
/ DIVISION

LEVEL

AREA

FLOOR
AREA
(SQ. FT)

FLOOR AREA PER
OCCUPANT
(SQ. FT)

OCCUPANT
LOAD

MAX.TRAVEL
DISTANCE

A2

MAIN LEVEL

RESTAURANT / MEETING
ROOM

2462

10

246

123

A2

MAIN LEVEL

MUSIC VENUE /CAFE

3294

8

411

47

A2

MAIN LEVEL

KITCHEN

827

49.5

16

46

A2

MAIN LEVEL

OFFICE SPACES

727

100

7

80

A2

MAIN LEVEL

LOBBY

3268

8

408

60

C

BASEMENT LEVEL

FITNESS CENTRE

6205

49.5

125

108

A2

BASEMENT LEVEL

STAFF AREA

1817

49.5

36

132

A2

BASEMENT LEVEL

MEETING ROOMS

824

10

82

108

A2

BASEMENT LEVEL

LAUNDRY ROOM

450

49.5

9

104

A2

BASEMENT LEVEL

STORAGE

972

495

19

145

A2

BASEMENT LEVEL

CARETAKER ROOM

265

49.5

5

50

A2

BASEMENT LEVEL

SECURITY ROOM

265

100

2

28

C

LEVEL 2

GAMES HUB

1330

20

66

140

C

LEVEL 2

THEATRE HUB

580

8

(24)

132

C

LEVEL 3

CHILDREN’S HUB

608

20

30

140

A2

LEVEL 4

WINE LOUNGE

887

10

88

42

C

LEVEL 2-4

GUEST SUITES

435*

49.5

(2-6)

134

Through analysis of Table 3.1.17.1 Occupant Load located
in the National Building Code, Table A.1 was created to
determine the allowable occupant load and maximum travel
distances based on different areas within Union Hotel.
Through analysis of Table 3.7.2.2.A Water Closets for an
Assembly Occupancy located in the National Building Code,
Table A.2 was created to determine the required amount of
water closets within specific areas of Union Hotel. It is to
be noted that while additional water closets were designed
for Union Hotel within the North Wing of Union Station, the
occupancy load requires more water closets then seen within
the specified area on the Main Level. To meet the specified
requirements within Table A.2, public water closets located
throughout Union Station outside of the North Wing are
used to fulfill the needs of Union Hotel. Located on the Main
Level are an additional 6 sets of public water closets that

Table A2: Water Closet Requirements for Assembly Spaces
LEVEL

AREA

OCCUPANT LOAD

MALE WC

FEMALE WC

MAIN LEVEL

ALL HOTEL AREAS

1088

10

19

BASEMENT

FITNESS CENTRE

125

3

5

BASEMENT

STAFF AREAS

195

4

8

2ND LEVEL

GAMES HUB

66

2

4

3RD LEVEL

3RD LEVEL HUBS

54

2

4

4TH LEVEL

WINE LOUNGE

88

2

4

fulfill the needs of the occupant load adding 14 female and 12 male water
closets as well as one universal water closet, to the 5 of each sex created for
Union Hotel. Located on levels 2-4, public water closets centrally located are
used to fulfill the needs of the activity hubs placed on each of these levels.
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EXIT

EXIT Emergency Exit
Pull Station

EXIT

Exit Route
Figure A1: Main Level Emergency Exit Plan
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Figure A2: Second Level Emergency Exit Plan
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Figure A3: Third Level Emergency Exit Plan
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Figure A4: Fourth Level Emergency Exit Plan
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Figure A5: Basement Level Emergency Exit Plan
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the exterior of the building which is monitored by a security officer.
An emergency button is located at the front desk and behind the
bar within the music venue in case of an emergency so staff can
silently call the security officer.
Telephones are located on every guest level and within the gym
which go directly to front desk.

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS:
Existing sprinklers are located throughout hotel including within
every guest suite.
Kitchen space requires a fire suppression system within the
exhaust canopy in the event of grease fires.
Heating and air conditioning within suites is updated for personal
control.
Modern air conditioning throughout the building.

FIRE SAFETY:
Smoke detectors are located in each guest room, as well as each
area of the hotel Fire pull stations are located throughout each
level of the building.
Signage located near elevators and on each level directing users.

PLUMBING SYSTEMS:
The plumbing is updated to accommodate the personal bathrooms
within each guest suite as well as the service rooms and ice
machine rooms located on each level of the hotel.
Commercial grade hot water tanks will be added to the hotel’s
current system to address the increased demand of hot water for
the hotel guests.

LIGHTING:
Emergency exit signs are located on each level directing users
towards the nearest exit.
Backup lighting containing a battery system is located throughout
the building and within the public corridors to be used in the event
of power outage to create a lighted path towards exits.
Lighting in offices and public washrooms uses motion sensor
technology so that electricity is used only when someone is within
the room. These lights also monitor the daylight that enters the
space to ensure that lights are only on when needed.
The restaurant, lounge and lobby use a layering of lighting for
different purposes such as task lighting, ambient lighting, wall
washing and stage lighting.
Within the guest rooms, the light switch nearest to the door as
well as the bathroom light switch is illuminated to help guests
locate the switches upon entry into the unfamiliar guest room.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS:
Cable Television will be provided in each guest room and the
lounge.
Telephones will be located in each guest room and office, within the
lounge, music venue restaurant, security office, within the lobby
and business centre, on the reception desk, as well as located on
every level of the hotel guest hallways.
A fax is located within the office area as well as the business
centre.
A Wi-Fi internet connection is accessible throughout the hotel and
restaurant.
Outlets within the guest suites as well as charging stations in
the lobby and business centre include USB adapted outlets for
charging technology devices.
SECURITY SYSTEM
A security system is used throughout the building, in particular, the
areas that are not open 24 hours a day such as the offices, music
venue, restaurant, kitchen, and business centre.
Cameras are located in every public area, in all corridors and on
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Figure B6: Main Level Reflected Ceiling Plan
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Figure B7: Second Level Reflected Ceiling Plan
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Figure B8: Third Level Reflected Ceiling Plan
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Figure B9: Fourth Level Reflected Ceiling Plan
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